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Tensions reemerge

Jewish leaders accept
Vatican invitation
By Walter B~b,r
ead~rs of the American Jewiah
community re•d.ed with a:pra.
lrionsof~l~fendjubilallon last
wcek aller Rabbi Mordecai Wu.men,
chairman of the lnternalional Jnrith
Committee fo• l nternligioua CoNAllla·
tion1 UJCJC). ll<C!pled an inYitation to
bring an inll"tnational Jewish delegation
t.o tho Vatican t.o hold Nbrtantive cmcu.
aiono with Pope John Paul II.
The Rome meeting. which is t.o take
pl""" in tlw! lo.•t oev..,...1 d•yo o( August
or early September, ..ill be the r1rst•uch
in.depth di8CllS9ion of J ewish·Cotholic

L

relotioM hetwttn a pope and rcprNCn·
taUvu ol world Jewry in recent times.
The rnnjorit.Y opinion etnonl Jn1ish
lcadtn ;,, tha1 • ~ul audie""" .,jt.h
the pope will make it poosible for .,..I
of tht Ame.rican Jewish leadership to
p•rticip.•le in • plann ed ce~moaial
meeting •ith John PaiuJ n in Miarni on
September I I.
Jewish leadm! bad announced in I.he
woke of John Paul's audience for
Au!ll.r ian Prc5idcnt Kurt Waldheim in
th<: Vatican loot Ju.,. that they •'OUld be
unable to :\ttend the Miami -ing
unlCN the pope made e significant
ge-rture lo r«tify the gituation~
°""Pi1" I.he feelinRS ol jubiletion,
howc-ur. SN'TM: tcn...io"" bet~n Jcwi~h

le.•d<>,,. quickly m:rnerg.d in the "'•kt
of tti. ~nnwnccment by JJCIC that it
had accepted lhe Vatican's in\•itatinn.
A ~..,t..m<'nl by F.l:ln Ste~nbcrtt. ex-

r,(Jht· Wnrld .lt: \\i...h r ... .n
f!TC'~t\\i.Jt~l. tnthe· Nt>"'- York Tim.~ U1oil
the .feW1-th rcprf·qntnh "t~ :'It the

the-·

meeting with
aitldr;td what ht
term<d "poor slatcmnan.hip" "1 !lie
RCA. but conceded ltlat lfthe Orthodo1
lltOUP boycoUa the Miami lfttttll\J,
another Jewiah le..t..- will have to be
'*lled upon t.o reed the Jcwlah communi·
tyspeech.
The lot.eel t•tnts ...,. twched orr
when IUbbi Waz.man received a
telephone call late on llU1Uat 4 from Car·
diMI Jo'1Mnes Willebrando, p"8ident of J
the Votican C"mmlMfon nn Rtlif(ioua •
Relolione With the Jewt, propoeinc thee
a JewiAh delegation come to Rome lo
meet •iLh lhe pope before lhe pontirr
le..e• on his September U.S. tour.
Willebrnndo furthe7 suae•ted lhol !lie
Jewish dele-g.otinn inc1Ude the rout
Jewish leo.der1 who hnd met with
Vatican Secrcl.Ary o( State Cord)nftl
Ag<'ILino CoMrnli In New York on July

9: Wuman, kh•perman. Tanenbaum
and Rabbi Wolfe Kelmnn, ropr-ntlnf
t he World Jnrioh Ccmgrus.

United Synagogue
is concerned
Jewish leaders will
not press the pope
on the Waldheim
issue

•otm i \"C d in..-!..-•

Vatiun mt.-.:c.inj! will convey their
"'an'f\lish :md paui as well L' their ~hock
and di,.mny.. at the: pope'~ :.udicf)(e "'ilh
Wnldhcon. brf)us:;ht. t1n ant:ry rr.uctinn
from Waxm:ln. Ht: ("horgcd thal SU-1n
bcrs;: hod '"mi.~~p~ntcd lhe .Jcwi~h
~ition by mnking t.o-t.:itly confronta·
Unn.ttl ~ntemr:nlJ: to the Ne'" York
Timc!li...
R,.,h~i

).fore T:1nc.nb~um. int.ernation3.I

3.fl'oirti: din."t't~t or the American Jewlsh
ComrmtA:ce. :.tlM chargOO ttiot Steinbcrc
hnd bruk('n ri pJ('dl;EC h.v :ill p:irtki('l:ints
in tlu: J.JCI<: m«:t.in~ 1u1l tc\ ~pe;ik tu the
pre.~"· nnti cl:lin1C'd th:it Stcinhcri:'!i=
n •m:.irktt h:1d !!<1 ~n~c,.ccf the V:ltic:tn ~1111

to p ince l.~r IU('('tinR with the Pope in
jeup:1rd)·.
Steinhor~ denied

ther e hod ken nny

such underl.,km1t b)' pa..rtic:ip,..nt.s in the
IJ\.IC mecl1ng not. lo l•1k to the: pre&".

notmg thot T•nenbaum ~imsclfhad be<n

quoted in the Washington Poot on the
same dar. Tanenb::iium, ho111i•ever, report.
ed t.h•t he had spoken to the Post •nd
other popen1 onl1 after he was asked by
those publications t.n comment on
St.einbttg"a remarks.

Th<re obo oppcm.:d lo be lierce oom·
P'"litiori atnt,>.i.g Jewi1lh feadtt8 to win •
ploce on the p~•liiriou• delegation that
•ill mnt the pope in Rome, as •--ell ..
irraolution aa to how hard to P'ftlS the
popt during I.he Honie ouc!ienc. about hie
mttt.ing with Waldheim.
Rabbi fobi•n Schonretd, • represent.alive ol'tlw! Rabbi.UC.I Counoil ol' Amer·
ica (Orthodo1J, 1Jso made clear that
dtspi~ the

anno1t11temtrll of the Rome

audience, hi.a group wil) not aUend the
Miami meeting and ...m not allow the
S1nagogue Council of America <SCA>the umbttllo group o( Or1hodo1. l!cfot"m,
and
rvative Je•ry in the U.S.-to

co...

pnrti:cip.,~

unle!'t'\ the pope eqireaes

regret during the Rome meeting for his
decisfon to receive Waldheim.
The pre9ident of Synagogue Council,
Rabbi Gilbert l<loperman, •ho has been
selected to gi•e a speech on behalf of t he
Jewish community durlng the Mi&mi

W1Ud• ands nl"t.1 htfd W3";;;:"111 il•nt. the
JcwiM dcl~nlion·s vi111it would~ a lwr..
d•y olrnir. On thr lirl't dny lhrre will be:
in.<ftplh con.'lllluhalion on "the fHll :1r.cn·

do nrColoohc-k:wl<h "'lnti~ru<· betwc.:n
thr ·'~"·t'llllh delc,:ntian end Cni.:.roh and
W1llehr11nds: on the Jl('C'Qnd dl'y. the~
-.·ill be A 6()..90 minute aucfi~nce with the
P"P"·
Wuxnrnn lold U10 Jcwi1o1h World lhnt
WillC'br~nd~ tfil\'r h im the dl~tlnct im·
pn;1tdon th;.tl t.hc V:tticl'ln would prefor
lhnl the topic nf Wlllldh~•m be "muted"'
by Lhe .Jc:wi1h d<'lf'i:ntlon durinit tho
mcclinR with the µ.op<'. tn which Wnx·
t1rnn ~nd<-d t.lw Wnldhdm i~m'l' ··hu~
t.n h1:• dc-nh wll h. 1t j.., imrwwt,ihlc• rufl tn

tnlk nhf1ul \Voldhcim"
tJowever, Waxm:ln "'id thot the:
W:tldheim mntltr w<n1ld nnt be O\'ere:m·
phnsi1.ed. ~ince. in his opinion. It i1 "in·
cidcnul" to the l3rcer 1Mut c.f the
church ·s failure to rec:q;nir.c the explicit·

ly Jewish nature or the Holocou>L W11°
man strelled that lhc Jew~h le3de"' "will
not aslt the pope to opolociu for his
meeling with Wold~im."
TilC American Je•ish C o - which
had 1-k•n a tough llUlnd oplnA tlw! pope
in the aR.ermoth of Wnldheim'1 popAI
audience-1nnouf\c:in1 unequiYOC•ll7
th.iii 11 ,...,.Jd not partltipata In the
Mi•nii mceti1111-mclln....t pett>epUbly in
t.he wake of the announ«Mt'nt of the
Rome endl•n<e.

According to the CTOUP'• t>ecuti•e
director, Htnry Siogmon. " I dnn't think
I.he Rome mnti1111 will ml"' ell ovttland·
inr pn>blems, bul Je... will
be
ob~ to Iii clown ,.ilh the pope to dil<Ull
our ooncerno. Thi• is• VHY poelUve clev~lopmenL"'
Sierman al'° said th• AJConpe..
would likely ro to M iami iritdttmed the
Rome audience to~ su=soful . He •180

n...u,

H~ •grttment wil.h Waxman lhal

the Waidhelm mntleT O\ICht nnt be
ovettmph..17~ In Rome.
Abe Fo1man, naLional dire<tor or the
A.nti.Dc<a motlon Len.rue or B'nai B'rith,
11ls.n

exp~

u .li!'lf'adion over the

Pie... turuto INV1TATION,P•p6A

INVITATION,
· continued fronl PnRO !iJ\_ _ _ __
a (?Teemcnl .. We ~aw lhc church ! h ow
sen siti\'it.y in re~ponsc ln our ow11 fiC rt·
s itivity (U\' er th•! Pope \V"lldhcim
meeting). IL i~ dcnr t .,at our voice v.•n11
h~ard. This br inl!'" uc nn<' '4lcp cln<t.cr to
Miami: · ht> ~aid.
What quickly ~nmc clcor . however.
wa• that Siegman. foxmnn nnd otllers
were bucking for places un the Jewish
delegation to the Rome '»Cclmg. I\ w n•

promise appears to tune bt."""Cn worked
out. however. during ft meeting cl J e ....•ish
groups on August i .
Under lhi~ ngTeemcnt, the A·ICon i;r.,..
worJld be brought into the Rome mccllog
under the 3C~iR. of i~ 'partml' body, tht'
World Jewi• h Congr<.,.,. whilr. the 111)1,
would send n rc pr-escntotivc to Rome
under the acgi~ of R'nai B'rilh Intern&·
tional to which Al)L is linked.
Re pre.o;;cnt.ntive" of B'n~i 8 'r il h, the

World J cwi"h ConJ,?rC"5· lhf" Amcric:rn
Jewi"J1 \ommittf't", tl1.J Lh c Syru1J:ocuc
Council wvuld :tl~u tiLll\n~I 1 h~ Home
meeting, 01ccm·,linJ! ''' the n,.;rccmcnt.
One J cwi,_h t 1~ ~•<it•r whr> 11rhci11nlly 1:x·
prc~i:tcd di~out<;nl 1hnut l.uc p1 11hahlc
r~ hhinic make up "'' ' Ju.• l1•w 1 ~h ddc.,:n
Lion t.o th1_: Houw 11u~<'t.i111: ' \ •:1!4 Fr1n nklin
Krcut1.cr, prcsiclcnl •!' 1J11i1NI ,';ynr11Jt11gu~
of America, the loy iirm of t.lu: : ou!lcrv·
ative 11\0'-"; ment.
K reutzer m· q~ rna11 y A.nc\ 111; wutio
"Jifi.mn.vcd "' Lhnt l.h c clclt•J!·ll''"' ' arr nol
foHy rc prcscur..nli ... e of Lh1• •\1m•ricon
J e wis h t"01nm11n1l\' ,,r wluch the O\'Cr ·
whelming nrn,tnrit." ..,,,~ic.v1 of ' "')'tnen.··
,
Kre11t.7.er:ilso eompt.11ncd llmlufl 1ho-ic
likely lo make t h e '.rip to Rome nrc hn"
ed tn Nc\A- Y,1rk. :tr•' tflf tlmf '' I!' "hi,::h
timr. that the 1mrl.!1 -.isl J)f1t\•: • ·.:o rridor
! w:.k0 up to LhC"' r ,... thnt ·'"'"'" ' " t h e 'c...t
ofc.hc ...-ouncry :11... , ~,:t\'t' Lht n~hl to he
re pre~ented. ··

I
I

IA

public
declaration

the
I pope is not ir1by the
cards
Krculr.cr expressed concern t hat the
delegation would nut p~s the Pope ho rd
on Waldheim. "The Americon J<:wis h
community is e n titled t.o nn cxplnnntinn
as Lo why the pope would huld Much •-•
meeting with D per!'On whom 80YCrn.

""d

ment
religious experience hru1brend
cd, at m inimum n bud person. and at.
maximum, A killer. The <Jot.hnlic cotn·
mllnity shoutd nnt. lolcrntc fmch n brooch
io morality. nor will the Jewish com·
munily ncccpt. ~ut:h nn .:1cllo11 couple d
w ilh the Vntir.nn rcfml.'11lo rct..'tli;;nbA~ LhO
Stntc of J~rnel." K rcut.1.1.:r ~tn 1.t•<l.
Eugene ~'i sher, uxecutivc •e<rclftry of

the Secrctariate for Cntholic.J ewi•h
Relation• of the National Coufcronte of
Catholic 8i ~hop.c;. cnutioncd, ''While we
are nntumlly extremely plM!ICd thnl lhi'
imporl•nl a udic11tc in Rome has hccn nr·
nngcd, il would be u 1111~Lakc to expect
lhat thi-=. meeting i" s:oins: to in,.t.nnllv
solve all of t he outst.anding differences I
nm hopeful that 1l will grcntly <IC<>IM'n
cummunka litm hctwcen th~ t wo fnilh~.
111i~ w11J be a :oc..-iou-=. m<"Ctiuf.? ~\. the
hi~hc:<I )c' cl ··
T crminJ; Stcml111•1--,:·"' remark~ 111 thr
Ti1nc.c. " cl1•'"-lrurt ivc mui \IHlwlpful."
Fi5hcr ~litl , '"ll i~ "'-'1'1mi: I•• try lo t'-Cl ll1c
agt~rufa oflhc rncctmJ,t U1rt111r;h lhe p:tJ:Cf
of the pre'5. ll ohould be cmphn.•ir.cd lhul
the Rome mectinl{ will not be a barl{aln ·
ing session. It will be a n opportunity for
the lwo sides to e1:Loblis h their ncocndns.
ls•ues like the (differing perception •
thel Holocaust are much loo comple x to
..Csotve in cme &e88ion. That i8su e will
take ye ars to r esolve."
According to Fisher, the pope ia unlike·
ly to isaue any kind of public stat.!nient
after lhe Rome meeting with i hc ,Jewish
leaders. "I don"t think a publit d eclare·
tion is in the cards (af\er the Rome
mecling). The place for a form•I, woll
prepand, and thought.through lltlt:.e.,..,nt
would be during the Miami meeting. We
are now moving forward with prep&rA·
tions (or Miami.H
0

or
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WELCOME FOR THE PRIMB MINISTER OF ITALY'S PROPOSAL TO END
AUSCffWITZ QJSEDTE

ThA PrimA Mf nister ~r TtaJy's proposal to move the car~elite
convent from the site of the for111er Auschwitz death ca~p in
Poland has been welcomed by Jewish and Catholic leadership.
The building of a convent near the Fosse Ardeatine, where
ca·t holics and Jews are buried toqether at the place where Nazi
t:roops carried out re·p risals by shooting Italians, including Jews
and a Catholic priest., would be a symbpl of brotherhoo~ and a
suitable way of thankinq God, 50 years after that terrible war
for the long period of peac9 we continue to enjoy.

This imaqinative proposal could bring a speedy solution to the
con~roveray and enable the clim~te of good relations between
Christians and Jews to continue, a dialogue which has been built
up for so many years.
The need for this reconciliation is indicated by the followin9:-

Cardinal Macharski completely iqnored a Telex sent to him by sir
SiCJDIUlld Sternberg in which he quoted several responsible ~ewisb
leaders including the Lord Jakobovits, the Chief Rabbi all of
whom endorsed his statement that " violent incidents of this kind
were incompatible with the laws of Moses and alien to our ethical
and moral principles" .

In his reply, Cardinal Macharski wrote, "the devastating effect
produced by the substance and the form of the protest of some
Jewish circles , is so deep and so persistent in the social and
relig~ous awareness of the Poles, that it does not allow me to be
of different opinion than I expressed in my pronouncement". He
justifies his refusal to implement the agreement beoause of the.
seven demonstrators who protested at the Auschwitz convent.

·-

STERHB~R6
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.
+n:ree of the eard.imal6, Cat·dinal Decourtray, Luatiger and

Danneels,

~ho

were part of the original agreement have

sca~ement

by C1::1~'1lue1l Gl~mp,

however defended it on the basis. truit it had been 11patientiy and
loyally negotiated over two years".
the

I'rim~to

of Poland. in thA

Italian press at the weekend that it was "a sc~ndal to move the
convent as aqreed to in Geneva 1987°, haA added further
difficulties tn this situation, has created problems for those
wishing to give help to Poland and has made life intolerable for
the contemplative carmelite nuns.
This new solution eould be implAmented almost immediately for it
merely requires the cnnstruction of temporary buil~ings on the
site of Fosse Ardeatine. Plans for the permanent ~tructure wili
be implemented at the same time.

Onic e the removal of the Convent takes place from the present
site, there is nu r~&son why the wholo matter of the new r.onvent,
to be established on an agreed site at Auschwitz, should not be
contemplated in an air of calm.

SIR SIGMUND STERNBERG

4 September 1989

Sir SiCJlllund Sternberg holds ieading positions in several groups
enqaqed in the Christian Jewish dialogue and is the only Jew who
has been awarded the Order or the Knight commander of the
l'On~itical

Eques\..t·lau 01:der fr&11 tho I'opo for his work t .nwArds

improving Christian Jewish Relations.
Sir Sicptund hopes that by the time of his audience with the Pope
later this month, he will be able to· report that the matter is
resolved, so that it will no longer be an issue of discussion.
For further information contact Valerie Asher on 485 2538.
or evenillCJS 340 6912.

e:s

...

Mi9ht

~suggest that . ~f

any ne9otiations are to take place

regarding the future of the Convent thesP.

Rh~uld

he done with the

Israeli Government, as Israel is the Qfficial representative of
the Jewish people. ·
1.· .
•

I expect to have a r~sponse from the Prime Minister before Sunday
next when· the European Jewish Con9ress begins its meeting in
Lo:n don.
This will be attended by over 80 delegates from 20
countries.
I very mucb regret that I have to write to you in such terms.
but it ie important that friends should talk openly with each
other. Your Government is fortunate to have such an excellent
~ssador •. You have made so many friends and we only hope that
you will continue representing Poland in the future.
With kind regards

Yours sincerely,

Sir Si911lund Sternberq
PS
Since speaking to you I have issued the enclosed Pr~ss
Release and your attention ia drawn to tho last paragraph. I
also enclose an article which appeared in the Herald Tribune.

'\-

."-

Sir Sigmund Sternberg O.St.J. KCSG JI'

...

or

z Gertycb,

..

H. E. Ambassador,
The Polish Embassy,
47 Portland Place,

London W.l.

Star House Grafton Road
London NWS 480
Telept'tone 01-485 2538

Facsimile 01·4854512

Date

4 September 1989

Your rel

Dear Dr. Gertych,
I am grateful to you for having come to see me last Friday having
regard for your v~ry busy schedule.
As you are not aware of it, I would like to remind you that or .
Rieqner, Chairman of the World Jewish Congress Governing Board in
· Geneva received a letter from the Polish Minister of Religion in
the winter of 1987, voicing Government approval of the Geneva
Agreement (see copy Documentation) and in any e vent in 1976
Poland ratified an International convention that the camps at
Auschwitz/Birkenau be placed on the World Herita9e List. (see
Documentation attached).
It is therefore expected that your
Government honours this Agreement and it also would appear
that the Cannelite nuns are illegally occupying the site.
If Cardinal Glemp is right that "Jews rule the media" ( Herald
Tribune) then it would go a9ainst Polish 'i nterests to upset World

Jewry.

As it appears that the various Cardinals are divided in their
opin_ions, it follows that it is now the responsibility of the
Polish Government to resolve the Carmeli te Convent issue.
The
Statement made by the Polish Government of 25th July has not yet
been acted upon.
This is understandable as the Government had
not at the time been formed.
However, now that the Government
is established, there is no reason why immediate attention should
not be 9iven to this issue, which is attracting world headlines
daily in the Press.
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/lilemp expresses regret to Jewish leaders for remarks
By William Bole
RNS Associate Editor

WASHINGTON (RNS) - The leader of Poland's Catholic Church expressed deep regret
here over his statements seen as hostile to Jews and Judaism.
Cardinal Josef Glemp, at the start of a 14-city tour of the United States, met Friday with
12 American Jewish leaders, who described the conversation as a major step toward healing the
rift between Jews and Polish Catholics.
While the Jewish leaders praised Glemp for admitting mistakes, several other Jewish
organizations, including the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, boycotted the talks.
As Glemp arrived for the meeting at the National Conference of Catholic Bishops, a small
group of Jewish demonstrators rallied outside the bishops' headquarters. Led by New York
Rabbi Avraham Weiss and carrying placards demanding "Cardinal Glemp - Apologize," a
..,-dozen protesters declared the cardinal an anti-Semite and denounced any dialogue with him.
The controversy stems'from-i9891-eiiiarKSiiiaOe by Glemp in ilhe midst of an
international dispute over the presence of a Carmelite convent on the site of the Auschwitz
concentration camp. More recently, on the eve of his arrival in the United States, Glemp gave an
airport interview in which he appeared to defend his earlier statement laced with stereotypes of Jews.
"Through dialogue, I have learned that certain of my own statements may have caused
pain to the Jewish community and were seen as fostering stereotypes of Jews and Jud~ism, but
were in many aspects based on mistaken information," Glemp said in a statement read to Jewish
leaders at the meeting and released afterwards.
"At the same time, the Polish Catholic community has experienced pain because of the
situaHon. I regret sincerely that this unfortunate situation occurred, and re-commit myself to
working with you now in the future," he said, in the spirit of a pastoral letter issued earlier this
year by the Polish Catholic hierarchy. The pastoral letter, or teaching document, that Glemp
referred to condemned anti-Semitism.
The Glemp statement appeared to fall short of a direct apology for his recent and past
statements. Those statements, originating in a 1989 homily, included a reference to Jewish
\ control of mass media and appeared to cast blame on Jews for certain historic social ills in
Poland.
Appearing with Glemp and American Catholic bishops at a press briefing after their
closed-door meeting, the Jewish leaders said they did not seek humiliation of the Polish church
leader.
Cardinals never say 'apologize.' They don't even apologize to Catholics. They're certainly
not going to apologize to Jews," said Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum of New York, a longtime leader in
Catholic-Jewish dialogue.
\
"He (Glemp) knows he made a very grievous error. And he knows it grew out of his lack
·\,_of information," said Tanenbaum.
·-·
Rabbi James Rudin, director of intetreligious affairs of the American Jewish Committee,
said the meeting with Glemp and his statement "constitutes an enormous step forward" in
relations between the Jewish community and Polish Catholicism.
"We're ready to begin a new process of reconciliation and dialogue," Rudin said.
The contingent led by Rabbi Weiss, however, vowed to demonstrate against Glemp during
his stops in New,X.o~!~~·~g~..!.-1!.4..~uf'f~!o during the next two weeks. He criticized the other
ewish leaders for meeting with Glemp and called on the cardinal to say he is sorry.

I
(

.

"As we. d~'.t_ QC}!'tt~~~.,.~4,b..,.tenoi:i.s~.~q.,,.w,~,,lib9.1JJ.9-ngt,.~~[~~~~-t~,!'!.~~ ~!_E~!!~.2~~~P
nle~~!J~•.i~!SlWi~..9.tH:\l,,t_e_P,,t~.!~~s of Christian contrition," Wbs·s saiO. · · -·
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Glemp controversy now pits some Jews against others
By Darrell Turner
RNS Associate Editor

(RNS) - The interfaith controversy that erupted over comments made about Jews by
Polish Cardinal Jozef Glemp in 1989 - a flap which appeared settled in August - has
heated up again and is now pitting some Jewish groups against each other.
The dispute among Jews broke out just days before the Poli:-.h primate is to arrive in the
United States Thursday. He is scheduled to meet with Jewish leaders in Washington Friday.
Despite what many U.S. Jewish leaders viewed as conciliatory remarks by Glcmp in August.
Rabbi Avi Weiss of the Hebrew Institute of Riverdale. N.Y.. has pressed for an outright apology
fro..m the cardinal. In an open letter to the Polish primate earlier tlrn, wci:k. Weiss said that
rec.tifying this grievous error requires more than an ·understanding.' It requires remorse.
The simple words, 'I'm sorry,' are in order."
Weiss' attorney, Harvard law professor Alan Dershowitz. has also announced that he will
continue to press a defamation suit that he filed against the cardinal unless Glcmp offers "a full
( apology and retraction to the Jewish people and to Rabbi Weiss before he leaves Poland."
..--...
/.
Glemp was widely denounced by Jewish leaders and some other cardinals for comments
he made in the midst of the controversy over the presence of a Carmelite convent on the site of
the Auschwitz concentration camp. He told Jews not to "talk with us fr~m the position of a
.._people raised above all others" and said of a group of JewfSTl demonstrators at the convct'IT"'that
"it did not happen that the sisters were killed or the C00\"1..'nt destroyed because they were
( apprehended."
The controversy over Glemp·s comments led to the postponement of a U.S. visit he had
been planning to make later in 1989. Last month. in a letter to Archbishop Adam Maida of
Detroit, Glemp acknowledged that the Jewish demonstrators "did not intend to kill the sisters or
( destroy the convent" and declared that "anti-Semitism is C\·il and is contrarv to the spirit of the
gospel."
While the cardinal's recent statement was generally hailed by American Jewish leaders.
some urged him to also repudiate his other comments in the homily that were considered
,..
anti-Semitic.
Weiss, who had led the demonstration at the convent. complained that the cardinal's
"charges that 'the Jews' control the world's mass media. arc responsible for ·spreading
comm1,mism,' for 'collaborating' with the Nazis. for 'plying (Polish) peasants with alcohor and
'provoking' anti-Semitism in Poland remain on the record. These arc the kinds of slurs that have
incited pogroms. A categorical rejection of these specific accusations is in order. No responsible
J.ewish or Catholic leader should meet with YQ" m:itil yo" recant these statements.''
The Synagogue Council of America and the American Jewish Committee arc planning to
meet with Glemp during his visit to the United States. while the World Jewish Congress and the
.- Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith are not. This split among Jewish agencies led Seymour
D. Reich to resign as chairman of the Internat ional Jewish Committee for Jnterreligious
{ Consultations Monday to protest its failure to reach a consensus on the matter.
Rabbi A. James Rudin, interreligious affairs director of the American Jewish Committee.
told RNS Tuesday that he believes that he and Weiss "have a difference not so much on the
ends but on the means to get to the ends." He said the American Jewish Committee has "learned
.-'"\ after 40 years that one of the ways you really make advances in this is to meet. press. engage."
At the Washington meeting. Rudin said. he and the other Jewish participants will press
the issues raised by Weiss plus others. including the implementation of the Second Vatican

.l
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Council's teachings on Jews and Judaism in Polish Catholic schools and how Polish seminarians
are taught about interfaith relations.
With regard to the split in IJCIC, Rudin, who was Reich's immediate predecessor as
chairman, said that organization is mandated in its bylaws to deal with international religious
- bodies rather than in interfaith affairs in the United States.
Eugene Fisher, who heads the U.S. Catholic bishops' secretariat on Catholic-Jewish
relations, told RNS that the latest controversy reflects the fact that "there are many different
people in the Jewish community with many different viewpoints. just as there are in the Catholic
( community. There are difficulties, hut this is human behavior."
He noted that the interfaith dispute involves more than "the language of just one homily"
but reflects relations between Jews and Polish Catholics over the centuries. In addition. Fisher
said, "Any time you get something dealing with the massive trauma of the Holocaust, it triggers
( everything inside."
While declining to comment on Weiss' demands. the Catholic interfaith specialist stressed
that "you can't resolve those very deep issues through press releases or press statements or that
kind of things. It needs the deepest dialogue of which our communities are capable."
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From education to geography, Baptists differ
By Pamela Schaeffer
RNS Staff Writer
ATLANTA (RNS) - A recent survey of Southern Baptist moderates affiliated with a
dissident organization shows dramatic differences in their educational levels when compared
with representatives of the denomination as a whole.
In addition to being better educated, the dissidents are also more likely to live in urban
areas, to support ordination of women, and, ironically, to belong to congregations that have been
generous donors to the denomination's agencies and programs.
Those are among findings in a survey conducted recently by Nancy T. Ammerman,
director of the Center for Religious Research at the Emory University's Candler School of
Theology.
Ammerman released the results of her study last week to the Coordinating Council of the
Cooperative Baptist Fellowship, the dissident group that commissioned the study.
The council ended a three-day meeting here Saturday.
The survey compared responses of 2,648 Southern Baptist moderates who attended a
convocation of the fellowship in May with data gathered in two previous studies on
Southern Baptists as a whole.
The fellowship was formed in August 1990 by moderates dissatisfied with the
fundamentalist direction of the Southern 13aptist Convention in recent years. Persons attending
the convocation represented more than 1,500 congregations of the denomination, which has
14-million members in 37,700 congregations overall.
According to Ammerman's research:
- 91.9 percent of the clergy affiliated with the moderate fellowship hold seminary degrees
or graduate degrees from other schools, compared with 53.7 percent of Southern Baptist clergy
overall. Similarly, 61. 5 percent of the fellowship laity hold college, seminary or graduate degrees
compared with 45.5 percent of laity in the entire denomination.
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·MEMO from

Gene Fisher

~'i~

To •• ·-· ••.••••••••••••••.••• ·-· • •...

//-/..3~9/

Date • •• • •.••••••••.•.••••••••• ; ••..

~your information
0

For necessary action

0

For your comment

0

Please retum

D

As per your reqUelt

Remarks • •.••.••••••••••••••.•••.•. .

..

YOUR

•

Statements by Glemp~
were shared with Poles

•

- •

~

•. <.·

for bas already been accomplished by
the Jewish leaden who bad the courage \
Pd wisdom to meet with the cardinal in
A very serious misperception of the ~ Washington .and ~ew Yort. The ·
facts may have been left by two state- J~b •community ,deserves to know .
ments published in the Exponent on -tfut at ss these people, not the demon- j
Oct. 11 (World/National News in Brief, straton and naysayers, who are quietly- ;
_Op-Ed). This is the perception.put forth chan~ng the course of catholic-Jewjsb ·
by Rabbi Leon IClenicti and Mr. Sey- relations for the better!
mour Rei.ch that the st&tements made by . Dr• Eaaeae I. Flsller - · ~
Cardinal Joi.er Glemp to Jewish leaders Associate director for ·
here in the United States have not been
Catholic-Jewish relations
shared with the Catholic community of National Conference of
Poland. They most certainly have been · catholic Bishops
as Mr. Reich himself admits.
' . Washington
These were public statements released 1·-·
to both the U.S. and Polish media at the
time, as were the cardinal's subsequent ,

statements in Boston and New York
inviting Jewish leaden to Poland early I
next year to further the dialogue and set
up sttuctures to implement in Poland
the Second Vatican Council and the
Polish bishops' own historic statement
on catholic-Jewish relations of January
1991.
.
Thus, what Mr. Reich and Rabbi
Klenicki somewhat disingenuously ask ·

Statement from the publisher
We ore a diverse community. The
views upressed in the opinion col-

umns ond lelten published in the
Jewish Exponent ·are those of the
writers. They do not neamorily
reflect the endorsement of the offiCers and boords of the oublication
ortdlor the Jewish F.0.rorion of
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March 21, :il.991

Rabbi Jack Bemporad
Synagogue Council of America
327 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Dear Rabbi Bemporad,
I ~ead in the JTA Newsletter of March 13, 1991 that the Synagogue
Council of America ha~ agreed to send rabbis and educatocs "to
\
aeeist in an intensive education and dialogue campaign to teach
"
Polish Catholices about tne relations between Catholics aP.d Jews."
I was very disturbed to learn from our representative, Rabbi
Pabian Schonfeld, that this deciesion had been ~ade without prior
consultation
with the Rabbinical Council of America. This is
,.
.~
a serious breach in procedure, and cauees us deep cQnsternation.
• ··· _on a .,!Datt~.~- o~ , such , s~gnif icance, -~ ~ is absolutely easential
~ ._..... ~t all agenc1~s ha·.;::; ·the oppor"ttm~ ty -t-o- -~·,atmi' ~1:§.& ~t.?'Eei.r;· - ~~
}·'··
opinions. · A pol icy cannot be set by the synagogue Council of
America without such a consultation. We are pained and embarrassed
by this decision.
\

I respectfully request that you convene a meeting to which all
A thorough discussion of this project
ahould be made. Since the previous decision was apparently reached
without consultation with the ~gencies, we consider that decision
to be null ~nd void.

agencies will be invited.

I also request that you sand a

~etraction

to the Jewish Telegraphic

Agency, indicating that the article in the March 13 issue was
incorrect. Readers of the JTA should be infor~ed that the pcoject
is under consideration by the Synagogue Council of America, but
that it has not been approved.

I aak you to

oo

these things as an act of good faith, to maintain

trust of the organizations represented in the Synagogue Council
of America. I would appreciate a prompt response to this letter.
t~e

Thanks very much.
.. Sincerely your:s,

/~r!!~

\

\

,'

· y.:

Rabbi·

Fa~ian

Schonfeld

.

.-
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SYNAGOGUE COUNCIL OF AMERICA
memorardum
ro:

Rabbi Marc Tanenb:rnm

from:
subject:
date:

October 9, 1991

Please note the JTA correction sent out late yesterday. Uo(ortlu~atel:r tht: ~
Klenicki quotes are wor~e. Thank you.

'

L___ -- ·------- .
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MEMORANDUM
October

e,

1991

TO:

Qunther Lawrence

.raoM:

Mark Joffe

R.£:

New Story on tha Glemp Meeting

Following is an update on the Glanip meeting that JTA sent out
over our newswire late Tuesday afternoon. It was also f~xed
to tho.e a newspapers that receive our news by tax, and it was
mailed to those papers that receive our copy only by ~ail.
\

While I realize this may not 90 all the way toward satisfyin~
your ~oncarns, it should clear up the respective positions on
what G.l emp did or did not say durinq Sunday's meatinq.
l think it

the near

wo~ld

fut~re

still be useful for us to qet toqether in

to discuss your larqer concerns.

All the best.

'

--· -- ···----------- - -···---------~----JE\\lSH Tli.ECRAPHIC ..\Gf::--'C.:'i; 3JO Se~cc ~ h AH.,.!'\l!'I•' V.):'I NV 100U1-.:'J JO , t 212) 6-'3-189(·

RABBIS l>INY CARDINAL llEFt~ SED
TO RtPEAT APOLO(.:Y IN POLAND
~EW

YORK., Oct.

~

(JTA) --

Thre~

American rabbis who mer here

c~rdinal

l'JZef Glcmp ha Ve emph;i.tically denied a
Jewish T;learaphi~ Agen.:y report thal the Polish :>rimate ..would
net a~r~e·· to express rc:grcr ir. Pohrnd for remarks about Jew~ he

Sur.day with
mad~

\

there two y~ars aiO'' At no time" durins Sunday's meeting did Olemp say that he
wo~ld not repciu a stat~mcnt h' m~dc tut mcn1h in Washinaton
acknowlcdgina that his August 1989 b~~ily in the Polish ciw of
Czes~o;bowa was based on '·m~staken infc•mation." rhc: t 1bbis
S:licl.
"In point of ia~t. Cardjnal G!..:mp's several gt:uements of
rem:iction and regret." the rabbis said, "were ;>1.1blished wideiy
in both 1be secular and Caiholic media in Poland:·
It was si;r~cd by Rabbis Ma.re Tanent-aum, J:lck :Snr.:;.~· r~t! an·.1
;\1'..}((Jtchsi. Waxman. WhtJ were among the t J Arneri~~n J~Wi5h ;e:s.den
v. ho touli: part in the Sunday meetin&Tbey a~euscd unnamed "others" of ~r ylng t? "und~rr;"' :"' ~"
:ffort!i to impro~·c Catholl:·Jewj~h relations i11 f::>!i:!nd.
··we believe thar we have an historic upp-:.rtunity t.:- ~!art .:l
new fand co~structive eh11>tcr in Polish-Jcwi'h rdeti'~n~, and Wt!
sin:crely regret that others seem dcterminea to u~~crmine ~he.>e
po~itive effo1ts which we are convinced art in the best interests
of the Jewish people, Isncl and Catnolic·Jewi.oh r~ i.!!ions." tbe
~tatement said.
Rabbi Leon Klenicki, director of inierreligi1)us aff:.:rs. for
•h.: Anti-Defamation League, was ~uoted in a JTA s:o~·y Monday ~s
expreulng disappointrnem with Glemp•s silent r~s"onse wi11::i the
cardit'.al was tasked at Sunday's rneetln& to repeat his Wasnington
:itl tcmeni of regret after his return to Poiand.
·•i expected something more co1~crcte," Klenfold was quoted
'.:!S sayins...Wharc ... cr he says condemning anti-Semitism here must
cc said ia Poland, in Polish."
K.lcnickl stood by that statement Tuesday. He said that when
he :uked Olemp to repeat the Washington stiuement in Poland, ''he
w:n ju:!t cold. He did not noa."
·•He didn't commit n.imself at all," Kleniieki sajd, ·•If he
was really Interested" in making l apology in Poland. the
cardinal "would have said, •it will be the first thing 1 do when
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october 22, 1991

Etlitor, 'lhe Jewish Week
1501 Broadway
New York, New York 10036
To the Etlitor:

Alth:u;Jh I W1Qlld normally hesitate to CXJJl!Ml1t upon anyt:h.i.n;J that might be
proper to internal djsaJSSie11 within the Jewish <XlD1D1llltity, a
statement you cite (october 17, 1991) made ~ Mr. SeynoJr Reich casts sudl
· unforb.mate an::l unwarranted aspersions ai the. National,. Confererx::e of catholic
Bishops with regard to the i::eoent visit of cardinal. Josef Glemp that I lIILlSt
try to clarify it for the sake of the reoat:d. '1his is the statement that
Mr. Reich repartedly made to you that he was "distressed" that "IJCIC was
bein; circumvented by the issuirg of invitations to individual Jews."
an .i ssue

As a key perscm involved in the ~ meetirg between Jewish
representatives arrl cardinal Glenp, I can only respol'Xi to Mr. Reich with a
resourrli.n3 "balderdash! II We did J'X) sudl thirq. As Mr.• .Reich must know, if he
recalls the one conversatioo we had on the m.tter durirq the coorse of the
. summer, IJCIC was at oo time our official (er unofficial) interloa.1tor in
dealing with the Jewish crmm.1nity. '!be reason is quite simple. ·As 'lhe Jewish
week correctly J'XJtes, IJCIC was created ·t o act "en ~f of the Jewish
oammunity in relations with-the Vatican." It wo..tld be the height of
presumption for Our: local church here in the U. s. to .interact with IJCIC
as such.

0

o.ir partners in dialogue cm .the natiaial. level nonnally consist of
representatives of 'Ihe American 'Jewish camni.tt.ee, the American Jadsh
CoD;JreSS, the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, the Synagogue Coun:::il of
America, the union of American Hebrew Co1qttqations, aro for some events also
the National Jewi.Sh Cc:mto.mi.ty Relations Advisory CoJncil. save for ADL am
the orthodox within the Synag<XJue o::uooii (thus precludin:;J SCA representation
rut not, of cx:orse, the personal involvement of imividuals) , all of thC6e we ·
might have expected to cane did in fact atterd. '!be idea for a ineet~, ~
al panim, between cardinal Glemp arrl Jewish leaders came .about durin:J phone
cxmversations betW1ee1l myself arrl several·representatives of the above groops,
as I sought first to discern whether they felt that sudl a personal meetin:j
·m ight provide
helpful occasion for cleari.rg the air and for' sayirxJ, on both.
sides, what needed to be 'said in order ·to put the matt.er to rest. ·

a

When they r~ positively, · we then, arrl only then, proceeded to
propose the idea to Cardinal Glemp, who thralghout assl:IrE!d us . his
· cooperation. At no time did I feel aS though I were dealing with Jewish

of

- 2 -

demards that "must" be met first by the cardinal before peq>le would agree to
a meetin:j. 'Ihat would be to miscast entirely the delicate and sensitive
spirit of dialogue which in fact took place over the summer, between us and
our Jewish rolleagues in preparation for the washirqtan meetini. Here, Rabbi
Gacy Bretton-Granatoar's letter to the editor in the same issue of Jewish Week
will be of assistance to your readers in disoernin;J llXlre clearly the spirit of
'What transpired throoghOJt the snmm1;n-.

I resent deeply the implicatiai in the quotatiCll fran Mr. Reich that we
the catholic side in any way tried, in this matter or in others, to
"circumvent" normal Jewish prooeed:i.rr;is or representation. Rather, -we sought
out precisely 'What the Jewish cxmramity has over the years presented to us in
dialogue. IJCIC has never functioned as an American entity as the unwary
reader of Mr. Reich's apoloqia might be led t.o presune. If it had, i f in that
sense there were to be farmed an "AJCIC" (American Jewish Q:mmittee far
Interreligious consultations), we would be more than pleased to deal with it
on 'Whatever g:rourds it presented itself to us. But it hasn't, and it didn't1
am there is no use preten:ling othetwi.se. IJCIC was never involved in the
disaJSSions with us on the meetin:J or its~·
ai

'1hree other points need also to be made. First, Mr. Reich states that
"Glelli> has yet to repudiate· t.he hanily." Again, balderdash. '1he cardinal
explicitly adcn:1.rlled;ed in washln.1tan Cll September 20 that the hamily, as '!be
Jewish Week reported, was ''based upon mistaken infqrmatiC11" with :reference to
the stereotypes of Jews it evoked, am he expressed his s.imere regz:ets far
the pain caused to Jews by the hanily. Second, contra-Reich, the cardinal
has, to my knowledge, djsa1ssed with many peq>le, Polish American catholics
arrl other Catholics, his positive views of the m;!etin::Js he had with Jewish
leaders in Washirqton, Chicago arxl New York, arxl how he is lookin:.;J fmward to
the follow-up p:O]Iams in Poland to illplement the oarmitnetts made here. Arrl,
finally, Mr. Reich states with refe.reJ"Oa to Cardinal Glenp's letter. to
Ardlbishop Adam Maida of Detroit that "rur Catholic friem also seenm
discq:p:>inted with it." While I recxJgnized at the time that it was only a
beg:i.nnin;J, I felt that it was a true begi.nni.rg, with ioore to cane. As
reported in 'Ihe Jewish Week an:l elsewhere, mre has came and, it 'tl.'O.ll.d seem,
there are still more positive steps before us to take oo the path toward
mutual reoonciliation. I would urge that this, not the path of confrontation,
is the way to a better future for our children and the generations to follow.

ccs:

Rev. Jcim F. Hotdlkin, DirectorI SEIA
Most Rev. William Keeler, Ardlbi.shq:> of Baltinm'e
Rabbi Jade Belt'p:>rad
Brother William Martyn, S.A.

Jewish mit.ors Li.st
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Controversial gay priest renounces Episcopal Church
By Religious News Service
(RNS) - The Rev. Robert Williams, the gay priest who made national headlines when he
mentioned Mother Teresa in disparaging remarks about celibacy, says he is "completely
through" with the Episcopal Church and all other "established, hierarchical" churches.
In a sermon preached Sept. 8 to his small congregation in Provincetown, Mass., Williams
said he has renounced "the doctrine, discipline and worship" of the Episcopal Church,
explaining that his rocky relationship with the church and its bishops made him feel like
an abused spouse.
"Just like the abused wife who keeps coming back to the violent husband who keeps
beating her, for years I kept going back to the institutional church, always believing, as abused
wives do, •This time it will be different.' "
In a report issued by the Episcopal Church Center in New York, Williams said, "I have
increasingly come to believe that gay and lesbian people, women. and ethnic minor~ties are not
really w~lcome in hierarchical-structured churches. And so I had to admit that I should not be a
member of such an organization.••
Williams was. ordained in December 1989 by Bishop John Spong of the Diocese of
Newark (N.J.). But Spong fired him from his position as director of an outreach ministry to
homosexuals several months later after Williams made his negative comments about
Mother Teresa and traditional notions of marriage and celibacy. Spong declined to comment on
Williams' latest remarks, saying he considered the issue a "pastoral matter between a priest and
his bispop."
Subsequently, Williams went to Provincetown, but Bishop David Johnson of the Diocese
of Massachusetts refused to license Williams as a priest in his diocese. Williams established a
small congregation nonetheless and founded the Palma Christi Institute for Healing, focusing on
the needs and concerns of th~ gay and lesbian commun.ity.
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.Jewish leader resigns in disagreement on Glemp visit
......./

By Religious News Service
NEW YORK (RNS) - Seymour D. Reich has resigned as chairman of the International
Jewish Committee for Interreligious Consultations (IJCIC) to protest its failure to reach a
consensus on whether American Jewish leaders should meet with Polish Cardinal Jozef Glemp
during his upcoming visit to the United States. ·
Glemp was widely denounced by Jewish leaders and some other cardinals for comments
he made in August 1989 in the midst of the controversy over the presence of a Carmelite
conv·e nt on the site of the Auschwitz concentration camp. He told Jews not to "talk with us from
the position of a people raised above all others" and said of a group of Jewish demonstrators at
the convent that "it did not happen that the sisters were killed or the convent destroyed because
they were apprehended."
The controversy over Glemp's comments led to the postponement of a U.S. visit he had
been planning to make later in1 1989. Last month, in a letter to Archbishop Adam Maida of
D~troit, Glemp acknowledged that the Jewish demonstrators "did not intend to kill the sisters or
destroy the convent" and declared that "anti-Semitism is evil and is contrary to the spirit of the
gospel."
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At that time Reich acknowledged Glemp's statement as "an effort toward improving
relations between the Catholic Church in Poland and the Jewish community'' but said he hoped
there would be "further clarification from the cardinal while still in Poland and when he arrives
in the U.S." Sept. 19 for an 18-day visit.
In announcing his resignation as chairman of IJCIC Monday, Reich said that while the
Synagogue Council of America and the American Jewish Committee are planning to meet with
Glemp, the World Jewish Congress and Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith are not.
According to Reich, this disunity indicates that ··11c1c - as the designated agency of the
Jewish world in its international dealings with the Catholic Church - has failed to meet its
responsibilities. Had a common stand been taken, IJCIC would have served its proper role in
representing the Jewish community with dignity and integrity vis-a-viis the church...
The Jewish leader charged that "the principle of Jewish communal unity appears
subordinated to the idea of every constituent body in IJCIC going its own way." This, he said, is
..unfortunate for the Jewish community and harmful to the effort to strengthen Catholic-Jewish
relations on the basis of mutual respect and understanding."
'
Reich said his own view is that .. unless and until Cardinal Glemp repudiates the
anti-Semitic accusations he made in his 1989 homily, I do not believe American Jewish leaders
should meet with him during his visit to our country - and I believe our American Catholic
colleagues and Polish-American friends would understand this pos~tion."
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Moment of inspiration: A few minutes of harmony
By Warner A. Hutchinson
Special to Religious News Service
(Hutchinson, former general secretary of the American Bible Society, now does writing and
' consulting work in Coral Gables, Fla. This column is a weekly feature in RNS.)

Whatever happened to male quartets? Remember how you listened to a quartet sing an
old favorite? The harmony was close; the voices blended almost as one. You knew the short
fellow on the left was the high tenor and the stringbean on the right was the deep bass. But they
sang so well together that sometimes you couldn't really tell which was which. Four voices four people - singing as one in a rich and changing harmony that none could have produced
alone.
The Andrews Sisters did the same for three women's voices. Not only were they great
singers, but their bouncy zest for life was infectious.
It seems today that everyone's a soloist. They sometimes shout and rant. Sometimes
they're badly - even deliberately - off-key and out of tempo. Absolutely nobody croons.
It looks and sounds like the me-generation on self-parade. And there's certainly nothing subtle
about it.
I miss the pleasure of hearing several people join in a self-effacing way to make some
beautiful, harmonious music together for a few minutes. Even though I can't sing all that well
myself, at least I can join in doing something with two or three others today that will make some
beautiful, harmonious living for a few minutes. Something that none of us could do alone.
We'll all be the richer for it.

•·

•

THE STATE AND PROSPECTS OF THE CATHOLIC-JEWISH DIALOGUE
IN POLAND
by Waldemar Chrostowski
Dr. Waldemar Chrostowski (Roman Catholic) is professor of theology at the Catholic
Theological Academy in Warsaw, Poland. He has been educated in Poland, Rome,
and Israel. His special interest is in Jewish-Catholic relations and he serves on a
commission in the Roman Catholic Church for relations with Jews. His previous
contribution to OPREE was in vol. 10, No. 3.
The dialogue with Jews and Judaism initiated by Vatican Council II is the duty of all
local churches. The Church in Poland has special obligations for this field. For centuries
Poland was the home of many generations of Poles and Jews, Christians and followers of
Judaism. Their sometimes tension filled ...and troublesome but also harmonious coexistence
who carried out a mass extermination of the
was suddenly interrupted by the Nazi butchers,
,._
Jewish nation. It is becoming ever more clear to us that with the murder of the Jews in the
Polish nation was impoverished, and the Polish culture suffered irreparable losses. So a
dialogue with those who survived is also a tribute to all those who paid witQ their life for
faithfulness to their religion and membership in the Jewish nation.
The dialogue

w~th

the Jews began here later than in the other countries of Europe and

the world. There were several reasons for this. Historians contend that the annihilation of
Jews were carried out in Poland

becaus~

the largest number of Jews lived here. Other

circumstances also have to be considered, however. After the Jews and the Gypsies, Poles
were next in line to the crematoria.. The choice of Poland as the place of extermination was
ail integral part of the precisely planned Nazi ideology. Jews were transported to Poland
from remote regions of Europe, which in wartime conditions was a costly and troublesome
'

undertaking. Poland was to become the cemetery of the followers of Judaism. That is why
among Jews Poland evokes the most painful associations, and they are unable to think about
Poland without emotions and bitterness. In a conscious or partially unconscious way this is
carried over to the attitude toward Poles. On the other hand, the war and the occupation
innicted countless sufferings on Polish Catholics. Both communities closed themselves up
in their own pain, and an irrational debate even heated up on who suffered the most, a
debate which hindered and even made impossible mutual understanding.
antagonistic sides contributed to the process of separation.
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Both of the

This had an effect on the

economic liberation from God's new creatj.on. For all their imperfections, societies in which
rights to freedom and sustenance would be ~ly respected and in which the lex charitatis
would be institutionalized ill a democratic way would •approximate, always in a small part,
the freedom, peace, and justice for which we hope."
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atmospher~

and the nature of theological reflection. Other factors also come into play. Right
after 1945, about 100 thousand Jews lived in Poland, but their numbers steadily decreased.
Today the estimates of the numbers of Jews in Poland vary. It is surmised that from five to
fifteen thousand followers of Judaism live in different parts of the country. Such a small
number makes the dialogue between copartners impossible. Many Jews are not interested in
the change in the position of the church, while Catholics do not have the opportunity to
experience and become familiar with "living Judaism." The dialogue was also delayed by the
fact that after World War II the Church in Poland had to fight for its own survival, oppose
totalitarianism and communism, which naturally pushed contacts ·with the followers of other
religions into the background. Not until the changes of the 1980's was a new situation
created in which the church and Catholics could rid themselves of a "siege mentality."
The Road Traveled
What is peculiar to Catholic-Jewish dialogue in Poland is that it is taking place in the
shadow of a different history. Other religious groups and nations which make light of the
specific context of Polish-Jewis~ history either do not know about this or d!o not attach
enough importance to it. Contacts between Polish and Jewish historians, who worked to
ren:iove ancient prejudices and tensions, developed before the religious dialogue. Historical
discussions and publications were the subsoil for a theological reorientation, for they often
confronted the participants with philosophical, moral and religious questions. In the
totalitarian system, however, theologians were held in contempt, even ridiculed and
oppugned, while theology was put outside the pale of intellectual life. For this reason
interesting and important opinions met with little response. Quite a few articles on Jewish
subjects appeared in the second half of the 1960's and in the 1970's, i.e., during the time of
a fundamental change in the position of thee Church on Judaism. In discussions of the
documents of Vatican Council II, especially the declaration "Nostra aetate" and later
pronouncements of the Apostolic See, the participants mentioned the need to reorient
think·ing and change the point of view on the Jews. The leaders of this movement were
Tygodnik Powszechny (Cracow) and the monthlies Znak (Cracow) and Wiez (Warsaw). The
publications were justified by the interest in Jewish history and culture and by Polish-Jewish
tensions, which constantly had to be overcome. This was a stage in which taking up "Jewish"
subject-matter had to be justified. Not until the beginning of the I 980"s did the number
of theological article perceptibly increase, reaching an unprecedented level. 1 The long years

1 E.

Jzwiak and A. Kusmirek, "Dialog chrzescijansko-zydowski, Wybrana bibliografia
polskojezyczna 1964-1989", Collectanea Theologica 60/1990/3, pp. 113-118.
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of efforts to reach and understanding with tl}e Jews and Judaism were capped with the
publication in 1983 of a double issue of Znak. entitled "Catholicism-Judaism-Jews in Poland
and in the World." Jewish subject matter was taken up in the monthly once again in detail
in the 1988 issue entitle~ •Jews, :Poland, Christianity--The Legacy and ,the Present Day." A
big role in shaping a new attitude was played by the so- called Weeks of Jewish Culture held
in various cities and the Oswiecim Weeks organized since 1985 by the Club of the Catholic
Intellectuals in Cracow. Though their subject-matter was essentially historical, religious
accents as well as philosophical and theological problems naturally appeared. An impartant
event was the Judaistic session " Jewish Religion and Culture, " which was held on. 16 and
17 April, 1986, as a part of the II Pieniezno Encounters with Religions. The doctrine and
spiritual lif~ of Judaism, Jewish Messianism and Orthodoxy, and selected questions from the
history of Polish Jews were presented at the session.
The appointment in the spring of 1986 by the Conference of the Polish Episcopate of the
Subcommission for the Dialogue with Judaism headed by Bishop Henryk Muszynski must be
regarded as the real beginning of the Catholic-Jewish dialogue in Poland. Earlier contracts
with the followers of Judaism had taken place through the mediation of the Ecumenical
Commission of the Episcopate and were rather sporadic. The first meeting of the Episcopate
and were rather sporadic. The first meeting of the Subcommission was held on J3 May 1986
in Warsaw. Emphasis was placed on the most important documents of the Church concerning
the Jews, and a plan of action w~ drawn up for the immediate future. It was decided that
the main task would be to stimulate and coordinate theological reflection and actions to
advance cooperatioq between Catholics and Jews. Through the efforts of the chairman of the
Subcommission, on 14 June 1987, Pope John Paul II met with representatives of Polish Jews
in the Primate's residence in Wusaw. Tpward the end of 1987, the Subcommission was
elevated to t~e rank of a Commiission. An important accomplishment was the organization
in April 1988 in Tyniec and Cracow, witli the cooperation of the Anti-Defamation League
of B'nai B'rith, of an Intemational Theological Colloquim "Jews and Christians in Dialogue."
During the deliberations, a religious dialogue dominated. Though some of the participants
were still inclined to focus on historical questions, there was awareness of the need to respect
the status and rank of theological contacts and discussions. 2 After the Tyniec Colloquim the
Commission worked on preparing a document on the attitude toward Jews and Judaism
similar to those which had been issued by the Episcopates and Comissions of other countries.
Later the dispute concerning the convent of the Carmelite nuns in Oswiecim became ever
more prominent in the discussions. When in the summer of 1989, the conflict became so
inflamed that a complete break in Catholic-Jewish contacts was imminent, the voice of the

2

W. Chrostowski,"Zydzi i chrzescijanie w dialogu" Znak 12 /1989/407,pp. 105-110.
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Commission and its chairman (18 July and September) had a great influence on the course
of events.3 The controversy around the convent increased interest in iews and Judaism.
Theological premises, which for understandable reasons attracted the attention of Catholics,
played a major role in the controversy. The pronouncements of the Commission of the
Epi~copate were widely publicized and commented on in the press. In the context of this
dramatic dispute the Commission of the Episcopate were widely publicized and commented
on in the press. In the context of this dramatic dispute the Commission did not ignore other
work and came out with new initiatives. In the autumn of I 988, a decision was made to
collect and publish in one volume the most important documents of the Church and the
pronouncements of John Paul II on Jews and J\idaism." The book Fifteen Years of CatholicJewish Dialogue: 1970-1985. which summed up the successes of interreligious cooperation
at the Vatican level,5 was transiated into Polish and published. Also highly important were
the numerous contacts of the chairman and members of the Commission, which made it
possible to make use of the experience and accomplishments of other local Churches and
organizations working to stimulate the dialogue. Both Catholic and Jewish f <;>reign guests
participated in some of the meetings of the Commission.
As a result of the cooperatiQn of the . Commission of the Polish Episcopate for the
Dialogue with Judaism with the Archdiocese in Chicago, in the summer of 1989 a group
of twenty-two lecturers of theoiogical seminaries and colleges (including an Orthodox
theologian) took part in a Christian-Jewish Seminar organized by Spertus College of Judaica.
This was an unprecedented undertaking, whose rank and importance cannot be
overestimated. The visit of Polish lecturers and the exchange of ideas with Jewish scholars
wer·e widely commented on in the American press and in Polonia circles. h should be
emphasized that this took place in-the context of a growing controversy around Oswiecim,
which was kindled by incidents created by Rabbi A. Weiss. Theological issues dominated in
the one and a half month of work in Chicago. In addition to presentation of the doctrine and
ethics of Judaism, eminent specialists addressed the most important problems of interreligious
dialogue. An invaluable contribution was the experience of American philosophical and
religious pluralism and becoming acquainted with the duties of the Church in conditions far
different from Polish ones. The participants of the Chicago Seminar are preparing a book

3

The satisfaction is expressed in the Statement of the Holy See's Commission for Religious
Relations with the Jews, dated 19 September 1989.
'This book is in print and it will appear in Summer of 1990.
5 Fifteen

Years of Catholic-Jewish Dialogue 1970-1985 Selected Papers, Libreia Editrice
Editrice Lateranense, 1988.
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entitled Children of One God. which consists of their own contributions and articles of a fee
organizers directly or indirectly dealing with questions of the Christian-Jewish dialogue.
Theological institutions. especially the Academy of Cath<;>lic Theology in Warsaw. are
gradually becoming involved in the theological dialogue with Jews :and Judaism. Starting
from the academic year 1988/1989. regular lectures are being given on the nature and history
of Judaism. with emphasis on the main problems that underpin mutual relations. Hebrew
also has become an elective in the curriculum. In recept years students have written several
good master's ~d doctor's t)leses, and others are i.n preparation. A Theological Symposium
"The Church, Jews and Judaism." which initiated.the tiaditi9n of annual symposia ~irect~
toward a reorientation of the attitude towar4 Jews.and Judaism, was organized in June 1989
through the efforts of the Department of Theology of the Academy of Catholic Theology.
Efforts are continuing to set up an Institute in the Academy dealing with the CatholicJewish dialogue. The teachers of the Academy are attending more and more conferences and
meetings in va.rious

~ar~

of the country. Fruitful contacts are being made with foreign

colleges and institutions. The Commission for the Future of the State Museum in Oswiecim
(Auschwitz) attached to the Ministry of Culture and Art was established in the autumn of
1989, and at the beginning of March 1990 the Cou,ncil of the Museum was reactivated.
Theologians, who put on the agenda questions of interreligious dialogue. are members of both
bodies. Specific actions have been taken to create in the Society for p,oJish-lsrael Friendship
a separate Section of

~eligious

Dialogue, which in time could be affiliated with the

International Council of Christians and Jews. More intensive contact with Jews also is being
promoted by the restoration in February 1990 of full diplomatic relations between Poland and
Israel and the great· coqtmitmep.t of Ambassador Dr. Mo_recf:iai Palzur to closer relations
between the two nations and religions. T~eological publications are an important channel of
influenc~ .

In recent years, their number has increased coilsideraJ>ly. With appreciation, one·

should mention the two issues of Ateneum Kaplanskie published in February and April 1990

and devoted to the dialogue with Jews. These publi~ations are all the more important in as
much as their main audience are priests and alumni of theological seminaries, and we can
rightly hope that their knowledge will be expanded and familiarity with the new theological
thinking more widely disseminated.
The Ballast of the Past
In spite of unquestionably greater understanding and considerable accomplishments, the
specter of the past still haunts Catholic-Jewish relations in Poland.

Animostites and

stereotypes on both sides make difficult and sometimes paralyze mutual contacts. It is
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exceptionally difficult to break down these barriers. for their roots are deeply embedded in
the collective subconsciousness of the communities at strife.
· A real drawback of the dialogue initiated is the too infrequent publication of the content
and results for theological discussions. Of the past meetings only the materials from the
Judaistic session in Pieniezno and the symposium "The Church. Jews and Judaism" have been
published in full.6 Only two papers have been pulblished from the interesting colloquium in
Tyniec and the plans to publish all of them are dragging on inordinately.7 The conferences
and lectures from the Oswiecim Weeks are completely unknown to the public. Such a state
of affairs is explained to some degree by the general difficulties in the printing industry
which are plaguing all the branches of culture and sciences. But this is not the only, or even
the most important, reason. The reserve and silence are due to the still existing psychological
barriers and unwillingness ~o have closer contacts. There are publishing houses and editorial
boards which are not interested in or refuse point-blank to include information and material
on "Jewish" subject-matter. Sometimes such a position is justified by arguing that such
publications evoke strong emotions and reactions from readers. who are unaccustomed to
dialogue and even openly hostile to the prospect of closer relations with Jews. There are
many corrobatory facts that this i§ indeed the case. The interview of Bishop H. Muszynski
for Tygodnik Powszechny8 called forth a sharp rejoinder from Jedrzej Giertych in London~9
who accused the bishop of heresy and selling out Catholicism. The defense of Bishop H.
Muszynski's position on the rightness of the interreligious dialogue10 was countered with a
long brochure, whose author, J.L. Majewski, shows intense hostility toward any forms of
cooperation. u Stating that "after the coming of the Savior, after His martyr's death and
resurrection the special mission of the Jewish nation ended, and with it their elect status was
suspended" (p.3), J.L. Majewski concludes: . "If the Jewish nation wants to become the
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8. Wodecki SYD and E. Sliwka SVD (ed.), Religia i kultura zydowska. Materiay z sesji
judaistyczneh·II Pienieznienskie Sootkania z Rel igiami, Materialy i Studi Ksiezy Werbistow 28,
Pieniezo 1986; "Kosciol a Zydzi i judaism," Collectanea Theologica 60/ 1990/3. pp. 3-118.
7

Chrostowski, "Nowe spojrzenie chrzescijanstwa na Zydow i judaizm--nowa teologia." Przeglad
Powszechny 9/1988/, pp. 263-278 ="New Christian Views of Judaism" Theology Digest 35/1988/4,
pp. 319-326; G. Wigoder, "Nowy Testament i chrzescijanstwo w swietle mysli zydowsko-izraelskiej,"
Przeglad Poowszechnv 12/1988, pp. 344-358 and 1/1989/, pp.36-49.
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J .L. Majewski, Czy Jedrze j Giertych jest heretykiem? List protestacy do redakc ji "Tygodnika
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chosen people once again, let them give up the Talmud and Cabbala and join us - the
followers of Jesus Christ. Then we will very willingly enter into a dialogue with them"
(p.15). Judaism is called "a renegation which deserves to be condemned." The brochure ends
with the s~tement: Christocentrism and Judeocentrism are two completely different, absolute
contrary religions, between which there is not and cannot be any dialogue, any synthesis, any
partnership and any ecumenism" (p.35). The Catholic advocates of dialogue are even more
fiercely attacked in the brochure than the Jews. This pronouncement could be regarded as
marginal and a symptom of a serious illness were it not for the fact that this publication is
sold in Church news-stands , and the author regards himself as a leading Catholic. The
hostility festering i_n these circles is not directed solely against Jews. There are equally
malicious attacks on other ethnic minorities and religious denominations. There is an urgent
need for the Church to dissociate itself from such attitudes and behaviors. On the other
hand, it is unfair to form an opinion about Poland and Polish Catholics on the basis of such
extreme cases.
Rarely do t_h e opponents o( dialogue reveal their nature and intentions as J. Giertych and
J.L. Majewski did. The teaching of the Church is too clear for anyone to regard himself as
a Catholic and at the same time express contempt for Jews. That is why efforts are being
made to reduce the dialogue to a narrow circle of theologians and treat it as their private
hobby. One can see this on the example of a certain reaction to the presence of Polish
lecturers in Spertus College of Judaica. In the weekly L&! Jerzy Narbutt selectively quoted
statements about the Seminar transmitted by "The Voice of America" and glossed over it by
suggesting that the visit in Chicago was something individual, and theological reflection and
closer relations with Judaism--a fruitless oddity. 12 Catholics do not gain any benefitS from
the dialogue with Jews. The publicist does not understand how one could say that the
meeting with the followers of Judaism enhanced the awareness of the participants and of
their Christian roots, resulted in a deeper understanding of our faith, who Jesus Christ is a_n d
what His place is in our religion. Apparently the enriching experience of a meeting with
different people is alien to him. It looks as though a discussion consists solely in persuading
and convincing an oppositionist and opponent. The author makes no mention of 'he
documents of the Church and the papal teachings nor of his personal attitude toward the
question of dialogue.

His amniosity is masked by polished words and phrases.

Pronouncements of this kind are more concerned with paying off old scores than with
making a constructive contribution to understanding and cooperation between people.
Theology is a supplementary field for the articulation of certain political views. These voices

12
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are less aggressive than the anti-Semitic views expressed in brochures and pamphlets, but
they reach wider audience and have an influence on the mentality of believers. Anti-Jewish
accents and illusions are inanifestation of a deeper mental. attitude. This shows that in

a.

Poland there are outspoken opponents of closer relations with Jews who at all costs want to
bring a stop to the dialogue which has started.
But grudges and the ballast of a difficult past do not define the tasks and nature of
theology. On the contrary, theology developed in the spirit of the Gospel must lay down the
guidelines for coexistence with the followers of other religions. Irrespective of the intentions
of the critics of dialogue, their views have nothing in common with the mission of the
church. One cannot tolerate a situation in which hostility toward and contempt for others
is concealed under the label of the Catholic religion. In such an orientation we have to do
with the ideologization and instrumentalization of religion, which is made to serve the
immediate political plans and needs of right-wing parties. For this reason the Catholic press,
theologians and publicists have much to do in Poland.
For a more complete picture one ought to mention another hidden but no less real current
of reaction to the nascent dialogue. As a result of the meetings and discussions, publications
and reflections, many anonymous letters have been sent to tbe diocesan curia, bishops,
priests, superiors, and also to editorial offices and well-known and influential people. The
contents and tone of many make them unfit for publication. They often contain arguments
reflecting the stereo-types of a considerable part of the Polish society. Some of them contain
charges, warnings and denunciations and continually reiterate that they are defending the
Church from the "heresy of Judeocentrism." This channel of expression deserves special
attention. Many of the opinions contained there, however, require the consultation of a
psychologist or psychiatrist rather than of a theologian or historian.
The progress and quality of the interreligious dialogue, however,depends not only on the
people directly involved in it. An important role is played by theologians, especially in
.systematic and basic theology, catechists, writers of homilies and preachers. Some deepen
and develop the theoretical premises of Catholic doctrine, others are responsible for teaching
and disseminating it. There is a wide field of research here, which has not yet reached its
full potential. Many theologians are not familiar with or make little of the content and rank
of the Vatican Commission for the Religious Dialogue with Judaism of 1974 and 1985. The
second of these texts, which appeared in the monthly W Drodze was abbreviated
(censored?).13 To this day there has been no treatment of these two documents or any deeper
thought on the problems raised there.

· isw Drodze 1-2 (1986) 149-150, pp. 59-67.
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A frequent sin of the Biblical scholars is forcing through the view that the "new Israel,"
the Church, has completely replaced the "old Israel," which means that Judaism is a worthless
relic and even an error deserving condemnation. This is assoCiated with accusing Jews--aii
of them without exception--of the "murder of God." On can see this especially in the slogan:
"his blood on us and our children." The attitude of the crowd in the courtyard of Pilate's
palace is seen as the culminating point of the history of ancient Israel. For example: "Let
his blood be on us and our children" (Mt27:25). This attitude of the people of the Old
Covenant is a turning point in the history of salvation. 14 The result of such a view is the
theology of substitution: "The new people is united by baptism and obec:Jience to the disc~ples
of Jesus and radically differs from the old one. which continues to live in legalism and
hypocrisy. A~d so the new people truly deserve to be called the true Israel."16 Judaism is
depicted as manifestation of legalism and hypocrisy. The formation of students in most of
the theologica.1 seminaries probably takes place in such a spirit. It is not surprising that antiJewish accents--sometimes very strong ones--appear in sermons and catechism. They are
uttered especially during large scale missions and recollections during Advent and Lent and
the traditional parish missions.
AU of the above shadows and weak points of the dialogue concern the Catholic side. But

the reconstruction and reorientation of thinking must take place on both sides. Though
there is only a small number of adherents of Judaism in our country, too few Jews are taking
an active part in the dialogue. There are also persons and circles opposed to cooperation and
influential Jewish groups and organizations not interested in the reorientation of the Church.
There are quite a few voices warning against closer relations with Catholics. It is to them
that the Catholic opponents of dialogue most often appeal. Everything should be done to
prevent the atmosphere of mutual relations from being shaped by the oppositionist_s on both
sides. The idea of dialogue would then be a pretext for further bitter divisions and
increasing the distance separating the two communities. Too little is being done to show
Judaism through the eyes of Jews themselves, to present faith and practice, customs and
norms of behavior. It sometimes happens that many Jewish subjects, including the theology
of Judaism, are more clearly presented by Christian scholars than by Jews. The religious
dialogue does not occupy much place in Jewish periodicals in Poland. An important aspect
of mutual relations is to publish and explain the primary texts of Judaism. The theological
reorientation of Christians evident i:n the new treatment of Judaism is not being accomp~Qied
by an indispensable reorientation among Jews in looking at Jesus Christ and Christianity.

HJ. Kudasiewicz, Ewangelie synoptyczne dzisiaj , Biblioteka Wiezi 53, Warszawa 1986, pp 213. 214 and Teologia Nowego Testa men tu, viol. 1.K UL, Lubin: 1986 85.
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There are many excellent papers in both languages on this subject which it would be useful
to publish in Polish for the benefits of both Jews and Christians.
The di,spute about the convent of ~armelite nuns in Oswiecim has had a very detrimental
effect on the c;iialogue of the Church with the Jews. The anatomy of this controversy
deserves the great attention and must be addressed honest'y by both sides. The dispute
unleashed ~d brought out into the open the symptoms of an uncured illness gnawing at both
communities. 16 It is common knowledge that many ardent and God-fearing Jews are not
bothered by the presence and prayer of nuns near the place of extermination. Nonetheless,
considering the feelings and fears of others, who are much more vocal in manifesting their
dissatisfaction and demands, Cardinal F. Macharski took the unprecedented decision to move
Hie convent to another place.
· This was a sign of friendliness toward Jews and proof of understanding their feelings and
demands. An even more suggestive confirmation of good will and the desirre to engage in
dialogue is supposed to be the Centre for Information. Me~tings, Dialogue and Prayer.
Unfortunately, the situation developed in such a way that instead of closer relations and
cooperation a bitter confrontation took place. The opponents of dialogue on both sides
gained the upper ha.nd. For them every pretext is good enough to kindle the already tense
relations. On account of the dispute around Carmel Catholic-Jewish relations in I 989
reached their lowest point since Vatican II Council. It is remarkable that in such an inflamed
situation the interreligious dialogue in Poland continues to develop. The issue of moving the
nuns is still a subject of lively debate. I believe that the sisters themselves, on whose attitude
depends the happy resolution of the bitter conflict, have the most to say about this.
Tasks and Prospects
Impor~nt

tasks for both: the Catholic and Jewish sides can be educed from the above

diagnosis. Dialogue assumes thorough familiarity with and respect for the identity of the
partner and willingness to cooperate in actions that go far beyond the good of both sides.
Progress in closer relations is determined by the existing state of affairs, and only on this
basis can one ~ake predictions about the future and identify the obligations that rest on the
followers of both religions. Jews and Polish Catholics ought to be aware of the truth that the
attitude of dialogue is really the only way to overcome the ballast and barriers of the past.
Though dialogue has become a fact, it is being conducted by only a small group of people
from both sides.

It is true that both one and the other make their presence felt in

6w. Chrostowski, "O Karmelu bez emocii," Solidarnosc no 18, (29 September 1989), 3 and 10 In
English Controversy Around the Auschwitz Convent," Christian Jewish Relations 22/1989/3-4, also
OPREE, vol. JO, no 3, pp. I 5-29.
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publications and that the situation has changed so much that declarations that someone does
not want dialogue are very offensive. Nonetheless, there is still no general climate conducive
to reaching complete understanding and cooperation. It gives one much food for thought that
in spite of the development of ecumenical contacts, the dialogue with Jews

h~

the

gr~atest

number of opponents. And yet, as John Paul II emphasized in a Roman Synagogue (13 April,
1986), "the Jewish religion is not an external reality for our religion, but is internal to it,.
The attitude toward the Jewish faith is different from that toward any other religion." The
stateme.nts for the pope, who in hi:s country is the highest spiritual and moral authority,
ought to be widely publicized. If his position were really known and understood, it would
be an invaluable aia in forging new relations with the Jews. Bearing in

~ind

the hierarchical

structure of the Church, greater involvement is called for in the dialogue with Jews by the
bishops, both on the part of the Conference of the Polish Episcopate and individual bishops.
It is high time to publish a document on the subject of Judaism similar to those which were
promulgated by other ;Episcopates. Such a document would be addressed first to the clergy
and would influence sermons and the catechism. Some bishops and priests put off thinking
about dialogue with Jews. These clerics claim that in Poland this problem does not exist
because the number of adherents of Judaism is small, and in some parts of the country there
are nonie for them at all. But the interreligious dialogue also is concerned with deepening
awareness about oneself, pence about the nature of the Church and it's role in the world
today. It is worth recalling the words of John Paul II uttered on 17 November,1980, in
Mainz: "He who encounters Jesus Christ, encounters Judaism." 17

The postulate of

reorientation remains in force even when there are no real possibilities of contacts with
Jews. The attitude of dialo$ue and a better understanding of Judaism helps Christians to
become better understanding of Judaism helps Christians to become better followers of
Christ. After the fruitful Seminar in Spertus College of Judaica, the time has come to set up
commission for the dialogue with Judaism in individual dioceses. This should take place first
in those cities in which the Jewish presence was strongly felt. In addition to theoretical
subject-matter, there are many practical matters to take care of (sacral monuments, works
of culture and art, Jewish cemeterie:s, etc.).
Of crucial importance is the education of students preparing for the priesthood. Most
of the seminary students and young priests have no knowledge or only a superficial
knowleqge of Judaism and quite often see it through the prism of uncritically repeated
stereotypes. One must speak in a new light about the Jewish identity ,o f Jesus, about the
permanence of the election of Israel and faithfulness of God. One should root out once and
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for all the charge for ~murder of God" and representation of the Jews as cursed and rejected
by God. Required lectures on Judaism ought to be given in theological seminaries and
contacts with the followers of Judaism promoted. Common prayers on the model of those
held during the Ecumenical! Week afford great opportunities for closer relations and getting
to know each other better. Making this a reality obviously depends on the openness and
goodwill of the Jewish side. The participants of the Seminarian Spertus College are well
aware of how profound and fruitful prayer meetings can be. In addition to visiting
synagogues, we prayed together with Jews in-a Catholic church on Virgin's Mary Assumption
Eve. Male and female religious orders, which have close ties with and influence on the
faithful, play an impartant role in Poland.

All of the superiors of these orders, who

themselves must first become more familiar with the directions of change in the thinking of
the Church, should issue suitable instructions and suggestions.
The ballast of the past gives the theological dialogue in Poland a special color. It is
impossible to understand the Jewish soul without going into the dramatic history of JewishChristian coexistence. One has to speak about this more openly, without hiding or passing
over in silence cases of intolerance and hostility, discrimination and tensions. Catholics too
with circumspection and with difficulty admit to excesses and manifestations of ill-will in
coexistence with Jews. Such a necessary self-examination is carried out unwillingly and with
resistance. Jews also have a lot to do. Events which took place in the present century weigh
heavily on mutual relations. Listening to the charges addressed to them, Catholics recall the
ties of some Jews with the revolution in Russia, the Polish-Bolshevik war in 1920, the Soviet
invasion of Poland in 1939, and the role of Jews in the political system and apparatus of
ideology and repression imposed on Poles by force after the war. Catholics are awaiting a
clear cutting off from repressions and atheization by persons who declared themselves as
Jews or persons of Jewish origin. In the consciousness of the most recent generations a
harmful stereotype has been. created of the Jew as a subverter, communist and atheist, enemy
of the church and the Christian faith. All Jews who are sincerely attached to God and the
sacred traditions of their nation suffer from this impression. Such conditions are unknown
or little known in Western Europe or the USA, where there is a picture of Polish Jews as
deeply and traditionally religious people. The vast majority of Jews who managed to
emigrate from Poland before the war were believers, whereas those who got themselves off
from Judaism. These tensions are linked with the question of Jewish identity and are
certainly painful for Jews themselves'. Nonetheless, they are important to the intensification
and course of the religious dialogue. Catholics must desist as soon as possible from blaming
all the Jews for the actions of some of them. It must be strongly emphasized that Poles also,
including persons who had been baptized, were part of the apparatus of compulsion and
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atheization. This point should prevent hasty generalizations and antagonization of the two
communities.
One can point out many fields that require special sensitivity toward our Jewish fellowcitizens. In the forefront is the Annihilation. which is called the Holocaust or Shoah.
Catholics ought to be educated to be more .sensitive to the scope and nature of this genocide.
One should patiently recall and explain the martyrology and gehenna of the Jews, which had
something specific in it that must be respected and honored. One cannot count on shaping
attitudes of Christian charity without practicing solidarity with Jews, in whose minds Shoah
has stamped an indelible mark. So far no complete reconciliation of Polish Catholics and
Jews has taken place. The victims. whose sufferings ought to bring them closer together, are
suspicious of each other and are at odds. Both groups see their own wounds and scars and
are not concerned with other people's pain. The dispute over the convent in Oswiecim
revealed this clearly. Both representatives of the Church and activists of various Jewish
institutions and organizations must ask themselves whether they have done everything to
understand the Carmelite nuns and to show them the indispensable directions of dialogue.
The nuns themselves must open themselves up completely to the good of the universal
Churclh and not allow their presence and prayer to continue to be a bone of contention and
divisions. Irrespective of all declarations and solutions, a special responsibility falls on the
Carmelite nuns. For it might happen that their move to another place wi,11 be of benefit for
bringing the contending sides together.
Since 1948 the Jews have their own state. For the last twenty years (after 1968) there was
official silence on this subject in Poland, which was interrupted from time to time by signs
of clear ill-will or hostility. A young generation of Poles has grown up who know little
about Israel and see it in a distorting mirror. There is no doubt that this is the result of
obscure infighting within the (until recently) all-powerful communist party. Fortunately,
rapid changes are also taking place here, the most important of which was

t~e

restoration of

full diplomatic relations between Warsaw and Jerusalem. Believers in Christ also have plenty
of work to do in this field. If for centuries the ideology of "the wandering Jew," dominated
the way Christians looked at Jews the question. should be asked with all earnestness whether
the return to the land of their fathers, to the land of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, does not
make it necessity for us to see the Jewish destiny and identity in a new light. 18 The Holy
Land is rightly regarded as the land of Jesus, of His Mother and disciples, and the land of
the birth and beginnings of the Church. But this picture must be expande<;i by remembering
that the heirs of the First Covenant live in Israel today. Closer relations with them and

18Chrostowski,

"Ziemia Izraela w ekonomii zbawienia i swiadomosd zydowskiej," Ateneum
Kaplanskie 1-2(1990) 485, pp. 63-76.
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learning about their life will give us a greater insight into the earthly Savior, but in and of
itself deserves the greatest respect and attention.
Changes in the attitude toward Jews cannot take place without a radical rethinking of the
Christian faith. The ancient theological principle Ecclesia semper refonnanda, is perhaps
more timely in this field than in others. In the 01Pinion of many Catholics, the goal of the
dialogue is to convert Jews to the Christian faith. Jews defend then:iselves against such a
dialogue and see it as a mortal danger to their identity. There is no doubt that the followers
of Christ want to increase the number of converts and rejoice over every person who
becomes baptized. From its very beginnings, Christianity has been a missionary religion,
which means the obligation to preach the Gospel to all nations (Mt 28: 18-20). But the
calling of the Christian is not so much to profess as to give living witness to the faith. There
is a need to explain what a real dialogue is and what its relation is to the mission that is part
of the Christian identity. The Jews in turn ought to understand and respect the missionary
nature of Christianity, which is so differen_t from the spirit and practice of Judaism. While
demanding respect for their own identity, they have to respect the aspect of evangelization
constantly present in the !ife and actions of the followers of Christ.
The social and political changes in Central-Eastern Europe face Catholics and Jews with
new hopes and opportunities and also new challenges and dangers. There are s.igns of antiSemitism in the Soviet Union, in the GDR, in Hungary, a_n d also in Poland. With the end of
the totalitarian system and before fragile democratic structures grow strong~r, extremely
nationalistic and chauvinistic tendencies are manifesting themselves. Even countries with
stable democr~cies, such as France and Germany, are not free of them. Catholics ought to
show greater maturity and resist all efforts to instrumentalize religion. The postulates voiced
time and time agairi of "Catholic Poland" or "Poland with crown and cross" are understood as
attempts to steer Catholicism from above and to define the criterion of Polishness. This
carries the danger of intolerance and a new totalitarianism. Instead of Christianization "from
above' as an integral part of the programs for political parties, the real task is to change
people's consciences and to shape truly Christian life attitudes. The followers of Judaism,
who are richer for a longer history, can help in this by showing the prophetic dimension of
religion. Jews in Israel, the USA, and Western Europe, who enjoy the benefits of freedom,
ought to be more outspoken in expressing solidarity with Christians who at the cost of
sacrifices and sufferings are finally obtaining what by nature belongs to every person and
nation. The changes taking place are putting an end to the programmed atheization of social
life and are restoring religion to its proper place in public life. The Jewish as well the
Christian communities are benefitting from the new political situation, which should bring
these groups closer together.
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The Evangelical-Lutheran Church has long represented a key element in civil society in
the German Democratic Republic and a key actor in political change. 1 Following the
Stalinization process, the church remained the only institution independent of the Communist
state. Even after the curtailment of intense atheistic propaganda by the state in the 1960s,
this independent status thrust upon the church a role of political opposition. Th:us the
church served as a defender of German unity in the 1960s, a fui:iction it formally sacrificed
in 1969, yet has retained informally until the present day. Similarly in the 1980s, the
church became by default the advocate for dissent on issues such as peace, }luman rights, and
the environment. The church became the training ground in democracy, compensating for
the deficit in such democratic processes in society at large.

1

For an historical analysis of the relationship since J945, see the author's The Lutheran Church
and the East German State: Poiitical Conflict and Change under Ulbricht and Honecker (Ithaca,
N. Y.: Cornell University Press, 1990).
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Jack tJlld Afexsndra Bemporsd w81comed ro the Valir.:in IJy Popo Jotlll Paul If.
:>BylOOUf ~. fomflJI' ch811m811 of rJte /ntemalional Ja"9'rsh Committoo rm lntdf"·
'8/fgioUs Coosvflatf011s, Sf811d8 behind ttl6 pope_

grappling with g11i11 over having done
so liHk to 5avc European J .wiy.
"lf .ill we have is oo~:h~." he
a'ked, "why~.~':.~~'.'¥.- f~..Sl~

lion for having l:.illc<l C'hnst. and 1ha1
they should not bcextermmated, h111

hillio11 111 loan gu.arantec:s't Could wo:

Ael~te.

by <iilrie('lcs.ha"c gi.,.en ls.met !ht- $4.2

billioni« got from the U.S. this year?
Was it the Jew~ who def~tt1d Hit lcr?
· "lt'~ ridkutaus lo :1ay we can 011ly
tmst other JC'oli~. when we couldn'I
~·~11 trust many .lcw1> to do anything
dur ins the Holocaust. And it's not a
orld where we ~an possibly K1'I b)
msting only oursdvt:s...
And Bernporad, i.ute!let:tuallv. cm

t

point to what he secs as•• s~1 chan~c
in relations between Cnri ~uan~ anu
Jews that has occ-urrcd in our lil't-tim•~
anri in wn1rh he c:m ua1111 to hav.:
played •;ome pare. TI1a1ch:111j!.t"1~ the
radical ~h.ift in the auitude of the
C.uholic Church IOWl\Id the Jewish

people.
..The Cathl;lic teaching of

<.'OU·

tcmpl 1.onstan1ly reaffirmed a.oLi Semitism .''he said. "It hdd that 1he

Jewish pruple are a condtmncd ni\·

pt~erved

I

''

lo ooffor for lheir sim."

Th;i1 tcad'1ing roded wich Nosm

he said.

"What we h3ve i~ a r.idic.1.!ly new
rcia1io1•~bir

w11h d1,. Jews.''

~id

Dcmf)'l' fld.

A1 tllc conr:lu:iion of tbc NC;w Yor~
meeting, the Jcwisn leaders 1~surd .i
slatcm~'Ill sa)'Ulit that they had a(
ceptt'd an io~·itation t1Hend a JC\lll)h
delegation to Poland thi> winter 1t'
tea1· h in C'~tholk scminarie.' and
in s1ilution~.
A Jo.'Wi,11 ddegation will nl!;o tto 1,)
Poland ll) dcvdop l:OnCTctc program~. io dialot?-m: wilh Poli\h
CathoilL), to L'Omuat ;in1i.Semit1~m
and inLcr-ethn11: ~1ereo1ypC!i. Ilcm
rotad will, or mum:, tic 3 parllctpant. So "'ill Poli~h Primate fol!.:i
(ilernp .
"lf 1hat's '10t ~ying lt in Poli~;h.
what i~'!' • Dem po rad. who lJeliev i:s m

lhc possibili1y of breakthroughs.

demands. 0
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,u the h:lr:cis or 1hz Naz.: (}e;ath
mac~.lr.e of Worid \V3f !I, yet ah"
mJ:;t ac~nowle:1ge tr.e diffe:coc~s
l'~twee~ our hisro:ica! and contem-

porary experiences Thus it i.; rodG}

that l:o!n ')\Ir ;ne:i1orics a~ci our
ll'l!:tns of pre:;erv;.;11!: ~r.d ~1as~:ng on

these sa-:n~d rr.emo;-:es !'<-.r farnr~
gcr.era.tlons need to be recortci!ed.
We arc fo:- a1 the ,,,·orij wi:ne5Ses
")f th.:>~e !errib:e e-:er.ts of the
Shoali, t..'le ultima:e crim~ or
g~nocide

ffi~

~
~
~

_

~

'We Polish
Catholics and
Jews today share

a sense of
. . . . '
victimizatton .. .
The Jof!owi1;i:_r!~'~·,·~":~ -,.a.;

i:;s••~<•

b} Crc:mal Clemp at :hr

agair.st tte Jewish people,

and also the r.;ilL cri::-.e~ ag;!irisl
1'le Po~ish pe..1plc.
Om o·.:.'n Poli~'1 Bisnop~· Confe:encc :smed for a!I Ca.t!":~:;cs ~r.
J411uar:• W, l 99 ! , a P~'\storai !.tct-::r
lhat wa~ read in al! the ~arir-h~s .:if
Poland a!l.l pub!itl•;:..l i.r: r.e•.i. s;:ap~r~
;i,-:d r eaJ o:i TV. Ti': a! lettt-r \.a~
"'rinen i!l the ~pirit cf r.;!:':!f. !!t.:~
1esh11·fll•. on the- part of ?c.:::·
C.atl>olk~ ~r.d re.;":J;1-;,J· ::.:!.~•: .'.·
1.,·een the Cathdic O:t.:r.:1- ~:-. · ·:
Ji::1<sh

pe:>p'.~.

Jn

~ti: i;::;.:~:: ·.;; .:-:.

>.nd I ~::ar:~c:. - _:: >
.. \:r.C:<:!rr,r.e:i ar:~i-5-:.~.:~;m ;,, 'ii. a~
:n ~:dioas fon:i~ an.: e':pt,, : •. "~l:J
·;me.. :c 1t~r1:L foT ~r ·,,..- i::c:.:!e!'ts
~e!lc ~· o:~n,,p~

of an ti·St.T,itisrr.

wh.:n W-".n: .::r. .:-

c. :.. ~ t... ·I \ . : .....
?:: ~s~: ..... 1· ·· f.! ,,..e't a.s ,.c ..!! '~:rrv ~·

n·~~~~. ;,~ ~r'Yilm:

for al! ::'e :n;tJ~t ict~ and l1arrn c!oi' e

conc:u.tion of hfs meci:.:g w,r/·

ro J;-"' ::."

kl• ;,fz ieacler~ in ~i"ushill6fO t;,
S!!p:. W .

It w~(, ;;; ~hi~ ... ,.('lfcu~d ~r . rn 01
rcconcifoi<ii>n t l~at : r~a'.kd :n :r.y
'.ec!er to Arcn:i1shor \1e1::ia the;_.;.
fi:u:1 a1,d high!} -:mi::uo112l : ven:s

! a:T'l gietcfu: ro Arch~i ~h0ps
M2ida a...~d K..:e:er ,,f the 1'a1io11a!
C'on.'.ere:l~<: of Cat?lCl:.i'· B;5!1ops for
pr..:-~·:(::-.g '.~i~

oppcrtU:1Jt} for me:

.\ ~.:1 Arnerican h\\·!sh
!cad-:1~ :.1 the stan o f my pa~1o~a!
\l~it w Po!ish .:tilnic paii;hes ~!:re.
And : l!Tl graiefu: ;;.~ we!I to :hc,s:
of ~·ou rcpn::;entit•S tr.e Jew1~h
to

:n~t

comrm;ni:y tor Y<•ti; \\ Hlbg:le~S ~o
!':le.?t ·A·irn :ne.
Thi' is 1.ru:~· ar. impottarnc occa,ic>n . !: ~r0.:des rrn oppcrtai:i:;·
:er u~ '.i> put behind us >~)m~ unfc.rn.:mu~ ev;:n(s of the rc..:t-n! ::o:.~1 ln

cf rnc: SU!!'lm~r of 19S9 sr..d the ·'n:grc'.tab:e misu:ic!e~~tci~di:;gs''
wh1dt occl•r~cc belwecn .:>..:r :w.>
..:orr.1m:ni<ie., r.t t!nt tirn-:. "Throui-;h
dlabi\;e, { haYe lear;it>;i cr.:u o:eriain ·) f my f•wn s~a:et:1ent~ r:.ay
na·.e cauied pair. to tlie .Tt\"i~!':
~cm:nun icy and w~re s~cr. a~ fos·
t~nr.g scercc tn~e~ ef ie\\ ~ &r.d
Judaism. b•.it ''ere in ma"'y a~pect~
based c;: rri~takr;i ir,fo:matio11. A'.
1r.e ~a=nt ;'me:, the P~,;i; h Catholi::
comr.iur.!ty i:::..; e>.p.:rien:d pain

becaus: v~ the St~uati(",:1. ! regret

ordes· to begin to expl;,ire ~C>$Clher

sitm:rely !ilst 'hi~

the la.rg~r pa.~~ we- ha\'e ~harcci
to!cetiler as Poiish C.11holks and
Jev.) for the sake- of a better futut'
in. our ancient rdariomhip.
We .Pc•lisn C.>thoJics and Jews
t.->d.a.~· shar.; :i ~ense of ,·ictimizatioa

situation ocn;rred, ar.d re-corr:-:1it
my~df LO work:ng -A·ith ynu now

;mfo:-:un~c~

and in the futu re. 1;i rhe SpL•it of our

Pastoral letter, ic combattiug sntiSemi•Jsm u its .,~ry roots.
In this contc.xt, for -e1::..inple, I

~1

worlr lh~l I.ourI two faith com-

stud'i center is wcll rmO:erww1 a·ti•

Lil~

we look forward tn the nuns ''"""
iug into d1eir new quartt:r. 1~• won

muni1ie1> c:ould clo together to rc-

wiU be visilioi; while iu Chicago 1hc
Ci.r<li11a! (~madin Jn!>litute oflhe
Spcrtus t;ollcge of Judaka. This
lnsiit ute had d..:dicatcJ i1sdf lo
sntdies and programs of s..iguificance for imr.rovmg undecsta11Ji11~
between Poli~h Catholks and Jews,
and h:i.~ :ll.-cady proven benctkia l
in cducatini 1..cy C;4tholic seminary
rawlty in Poland in Jewi.<>h/Catho· '
lie Jia]tJtllC.
!1 is also a J><>siti.. e sigu that lhe
~ri~1~ uver 1he Caimclite ,;onveflt at
Auscltwi1;1 i•, u11 thr v.a)' tu a 1~11-

fi11ally , 1 may S<1Y thal w.: l\\'c inc:rooiblc I ill'ICS of wmost mirat:ulous
and 1:ertainl)1 por1.ent.ious cveraL~ :
the brc;1k· up of ao l'Wpirc and Hw
rt'n.aiss.am.~ of lrcedom and dcuu>cracy in r.a:item and CenHal hi.ru pc. A:,_ tile .toinl tledaml1n:n or
Lhc 1.ntellla1ional Catholir-kw1~h
Li3ison Commillee ntt:\•tmg in J>rai..
1;UI" la-.t y~-ar p11t 1t ~well, ll\e1c i<>

tually safr~l';1ctory rexolutioo. Cun-

a nrw spiJ it in the world tod;.y, ii

str uc1io 11 nf the new "OflVC'l\l ;.md

~pirit

a~ JXK~tbk.

~pond to lhe needs of today's
world. Tho.> noed 'IS for the e1.tablisl1me-.t1t of humao rights, fr~dom
and dignity where till')· a.re lacking
(.lr iropenloo.
for rdponsible
~teward:.bip of the cnvifQnm1mt. A
new image and a new ortiit1ck- in
Jc.wim-Catt.olir 1eli.cions au: requ\rt"d."
1 pray thal lhb meeung may be of
help in farthering that new imagr. and
nt~W a1tit11Jc wJ\ic)1 we aR ~ek. I J

and

llwt "~·011ld manil..:-st 11'.df iu
IWVWOC:>

SUS

-
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H1s Emmenoe Johannes Cardinal Willebrands

i) ~w. ~Cl(Cl

.,resident Emeritus· ·
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Vatican Couilcll for ReJ.igious Relations with the Jews
1...00120 Vatican City
' I , It

THE JEWISH
THEOWGICAL

SEMINARY

Of AMERICA

Your Eminence: ·

3080 Sr(ladway
· NewYork.NY1002::r-1049

(212)<>7~

f AX (212} 67&-8947

,

Offic;cof~

Chanccflr;ir
(212} 678:8071

It 18 our profound prlVilege to tnvtte you to accept the honorary degree of
Honorls Causa

commemora on of the 25th anniversary of Nostra Aetate and
your singular historic role which both led to Its adoption and- your tireleu
efforts for its implementation since that time. LJic \Ot'•
~ -~ ·~

r•Jc
l.,
....~ k....e '°""~1
c:tt We are grateful for your indispensable role 1n the historic~,.
and revolutionary ,..
""'"........ -

\ ~~ ·~ ~·~ t• ...~.

t""6

transformation of relations between tba Jewish people and the Roman Catholic '"""
Church. We know and appreciate the difficulties and obstacles you r11,•l.q
encountered throughout this period and how your perseverance and integrtty

helped you overcome so many of them.
Throughout your distinguished and illustrious career, you have been an Inspiring
model to all of us. who all too often only pay lip service to the ideal of
~integrating exemplary personal piety. profound. learning and unwaver:t.ng
""" r-'C'Olr!Jiriifimneeiniil~~ our religious principles and practices• .wte.
the same
~ ma1nt
compassionate understanding ~d reverence for the beliefs
~ {..t_
and practices of those who have ev~ry right to 4iffei; with u~

Pf.

We of the Jewish Theological Seminary of .America are particularly mindful
of the relationship which goes back to the beginning of Vatican II between

Professor Abraham Joshua Heschel, our revered teacher, and Rabbi Ma.re

Tanenbuain. our very dis~guished alumnus.

One of the highest principle!of our tradition is Hakarat pa-Tov. the mandate
to express and demonstrate our gratitude to those who have been our
benefactors and friends, even at times and places where suich friendship
was nat altogether universal or rewarded. In that api!it, we ue 1911tufatU) •~
J ~ to havti' the opportunity to proclaim our high regard for you and hope you
'-" 11 "o.r-L"
will
by accepting o~ inv1tat1on.
.
.
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•••is
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Ismar Schorsch
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1 5-8·89, Jewish-Christian Relationships

1ZS/dlsk2

.RELIGION

.£LIGION
lent credence to Jewi~h concerns about
Christian polemical traditions as a source
of anti-Semitism.
In Europe, the Louvain and Pro Dco
· Universi1y studies which examined Catholie educational materials in a variety of
1 languages- Italian, French-speaking
· countries (Belgium, France, Switzerland,
and Canada), and Spanish-showed that
teachings of contempt were widespread
i throughout the religious culture. Summar·
izing these findings, Claire Huchet-Bish·
op, a Catholic scholar, wrote in How
Catholics Look at Jews that many young
Catholics in these countries still were being
instructed in the I960's, 20 years after the
Nazi Holocaust, the following teachings:
1
• The Jews are collectively responsible
for the Crucifixion and they are a "deicide
people."
• The Diaspora is the Jews' punishment
for the Crucifixion and for their cry, "His
blood be upon us and upon our children."
' • Jesus predicted the punishment or his
people: the Jews were and remained cursed
by him and by God; Jerusalem, as a city, is
· particularly guilty.
' • The Jewish people as a whole rejected
Jesus during his liretime be<:ause or their.
•
materialism.
j • The Jewish ·people have put themselves
beyond salvation and are consigned to
eternal damnation.
• The Jewish people have been unfaithful
to their mission and are guilty or apostasy.
• Judaism was once a true religion, but
then became ossified and ceased to exist
with the coming of Jesus.
i • The Jews are no longer the Chosen
· People, buf have been superseded as such
: by the Christians.
; Bishop noted that charges against the Jew; ish people were accompanied by a rhetoric
: of invective-'" verbal violence"-which
I attributed the most vicious motives to
them.
In citing these themes of negative theology toward the Jews, It Is not my Intention
j to obsess about the past, nor to seek to
evoke guilt. Rather. my purpose is to underscore that the radical improvement in
1 Catholic-Jewish
relations, theologically
and morally significant in itself, also may
1 be a model or how it is possible to trans: form a culture that once demonized and
: thereby dehumanized a people into a
i whole new culture of rehumanization. It
i also has something lo teach us about the
importance or overcoming verbal violence
and toldc language which destroy human
. dignity and family solidarity, and replace
, those invectives with healing language of
l respect and mutual affirmation. That les: son applies equally to Jews as: well as
Christians, and, I believe, to all groups
who ar~ armcted by such dehumanizing
1 tendencies.
In the U.S., Eugene Fisher, executive
· secretary of the Secretariat for Catholic: Jewish Relations of the Nationa~ Confer-

i

l
i

.
I

pg.3

ence of Catholic Bishops, published a
study or post· Vatican Council II Catholic
textbooks covering 16 major religion series
used in the grade and high school levels. In
Faith Without Prejudice, he found great
improvements in the treatment or many or
the past troublesome themes. For example, he found clear references to the Jewishness of Jesus, which mostly had been
avoided in the past, and the notion or Jewish suffering as an expression of Divine retribution completely eliminated from the
textbooks. References to the Holocaust
were handled with great sensitivi:ty, though
those to violence against Jews during the
Crusades and the Inquisition and to the
modem state of Israel he found to be still
inadequate.
In the growing atmosphere of confidence and trust, the Jewish community has
conducted its own self-studies of its textbooks in terms or what Jewish schools
teach about Christians and Christianity.
The studies found that, while Judaism has
been influenced in its development by interaction with Christianity more than generally is acknowledged (Maimonides and
St. Thomas Aquinas, etc.), it does not define itself in contrast or compuison with
Christianity. The Jewish-Christian encounter, as described in Jewish high.
school textbooks, is social and historical,
not doctrinal or theological. On the one
hand. this avoids the problem of polemical
approaches to Christianity; on the other,
recounting the episodes of persecution, expulsion, and massacres which Jews suffered at the hands or Christians for centuries, and which are among the realities or
Jewish history, tends to leave a negative
image, not so much of Christian faith, but
of the Church as temporal power. In fairness, it must be said that this negative image is offset somehow by attention paid to
righteom Christiaru who shielded and
protected Jews across the years, and to the
high value assigned in Jewish te:ittbooks to
religious and cultural plurallsm and human kinship.
· Still, many Jews-like many CatholicS
-are not aware of the momentous changes 1111 Catholic thinking about Jews and
Judaism that have issued from the highest
levels of the Church since Vatican Council
II. As part of the future agenda, Jewish
students, as well as others in the general
Jewish population, need to be informed of
these developments both In formal education and through mass communications.

An unfinished agenda
Education. While remarkable progress
has been made since Vatican Council II,
there ls stiU much to be done to change
habits of thinking. The self-definition-bydenig.ration model has not yet been replaced fully on the pedagogical level. Current
scholarship which sets the conmct events
described in the New Testament-particu1
·
I
I . ·
I

larly the Passion narratives and the portrayal of the Phari-.ee~-into historical
perspective should be renected in te:o<I·
books, teacher's manuals, teacher training, and seminary education and by honiilists and clergy to a much greater extent
than al present. In Jewish education, particularly the seminaries, there is need to
overcome the little knowledge about
Christian beliefs and the history or present
communities, as well as a longer ,·iew of
the development or Christian thought and
history.
CemmunlcaUons. There should be a
concern that commitment to improved
Jewish-Christian relations is progressing
primarily among the "ecumenical gen.er. als," leaving a substantial gap with the
vast number of "infantry troops." A
thoughtful, creative, and systematic use or
modern means of public educatfon
through mass communications would help
close this gap and give depth to JewishChristian solidarity.

t

Joint witness, sodal Justtc., and hu-

man rights.

The epidemic of dehumani. zation in large parts of the world is, I believe, one of the most profound challenges
facing Christians and Jews. Fanaticism,
resort to verbaJ and physical violence, torture, terrorism, and violations of human
rights and freedomor conscience are daily
assaults on the dignity or human life
created in the Divine Image. Close colla, boration of Christians and Jews who share
a common vision of biblical humanism
could betome a criticaJ mass in stemming
the forces of dehumanization and in upholding the preciousness of every life in
. God's human family. There a.re models
and structures in both the Christian and
. Jewish communities for advancing this
fundamental objective or redemption. It
requires moral will,. commitment, and
courageous leadership.
World refugees and hunger. At a
time when nations and peoples squander
billions on arms races and weapons of
death and destruction, it Is scandalous that
such modest resources are available to help
relieve the staggering hunger, starvation,
poverty, and diseases In so many parts of
· the developing world. Wherever and
whenever Christians and Jews join hands
together and mobilize their common will
and material resources, they make a cru. ciaJ difference In relieving vast suffering
and saving human lives.
Plurallsm. ff, after two millenia of es1 trangement and hostility, Christians and
Jews can create a genuine culture of mutua] esteem and reciprocal caring, the Chris·
tian-Jewish dialogue well could become a
sign and an inspiration or hope to other religions, races, and ethnic groups to turn
away from contempt to realizing authentic
human fraternity. This pluralistic model or
the Jewish-Christian symbiosis may be the
most Important service that we have to of. fer lo our troubled world.
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A Fcldnm1

TO: Members of IJCIC Con.<itituem, Agencies

Secretary

n/J/91

FROM: Leen Fe;::b:an
AMERICAN SECRETARIAT
Synagogue Coi:ncil of .-l.:r.cnca
327 Lexington Avenue

Nrw York,

t:fY 10016

Tel: (212) 6&>.8670
Fa-..:: (212) 686-8673

EUROPEAN SECRETARIAT
World Jewish Co~
1 .Rllt <le Vartrubt
1211 C-eve .ZO, Switurland
Tel: (41) 22·73"4·13·25

F'ax: (.&I) 22-73-33-985
CONSTITUE.~T AGE~~IES

A"> a result cf last Thursday's (October ~1) IJCIC me,etiJ:ig, under the
chair~na:1s:dp of Edgar M. Bronfrnan, !t was deci:ied to create a .
COMMTTTEE OK SCOPE AND PROCESS. This committee's purpm,e is to
discuss and recc1'!1rn~nd the frame of reference. paramcteri:., and questions
pertaining to UCIC.reJating to the constituent ·agencies.
(1)

WILL YOU, THEREFORE, APPOI~T ONE (1)
REPRESENTATIVE AND ONE (I) ALTERNATE FROM YOUR
ORGAJ'\lIZ_ATION AND ADVISE ME WITHOUT DELAY OF YOUR
SELECTIONS.

American Jewish Coc:.mltlff
u;s ~' 56 st,.ut

New York. NY 100!2
Tel: (lU) 1514000
Fax: (212) 7514013
8'nal ~·rtth/
Anti Dtfama,loo Uligu.:
823 U.N. PullQ
~ew

York. l\-Y tOOl.7

Tel: (?l2) 490-252!
F~: (212) 867.4779
The Israel lnlcrfulth

-~"..:..

P.0.U. 7739
JcrUAOlem 91.077, Isnicl
Tel: (972) l.(t3-S2-l 2
S)'n!lgogue CouncU of Amenc:a

327 LningSvn Ave1n:e
Nnr York, W 10016
Tel; (212) 6.".8670
fax: (2l2) 680-8673
'World Jn.-t&h C<>n&~5
SOl Madison Avtnu.e~ew York. ~-y l.(IQU
Ti?I: (Zl2) 755-5770

F;u;: (%12) 755-5&'1:.l

Thank yo-:J tor your cooperation.
- - .
.

.. - - -· . ·- ---··- - --(2:1
The ::ex: mee•ing of the International Liaison C-Omfr.ittee.(knovm as
ILC), compri~i.;:ig !he Vatican Commission on Religious Rela~ions with the
k;.\s and uc:c f:\ sctedu1ed to take place ~11AY .4 - 7,_ 1992 in Baltimore.
MD under t.!.le- patror:a.ge of Archbishop ·William F. 1':eel~r.

")

i:ommittec for the ILC - the .:omnlittee consisting of
Bishop P. 8:.Ip:-c}° r.1:d Fr. P. F. Furuiga!li. be~':- :if tr.c: Vatican Commission. as
well as .C-::-. G. ~.f. ?.iegner, P~of_ Jear.. Ha!pi:-'.J. :Jr. LE. Ehrlich and L~on A.
f.eldnan, was origLu~.:~y schedul~\! to :ilt:e~ in :::-~r,ev;t oa Q~cember 3 - 4.
Howe..-~~. kr te:;h:~!=~ll reasons it has been posipcncd t~·fa~G place on
WEDJ',;'1:5GAY. D~CEMBErt 18. 15-S i ~N GE.NEVA We -trust that this date
is ccr::venient for you..
A

prepaL"fli\'.H)'

Tbe V~ti::~.n Commis.sicn has prcpos~d the fol!Awi~g- structure for tht:
Babmur>;:: I LC meeting which warrants further di.sCi.1$sion: a) Educational
Issue..§ - imr:lementatton of ~he Frag'Ue reSt)lutior.S. b) anti - Seinicism and the
Sh<.iµb • fc!bv; up cf ~he tbeme of Prague c) Tikkun Olam.

\'1LL YOU, THEREFORE. l.NDTCATE YOUR AGENCYs ONE
(i) REPRESENTATIVE TO TAKE PART IN THE ABOVE CO!\HvfllTEE
IN GE\TEVA IN PREPA..ttATION OF THE ILC MEETIXG. Please note

that each agency is responsible for the travtl and related expenditures of its
delegate.

Th.ank you fOi your prompt attention of this matter.

-------------------------------

E~ucatlonal

Prcposa\ fer
AL1sc:hi.-11 t :z

Pro~ram

~t

the New Center Outsioe o+

The new c:ent2r fer study and education which
iE to take th2 olace of the pre~ent convent is

now unaer

canst 1-uct ior1.

This center i s b5inq financed by the Vatican and will be
opened at the end of the vear.
The International Center for Chi-istian Jewisn Understanc:ina
h.:i.s been invited to ~Jeveloo eciLrcational proo1-ams. ( Eee
enclosed letters from Bishoo Muzinski. Archbisn~c Keeler a~c
cardinal Glernc a~ well as the stat~ments from Origins which
indicates that thi5 ce~ter i ~~v eesr to the Pooe and he is
dedicated to its successs)
Ce;-tainlv-eF.v c·rg.ani::::iat::.on wilic:--1 t--K·uld t-•.:lc finance t.his
ceneter would be aske~ to oiay a crominant ro~2 1n i t s
. ~M~Gaaration and cevelccment.The inaud~ration
ci tnis - center
.. '
would constitute a first in historv and\the sucportinc. ·
in:t itLition: woL:ld btf-- cart of a n~w .=:1d 'Q\:.,iouE enten:;1:.lse in
interreligious relationshios.
\.._,
~

This center could serve as the oroototype foi·~ther c~nters

to

be estc;.blished in the U.S.The center would: - --1- be coordinated by Archbishoo Keel~r anc.mvself
organizing vi~its • courses, seminars .lectures and study
sessions.

2-develoo curriculae for use in Polish Seminaries and othEr
institution~ of learning in Poland detailing folish-Jewisn
history written by Jewish and Catholic scholars.
3- Publish proceedings, lectures , and study
them available in Polish and in Enqlish.

guide~

and make

4- Produce multiole l~nquage videos detailing the work of the
ccnierence center for oublic service television and fer
useI in Churches and Sv~aoooues
throuiahout
the world.
. -

5-

Ck~anize

bureaL~·s

foi- the .pu1-oose of providing
lectures to Churches and Svnaqo~ues throu~hout th~ world
to engender interreligious educaticn and harmony.

lecture

ccmmitte~ to produce educational materials fer
guiCeE, signs anc pamchlets about tne new center.

S - Set uc a

7-0rcani=e meetinqs witn Polisn o?ficals and the ?re~1oent oi
Fola~d to octa1n ~is suoccrt and engencer an atmoschere c~
coaoeraticn ano helo on tne cart cf tne Polisn 9~~e~nm~nt
··---

• - ·- ·

, ____ ,-!,·

.-.~

+r-.e

.-~r-.~~ -.-

..-..

[end]
Original d©coame111ts
faded ar:idfor illegible
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ANATOMY 01' A JEWISH LEADDtS IlESIGNATJON

.1

Belch re11m u CheJrman of tJCJC_!o protest Je;-vtah muting with Cardinal Qleme
I

by seymour I>. l.e~ah
I

I

:

I

'

BeoaQe t thoqbt it unseemly for Amerio• Jewilth leaden to meet with Cardinal
Jozef Qlamp ua.tll he repudtated tn. Poland the antt-S4tmttic &OCUl&tlons he made in hla 1989

:

:

i !

.

homily, and beeause the tntemattonal Jewllb Com.ptttee for Interrellrious Consulta~lons
.

(IJCIC), whlah I chalted, did not m~et its reaponslblli, 1n a:rivlng at a common stance o: the
Poli.lb Pitimate's

'

\

vtatt to the United Statu, I Niped as Chairman of tl}a umbrella group .that

'

l

. --

"i

'

!

ls reo:ognlzad as the apnay of the Jewish world in tta International deallnp with the Cathollc

!

Church.

;

!

!

On August 28, 1989, Carcllnal Glemp. be~ of Poland'I Roman Catbolte Cbul'Che
.
.
I
;
delivered a homlly at tbe Hhrlne·111 Czeatoohowe. it\ whiph he accused Jewa of "rettfn1 pe~ants
.
;
drunk," of "spreadlnl oommunialm" ln Poland, of •ot~g "from a position of a people r~teed
)

abuve all othen" and. of controlling the world media. He e.Jao accused Rabbi~ Weial ot 'New
.
!
:
Yoiok, who had led a lf'OUP of proteaters who scaled t!te wall of the C81'mellte convent on the
I

groun& at Auecl'lwltZt al seeking to kill the Carmellte slater• and to destroy the convent. A
'

week later Cardtnal Glemp deaeribtd aa
(

Carm elite

"offenalv~"

the 1987 agreement to move the

ao~t from Auschwitz and called for the r~ne;otlation of th~ agreement.
The Pebruary U; 1987 acaord, tlgned In Geneva by four European Cardlnall· and

European Jewlah leaden (Including two representatives from I3CIC), called tor relocation of

...

the convent within two

years.

I

It wu the tallute of the Carmelita nuns to move

Auschwitz by mid-1989 that prompted Rabbi Wetu

-:::..

outside the concentratton camp

alte and to

a~

t~m

alx other American Jews to protett

th~n seal~ the wall

of the convent. They were

?)eaten oy Pol!ah workers and draned from the eonvent' grounds.. While many of us c1'itici:r;ed
~

the demonstrators f'Or intrudlJ11 on tbe convent, we reacted wlth anger to thetr treatment.

-1 -

..

..

" .- . .

·... -

......

...

'i

'i

f

cardinal OlenlP'• homily, and bis C!8l1 fot r11neeottatton of the all'eement to teiaova
I

.

the oonvent, were denounced bJ CathoUa and Jew alUc~. Jahn Cudlnal O'Connor of New York

.·

eaid that thl C&l'dlnal'a remarkl were "harmfUl and d!stre11lnr." Three of tlle Cirdtnal8:who
;

slpecJ th• AUIC!hwttz agreement called on the Polish 9h1J?ch to pt on with the relocat!~n of
tile convent. Hmal'd Law SOhoOl Professor Alan Derehowiiz threatened
to sue th•
'....

cudinal
~

for defamation on behalf of 1labb1 Weise on Im than antlcipatad
viatt to the U.S. The C~lnal
I
I

'

'

subHcauantly canceled a dheduled SeptembeP visit to s;veral tr.S. altte..

·

'

Under pressure from the Vattaan and ot~er Pollah and Catholla Cardinali,. the
I

Pollth Primate on September tl, 1989 reveraed hit tt~d and qreed that the convent would be

....

\

l

'

~

moved f~m the dea'tb camp,

on July 28, 1891, lt wu annQ\lD.ced that C&rdlnal Glemp plann~ to
.
'
travel to the U.S. in September. Some .Tewleh ·leaden expre11ed outrage over the upoominr
Two yean latel',

u.s.

I

vlalt because the

C~nal

.

had not retraoted ?\ta. ant1·11emitla remarks.
Othel'I saw the
.

visit as an opportunlty for dlalope with the Churoh leade~.
But myoh had happened 1inc:e the CB.Pdtnal'a 1989 ho?Qlly, 81'ld it wu not alear how
~

or tf those ev1nta ahanpd the Polllb Primate.
An hiltorio

meettns took place in PraJUe tn September, 1890, when Vatican· and

IJCIC t'Gpresent&tlvas qreed on the need for a program to combat as:itt-Semlt.sm tn Bastern

Europe. It waa the first formal meeting tn five yeari of the Vatican Commission on Rellatous
Relations wltb the Jews and lJCIC.

Cathollo-Je:wlsh relatlona were baalc on traok

~er

relations had been d!srupted by Pope John Paul's 1988 meeting with President Kurt Waldheim

ot Austria end bJ the ooisttoversy over relooatlng. the CumeUte convent.

In Prque,

Archbishop Edward J. Canfdy, who heads the V&'doan Commission on Catholfa-Jewtsh

relations, aaknowledged that anti-Semitism had found a plaa,e In Christian tho\lgl\t and

~actlce .end called for an aat of "teshuva" qr r~pantane;. Catn~wish liuion aommittees
were to be eatabltsbed tn Eastern Europe ln an eltort to C!ombat newly eme~nr

- 2

~

manifestations of antt-semit1am. Poland wu to bt

I

on~

ot the t!\rH eountri11 where the new

I

effort would be made.

;

On Januarr SO of thl1 yeBI', a puto:al lettF bJ th, Poll1h Confertnee of Blahopl
I

Ngret for all lnciden.ta of anti..
I
.
~ one on Pollah soil" u well as "our
i

wu rea4 ta all Poliah ahural'Je1. Jt ezpreaed "our tinaere
semlt18111 wh!ah were aom~ltted at llft7 tlme

Of -

torrow for all the lnjU1tloe1 and harm dor.a to tbe .Tewai.
The Amartau JewS1h oommwdty IUld the

:

~mertou C&thollc Slahopa have 1 yery

I
rood i-elatSonship. Dtalope, oommuntaatlon and ooop.atton are at a peak.

i
It was clear ~hat

I

the Amertoan Bllho~ wanted Amartaan Jewiah lllden to meet 1'lth the Cardinal u be began
hla 11 da~ irtv to 14

\

'

'

.

u.a.

.c itt•

i

j

.

, . __

r On JUly 80, JJCIO leaden met In New Yoriq. RepH1antatlvea of IJCIC
I

!
oonatl~ent
.

agenclea tn the U.S.· the American Jewish Committe.. B'nal &•ritb/Antl•Defamatlon Le&gue,
~

:

S~gue CounaU

I
;

·

1

'

ot Amar1oa (loepreaantlng Olthodox,;Conservattve and Reform Judatsm)_.. and
I

.

World Jawtsh Congresa - all qraed that we reoornmend to Amefioan Jewtsh leaden tl'lat they
I

meet with Cardlnel Glemp in Wuhington - but 0'417 ·tf, while
ua?lle to the

ttm tn

Polsfd and before he

ti.s., he apolosized. for his 1989 homily, .oondemnad all forms of' antl-hmltlam,
I

w~
-=w
__
h1_s_ao_eu_sa_t_to_n_ap.!""-M-i_a_ab_b_1_w....•_•
__re_rd......;.fl?_m_ed_h1_•_H_~~oe of ~e

agreement to move the CarmeUte convent and stated hlt wllllnpess to promote Cathollc...

,._____,-.-o.- _ _ _...... . -.....-.-

- -

'7'-A•-..........,..:..-.,.._...... ... .,~~· ·-· ~ ...... ....... ·· ·~ ·:- - .. . ·~ ~~

Jewiah rtlatlom ln Polaad.

---

..

Dfsousslons held between ~•wish and Cathollct leaders bl the u.s.

oonoemt.nl the

''

Cardinal's vteit were ~ductive. It ,.,u anttotp&ted that the Cardinal would acknowledge th~

hurt that teaulted from the Auacbwitz aontrov•l'SJ• apoio1tze heely ll any of hla words ca~ed
-

pain to the Jewish people, exp!'eSS hope that tht Jewish· people find it

mthetr hearts to foraive

him u he f org!ves those who caused him pain, sealc to act with love, respect and senatdvlty to

,the Jewtah people and aa.lmowledge that Ute

ra~bl who demonstrated

In 1919 on the pounds of

the convent did not !ntepd harm to the nuna.,
,,

:.·:-·: . -:-

) :_..
~

'

... -...

~-~-

- - ~ _: _

'•

. ·-.·

~~~~...,....,~. ....;..,.l..-~~~"-~?~~..:'.'::"7:.~:t:.~:.:-· ...-· '
.....

' '

..,. !:•" .. •..
' '

•- .

.....
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I

· It was also anttolpated that the Carcllnal would make these stateme~~--~J\ Poland ~o
the Polish people ao thef aould hear these

amellorat1~• words from hll llpa u they hea.rca his

ltereotJplo&lly a.nti-etmitio wol'dl In h1a 1989 homily. ;
'

I

.I

..

On August 23, the Blshops CcmfllU'ence releued a letter trom Cardinal Glemp to
Arohbflhop Mal&. of Detroit, who 11 the liaison
•

tori! the PoUSh

.C\mfennce. In his two pare letter, the CudSnll aatd,
.

II

tit' understand
that 1even members o' the
'
!

;t the Carmaltte it.ten In Ju17 1989, to whtcm I

. J ewllh community who dlatwbed the pea~e
· (reacted In my homily on ..A~l\&lt 28,

Apoetolate of the Bllhopa

'

I

!

U~~, -~d not lnt~nd to JdU tile Slat~ oi to deattoJj the

aonvaat, t a.m not ant!-semltte; I have publlclJ

~ed

:

my neptlve attitude towa:da anti-

t

i

'

semltilm., I would like to re-ttate today that antl-semltlam la evtl and fs contriry to the t~lrit
I
A
.
ot the Gospti."
·
'
i

\

We wal."e disappointed.
:

OUr Catholla

~~ &lao seemed d!sappolnted. ~e
I

:

aoknowJedglnr that Kabbl We1u and his sroup dl4 not ilntend to harm the nuns or deatroY; the
I
I
convent, the Cardinal di.CS not addreu the 1989 homily.; Moreover, h11 statement wu dlrect@d
•

I

""" not tg the Po1iah people but to &n American prelate.

'

I

;

In response, t!ie American Jewish

,

\

Committee Issued a preu releue saying that the
I

.

•

11

Catd1aal's statement "helps aloae a painful chapter 1n CaUlollc-.lewi&h - relatlons.
.
...
.

'1nalorue
Counoll 1&id the Cuc.tlnal
.
.:i=:

·The

"clearly lndlcates
that he aeeka raconcillation and
'
I

.

;

.

positive relations with the Jewish community". The Anti-Defamation League aalled the letter'

would dellver a homily ·ln Poland
,,,,, "a tftst step" and expressed the hope that Cardinal Glemp
.
.
"that wtll torev~ erase the blemish of hla 1989 remark&.,. IJCIC aclmowledred "the step taken
I

by Card!nal Glemp fn hta letter as an effort towards lniprovlnr re_lationa between the Cathollo

Churoh in Poland and the Jewldl c:o?nmunity" and satd tbat It expected

"th•t thel'e wlll be

further clartf!catfon from the Catdlnal '9bile rtill 1n Poland and When he arrives !n the tJ,B.''
~

We also weloomed the r"traotton ot the

accusation. that Rabb! Weiss and hla colleagues

intended to do phy1toal harm to the nuns.

-4 -
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.

The Cardinal's letter to Al'chbilhop Maida ~u rtDOrte4 Jn tile Pollsb pre11 a weak

(1a....

We aontinued our dlaoualona with the

ca*olta hierll'ohy

.

in the U.S. tn the hOpe

ttl&t Cardln&l Olemp would take tbe opportunltJ to . . . . the laue of the homilt In
•

.

P~

;

I

I

'

b•tore he arrived In the U.S. In the meantime, there we.re rumors that the Btlh~ Conference
I

wu estendlnc tnvttattona to American 3ewl.lh leaders to attend a m11ttnr with Card!na1
I

'

Olemp tn W.Wqton on lleptemeer to.
IJCIC had qreed on Ausult 2 that we w~ "m11t ~tn at a late occasion" to

olarlfJ our poalt!on to the Cudlnal'1 vla!t.

\

The lynqope Council ls th• Amlfloan ~ heretlliat of
retpODlible'. for
.
.
coordinating JJCIC'1 efforts bl the u.s.. for kMPlns the mlftut• aud reccn'dl ot ; our

were, ..

.

I •

~

i

dellbtratlona and acttvttlu, for 1tndin« out nottou: and maWnp, and for

L

arranllnc: our

j

!

conterence oalla and our meetlup.
l uked the ~po COUDail to aet up a ~eetlq tor IJCJC, I wu told no one.wu
~

avallat>le. I asked tha~ a

.
-:-.. ,..
~ere~...UlL~~gq :and t
~

't

'

..an = ' · av=

,...

wu told no one wu available. I
••

..

&a:y

..........~..._,... ,

went through this tor more than two weekl. I was belnr etonewlllad. I tcnaw the Synagogue
Council did not want IJCIC to dllcun tha matter. De~mtned to meat with the Cardinal. the

leaderabip of the 9ynaro111e Council did not

want ,to rllk beln1 dlaauae1ed by the ZJCIC

- -···--·

. -·~

-- """"....~----~---

oonaultatfon proc111. They did not want to take the chancre that some within the 9ynag011.te
Caun~il

mii}lt want to reconsider the SJnaccsue

about a major Jawtsb taue of conaern to the

Coun~l

position. TbeJ did not want to talk

oomrnur.i~.

They dlcl not want an ez.presslon of

opinion bf ltlCJC.

There la no rule of law in Jewilh arpn12atlonal life that raqutrea unanimity. We
are not a monotholio community.

wa· have dlfterenaea of op!nlon and we may approach

problem• dltferenUy. We do, however, have an ·obllptton to dlecuu lslues and see If we can

arrtva a.ta comensua. That's aerta1nlf the purOoae of an umbrella Bl"O\lP like IJCIC. And If the

'
. . ..
. · --· ·~.~~ . ,;~n't -c~~·~.. to:;~the:~. the ~a~man. ot auoh_.~ ~~P ~~no .r•~~ _to .~~~lnue t~..s·~~-.~~~::~
.

.

..,,

-

-

-

· -

_

-

_

-

,

--

· -

J

- - -

-

..

-

-

-

-

·-

--

-

'
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-
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the 1s5ue ta Care!!.neJ Gle1np ar.d

meetf~I

espr:c~an~· wher. the

bha!rman

b~iieved .~l'lat

;vlth !h.e Cardinal be!ore ne ad·c irtuad th~ lssues in Polar.d Vf.OU.14 not be

.

'

in the hes~ !nieNssta ot the Jewish Gommunlty.

:

. ·

•

: :

, /

I have been ptivileged to serve the commµnity
."

I

tn many poa!tions.

rr;r:;;t

recently

I

I

navinb c'~mpla"ad a tour year term u President Qf B~al B'riUl Cntemattonal and a two ~•ar
term
It

*' Chairman ot the

~1 nl~e

Conference

ot Pruidents of. Major Amertean Jewisl'l Organlzat~oru1.

''
tc have the title of Oha!rman but it hu to ser.1e a purpose.

i

!

On September 18 I resl;ned aa Chairman
i aid so beoay11 IJCIC failld to meet Jta

-:::.;:· : ,; .. .

-

bt

IJCIC. I did ao not tn an1er

~e1pon1lbUltles.

ln

It failed to meet! the
.~s-

rs

;z

•

bUt

4 ..

!

chellenrt ,of tak1n1 a eommon at.and. Had IJCIC taken a common ttanc1-1t would have sai-vad

\

I

!

;

!t.s p~per rola in representfnr tne Jmllb community '.w ith dl;n1ty and integrity vis-a..vis: the
I

J r:hu~c~.
~

The

~rinetpal

' cor.stP utent body

Of Jewish aommunal unity ~u subordinated to the idea of

in IJCIC would go tta own way.

Jew~~n

Comm1tte• met

1:,~i;.g-.ie

aid no~

'

,

wit~·

Th~ Synaiogue

Council er.d the

'

~..·o ~ ld

Ame~can
I

CUdlnal Gl,mp in Wuh!ngton. The S'nal B'rJth/Antl•Defam~tion
I

~ r ~ ~nd, M!.4

•r•IT
I

!

.

'

I

JIG [\ The W~l4 ~ewls??.Conf''SI was not Invited; 1f lt had bee~ Jt
·

I

;

not have attended. Th!a divtslon 'NBS unfortunate for the Jewi!lh community and ha?7'fi11

to the effort to strengthen Cathoiic.-Jewlsh relations on the baats

ot mutual respect ,and

understanding.

I beltev\ that unlen and until C81'dlne.l G_le~p repudiates -in Polanc1 the 9..'lti·se~ittc
accusations ha made in the 1&89 homily that the Amer~e~ Jewish laadel'll ehould not have .met
( with Aim in Washington. I also believed that our American <;:athollc collesgues and Polish
Amol"fcan friends will understand thia poaltton.

Cardinal Glemp left Poland for Washington on September 19. At the airport he .waa

asked whethel' he would !'etract some· of the

state~ents

made ln the 1989 homily• . He

t"esponded, "One hu to raaoh out to literature and aoclolofioal research.
neoessary to take other paetages out from

And it's al8o

m.y homUy, whloh stressed the important role of:the

Jews in the Polish culture and everyday life. Only after taking these !nto constdetatlon one

• 6-

--
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'
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cwa read my homily. Taklri, stiintanees out of ~onteM doasn•t live. a~ pi.~ " .~t~'-·i;

gen~ aomplelnt llllould be wt to tho -lologlsla 4 ldotarloiil. I did ~?v~~1~;·;,,.;,

art widely spread tn our history and eoaioloa• Ga aheid and teaearah it."
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FOR IMMEDIATE RBLBASB
CARDINAL GLBMP MBBTS WITH JEWISH LEADERS
WASHINGTON-In a meeting with representatives of the Jewish
community, Jozef Cardinal Glemp, primate of Poland, recalled the
"difficult and highly emotional events of the summer of 1989 and
the ·• regrettable misunderstandings' which occurred between our
two communities at that time."
"Through dialogue, I have learned that certain of my own
statements may have caused pain to the Jewish community and were
seen as fostering stereotypes of Jews and Judaism but were in
many aspects based on mistaken information," Cardinal Glemp
said. "Similarly, the Polish Catholic community has experienced
pain because of the situation. I regret sincerely that this
unfortunate situation occurred, and re-commit myself to working
with you now and in the future, in the spirit of our Pastoral
Letter, to combatting anti-Semitism at its very roots," the
Cardinal stated.
The meeting took place at the headquarters of the National
Conference of Catholic Bishops on the first full day of Cardinal
Glemp's two-week pastoral visit to the United States.
The members of the Jewish delegation were Rabbi Jack
Bemporad, Temple Israel, Lawrence, N. Y.; Rabbi ,J erome K.
Davidson, Temple Bethel, Great Neck, N.Y.; Rabbi Mordecai Waxman,
Temple Israel, Great Neck, N.Y.; Rabbi A. James Rudin, Director,
Interreligious Affairs, American Jewish Committee; Rabbi Jerome
Epstein, Executive Vice President, United Synagogue of America;
Rabbi Gary Bretton-Granatoor, Director, Department of

3211
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2/Cardinal Glemp

Interreligious Affairs, Uni6ri of American Hebrew Congregations;
Rabbi Joel Zaiman of Baltimore; Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum, New York;
Mr. Philip Baum, American Jewish Congress; Jerome Chanes,
National Jewish Community Relations Advisory Council~ ~abbi Henry
Michelman of New York, and Mr. Gunther Lawrence.
Catholic participants in the meeting included Archbishop
William H. Keeler of Baltimore, Moderator for Catholic-Jewish
Relations, NCCB; Archbishop Adam Maida of Detroit, Episcopal
Liaison for the Polish Apostolate of tpe NCCB; Cardinal Bernard
Law of Boston; Dr. Eugene Fisher Director of the NCCB Secretariat
for Catholic-Jewish Relations; Most ~everend Szczepan Wesoly, a
Vatican official charged with · the spiritual welfare of Polish
Catholics outside of Poland; Msgr. Stanley Dzuiba, secretary to
Cardinal Glemp; and Auxiliary Bishop Alfred J. Markiewicz of
Rockville Centre, a consultant to the NCCB Migration Committee
{The full text of Cardinal Glemp's statement follows, as well as
the text of a statement issued by tbe Jewish leaders who met with
Cardinal Glemp).
if i i
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STATEMBN'l' OP CARI>I'llAL JOSBP GLBKP

I am gratefUl. to Ardlbishcp; Maida an:l Keeler of the
of catholic Bishcps far provi.din;J this q:.parbmity far me
American Jewish leaders at the start of 1llf pastoral visit
parishes here. An:i I am grateful as well to those of you
Jewish CX1T111mity far YQJr will~ to meet with me.

Natialal Olnferen:e
to meet with
to Polish ethnic
representinJ the

'Ihis is truly an .inportant ocrasial. It provides an q:.parbmity far us
to p.It behini us sane \D'lfort:unate events of the recent past in order to begin
to e>q:>lore together the larger past we have shared together as Polish
catholics ard Jews far the sake of a better future in air ancient
relationship.
We FOlish Catholics am Jews ~Y share a sense of victi.miz.atioo at the
hards of the Nazi death madtlne of World war II, yet also DllSt acknowledge the
differen:es between our historical an:l ~ e.xperiences. '!bus it is
today that bJth our menm-ies an:i our nears of preservin; an:l passin;J al these
sacred menm'ies for future generations need to be reconciled. We are far all

the world witnesses of those terrible, terrible events of the~. the
ultimate crime of qenx:ide against the Jewish people, ani also of the Nazi
crimes against the Polish peq>le.

our own Polish Bishq:ls' Confereooe issued for all catholics en January
20, 19911 a Pastoral letter that was read in all the parishes of Poland an:i
piblished in newspapers am read a l T. v. 'lhat letter was written in the
spirit of repentan:e Cteshuvah) a l the part of Polish cat.holies and
reoonciliatial l:letween the catlx>lic Olurch an:i the Jewish Peq>le. rn oor
Pastoral, my fellow bishqls an:l I ~ly cx:nlemned anti-SEmitism in all
its insidious forms an:1 expressed "our siroere regret far all the i..rx:idents of
anti-Semitism wch tNere cxmnitted at arri ~ime or by air;J aie al Polish soil"
as well as "our sorrow far all the ~justices an:1 harm done to Jews" (Origins
20:36, 1991, 593).
It was in this profoun:l spirit of. reoor~iliation that I recalled in JirJ
letter to Ardlbj,shq:> Maida the difficult and highly enotional events of the
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snmner

of 1989 an::l the "regxettable

misurrlerstandi"

which ocx:m:Ted between

oor two cxmnunities at that time. ~dialogue, I have learned that
certain of 1lt!J own statements may have caused pain to the Jewish cxmrunity am
were seen as fosterirq stereotypes of Jews an::l Jirlajsm, bJt were in many
aspects based en mistaken infOITOaticn. At the same time, the Polish catholic
cxmmm:ity has experien:::ed pain because of the situatim.
I rec:Jret siix:erely
that this unfortunate situation occurred, ard ~t myself to~ with
yai l'Di ·am in the future, in the spirit of oor Pastoral Letter, to oanbattin:J
anti-Semitism at its very roots.
In tbis oaitext, for exanple, I will be visitin;J lilhile in Chicago the
cardinal Bernardin Institute of the SperbJs Olllege of J\daica. 'lhis
Institute had dedicated itself to stu::lies am programs of significance far
inprovin;J ~between Polish catholics ard J&"S, am has already
proven beneficial in educatin;J key catholic seminary faculty in Polan:l in

JeJtlish/catholic dialogue.
I t is also a p:isitive sign that the crisis aver the Omnelite ocmvent at
Ausdlwitz is en the way to a JllJtually satisfactacy resolutim. Constructiat
of the re# cxrivent an::l sb.dy center is \io1ell urden.iay and we look forward to
the ·~ mvirg into their new quarters as socn as possible.

Finally, I may say that we .live in in::redible times of almost mirac:uloos
ard certainly portenticus events: the break-up of an E'J'll)ire an::l the
renaissanoe of freedan an::l demx:tacy in Ea.stem an:l central D.n:ope. As the
joint declaration of the International catholiO-Vewish Liaison o:mnittee
meetirg in Prague last year pit it so well, there is a new spirit in the world
tcday, a spirit that ·~d manifest itself in the work that (air) two faith
camamities cx:W.d do together to respani to the needs of talay's wrld. '!his
neecl is for the establishment of human rights, freedan an::l dignity wnere they
are lack.in; or :inperiled, an::l for responsible stewardship of the envirorunent.
A new image am a new attitude in Jewish-catholic relations are required"
(Origins 20:15, 1990, 233).
I pray that this meeting may be of help in further.i rg that new image am
attitme wdl ~ al.l seek.

'
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STATEMENT FROM JEWISH LEADERS

Following Meeting with Cardinal Glernp

Our meeting between C~rdinal Josef Glemp, the Primate of Poland,
and Jewish representatives was a rorthright, open and, we
believe, a constructive conversation.
The meeting was held through the initiative of Archbishops
William Keeler of Baltimore and Adam Maida of Deiroit,
representing the National Conference of Catholic Bishops. The
Jewish representatives acknowledge with appreciation the strong,
positive relations that exist between the Catholic and Jewish
leadership and conmunities in this country, which were the
context for this meeting.
The Jewish representatives discussed in detail major issues that
disturbed the Jewish people raised by the homily of Cardinal
Glemp at Czesochowa in August of 1989, and his recent statement
made at the Warsaw airport containing anti-Jewish stereotypes.
The Cardinal acknowledged that these remarks were in many aspects
on mistaken information and said, "I regret sincerely that
this unfortunate situation occurred and recomnit myself to
working with you now and in the future, in the spirit or our
Pastoral letter, to combatting anti-Semitism at its very roots."

~ased

He also acknowledged the need to engage in serious joint studies
that would prevent the repetition of stereotypes, and increase
positive uhder~tanding of Jews and Judaism.
·
September 20, 1991
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SJr SJgmund Sternberg c ~r .;
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Dear Marc,
Henry Siegman gave me a report on his trip to Poland and Hu~qary.
I was pleased to hear that he has met some of the same peop•e
that we have met. Cardinals Glemp and Macharski are keen to have
the conference in Lublin.
we should cor.centrate on this. · We
should put behind us ~he whole Weiss episode. I am sendinq ;you a
Press Statement on the OXFAM episode.
I hope you are keeping
well.
With kind regards ,
Yours sincerely,
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A joint statement issued by represtr.tat1ves of Oxfarn ~nd the Jtw1sh commun1ty
~a1d at the office of the Chief Rabbi on Monday 11th December, 1989.
At a warm ar.d fr1~11d1y meet ir.g he.1d at the Off1ce of the Chief ~abD1 between
Mr Jot1 Jnffe·, Chai rperso" of the execut~ve Ccxr.m1ttee, Mr Michael 01.lmoer,
Meittber of t :-:e Niddl~ ~ast Cor..:n~tt.ee, Mr ;:rank J1.;dd, Direetor, "1r Dav~d Bryer,
Oversea$ Director. at1d Mr Pettr Col er\ d9~, Midd1e East Co-crd.,nator,
represent ir.9 Oxfam, arid Dr L ione1 Kol)e ·1owi'tz, ?r&S1Clent., Boara of Dfputies of
Brtt1Sh Jews, Sir Sig;r,-uno Starnbe1g, Chatrman , Internatfonal Councn of
Christians Q.no ...re·.,s, Mr Ha11m Pinner, Se<:retary Genera l of tne Board of
Dfiput1ts of British Jews, ar'td Mr Shimon Col'lan, Execut1v• 01rector of the
Office of the Chief Rabbi1, representing the Jewish ~ommunity, 1t was explained

that the internal . pos1tion

~~per

had been

wr~tten

for the 1rusteaa tnd staff

of Oxfam on the situat1~n as seen &t the time (September 1988),

lt had bM'1

·1ntended that on the basis of that D&Per a ser1es of d1s~u111ona would .take
~la~• shtrin9 views w1t~ Oxf~ supgorters.
tt was furtrwtr explaintd that
there had been no dec1sion to mount any popular publi~ cantDa19n. This
rttna1ned the position.
·
· -... -
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?f it ia- ;~·~· dee1d.ed·.to.. ha1,11,_a , ~~Jar public: campaign ·
furtherance .of~:~·~ - ...,:.,
peace and justic~· in the area~·~M~ld ....oe..wJ~ . caniaul.tation i~ei~ ."'4~ ..~ . . .:·: ·
outs1de Oxfam, including the Board of O~put1n ot.: Br1t'm :~~~:--b!for~·'.:.:~t~~
ccinm'fttins the organisat1an to- the dat11ls of such a ~ampat9n.
·) ...._.........,~~.._::
••• , -
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Minutes
lnterreligious Affairs Committee
Synagogue Council of America
December 20, 1991
1. The meeting was called to order at 12:15 P.M. by Chairman, Rabbi Jack Bemporad (CCAR).
Those in attendance: Rabbi Joseph Karasick (OU), Rabbi Ezra Finkelstein (RA), Rabbi David
Lincoln (RA), Rabbi Joseph Ebrenkranz (RCA), Ms. Sarrae Crane (US), Dr. David Berger
(OU), Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum (RA), Rabbi Henry Michelman (SCA), Rabbi Stanley Davids
(SCA), co-chair Rabbi Fabian Schonfeld (RCA).

2. Jack Bemporad: We at the SCA are usually reactive. We don't know our direction, we don't
have a clear mission statement, we don;t have a viable set of long and short range goals. For
example, we aren't doing anything with the Protestants today. Our earliest discussions with
them touching upon Israel Jc:G nowhere. We look at history and see differing sets of facts.
And then, when they brought Ucko to IJCIC, there was an explosion. At least the Catholics
are not pushing the conversion of the Jews; but the Protestants are unyielding on this issue, and
that makes conversations with ~hem difficult
3. Joe Karasick: We should not bring Israel into our conversations with the Protestants. We
have no relationship with them upon which to build. This is a poor starting place. Rather,
this committee should work to foster relations with the NCC, Black Churches, the NCCB, and
the Lutherans. This committee is the soul of the SCA; it can become a major force in the
battle against anti-Semitism.· We could even plan to bring English speaking Ethiopian Jews here
from Israel. Let them speak as Jews with Black leaders in America.
4. Jack Bemporad: We also need a clarification of the SCA's responsibilities with regard to
international matters.

5. Joe Karasick: Mostly, we should work through UCIC on international matters, consulting
when we carry out a project on our own. The Scope Committee will be clarifying this.
6. Jack Bemporad: We certainly need that clarification. ":Ne are the religionists in current
interreligious dialogues and consultations. We speak authentically out of a religious perspective.
I have problems, for example, with those members of religious organizations who confine
themselves to political responses to Israel's current concerns. I am very upset by Edgar
Bronfman's statement regarding his own personal lack of religious practice. IJCIC is supposed
to be the vehicle by which Jewish religious concerns are expressed on the international scene.
RECOl\.fMENDATION: THE SCA SHOULD SEEK A PRIVATE MEETING WITH EDGAR
BRONFMAN SO AS TO DISCUSS OUR CONCERNS.
7. Fabian Schonfeld: The Protestants are vigorously anti-Israel, but this really doesn't mean that
we shouldn't meet with them.
8. Jack Bemporad: If we work with the Protestants, we must certainly address the spread of a
revisionist history of the Shoah. We could be helpful in making certain that the Shoah is taught
in public schools. And, of course, this ties in with our need to be in dialogue about Israel. If
1

people harbor revisionist notions of the Shoah, they must also consider Israel to be illegitimate.
9. David Berger: Holocaust education in a vacuum is a mistake. it is indispensable to teach the
history of what came before. Poorly taught Holocaust courses serve to reinforce the image of
Jews as victims. We are needed to supply the context and setting for the facts.
10. Fabian Schonfeld: We ought not to approach the Protestants with a one item agenda. They
must discuss Arab-Israeli matters with us as well. We must confront the Protestants issue by
issue.

11. Jack Bemporad: I would agree, but Israel must still remain a second or third level concern.
We must work hard to establish a working relationship. Remember, Protestant churches have
large numbers of Arab constituents world-wide.
12. Joe Ehrenkranz: We ought to encourage the development of pulpit-to-parish, one by one,
grass roots level dialogue. lbis is not just a national matter.
13. Henry Michelman: We have always discUSsed a number of issues with the NCC. There was
a balance. Some of those items could be resolved, others were sources of disagreement.
14. Jack Bemporad: Let's get down to specifics. I'd like to invite Rabbi Davids to give us the
highlights of his meeting with Dr. Jay Rock of the NCC.
15. Stanley Davids: Henry, Jay and I met on November 8th for a get-acquainted session.
Because Jay was carrying a suitcase, we began talking about his trip to Indianapolis, to a
national board meeting of the NCC. As a result of this, Rabbi Jonathan Stein of Indianapolis,
was invited to attend sessions of the NCC meeting as an observer. Rabbi Stein sat through one
meeting which is best characterized as having been focused on 'Israel-bashing'. I shared Rabbi
Stein's report with Jay Rock. He agreed with the characterization, and has proposed that our
Israel Affairs Committee meet late spring with the NCC's Middle East 'Unit'.
Jay descnoed for us the current menu of NCC concerns: a project focusing on the
differing ethnic and religious perspectives on 1492/1992; they are increasingly interested in
joining in on the SCA/NCCB project regarding religious values in public school education;
moving forward with a shared day on the Shoah. What does the Shoah mean to the genertaion
born after the Holocaust?; developing support for the Religious Freedom Restoration Act;
setting up a meeting among the presidents, presidents-elect, and executives of the NCC, SCSA,
and NCCB. ·
•A major discussion of the RFRA (and of Catholic-supported Religious Freedom Act)
ensued.
16. Fabian Schonfeld: We should have an expert speak with us about the RFRA We should
invite David Saperstein to help us understand what the underlying issues are.
17. Henry Michelman: We have to remember that Jay Rock does not exercise major power at
the NCC. If we want something truly important accomplished, we must address others, such as
2

..
Joan Campbell.
18. Fabian Schonfeld: When Henry Siegman was here, the Israel Affairs Committee was
established and I was asked to serve as its first chairman. We had a major issue, and we were
highly effective.
19. David Berger: If there is going to be a meeting between our Israel Affairs Committee and
the NCC's Middle East Unit, I PROPOSE lHAT OUR PEOPLE SHOULD BE
CAREFUILY BRIEFED IN ADVANCE ON HUMAN RIGHTS ISSUES. Liberal Protestants
focus heavily here, to Israel's detriment
20. Henry Michelman: In the past, our Israel Affairs· Committee has also reached out to
Christian clergy to supply them with relevant materials about Israel.
21. Joe Karasick: Then we should let matters about Israel be the concern of the Israel Affairs
Committee and its counterparts. Let the Israel Affairs Committee deflect the heat on certain
Middle East questions from the Interreligious Affairs Committee. The SCA should take
Christian clergy on a trip to Israel. (Everyone agreed that this would be a critical project).
22. Fabian Schonfeld: If we do resume our discussions with the NCC over the Shoah, we have
to be willing to confront them on issues of revisionist history.
23. Jack Bemporad: STAN SHOULD CALL JAY ROCK AND GET START-UP
MATERIALS FOR A JOINT SCNNCC CONSIDERATION OF THE SHOAH FOR OUR
NEXT MEETING. During that meeting, I would also like to show a videotape of Joan
Campbell speaking about Iraq and the Jews shortly before the outbreak of the Gulf War. WE
WILL SHOW THAT TAPE DURING OUR NEXT MEETING.
24. Fabian Schonfeld: I will also bring a very upsetting tape made by the Evangelicals about
Israel for our next meeting.
25. Jack Bemporad: OUR NEXT MEETING Wil.L BE HELD ON WEDNESDAY,
JANUARY 22nd, 1:30 P.M. Now let's address the proposed meeting in Poland.
26. Henry Michelman: Leon Feldman and Mark Winer reported to me from Geneva regarding
their meeting with representatives of the Vatican as pan of a session devoted to a forthcoming
Vatican/IJCIC meeting in the U.S. There seems to be no problem from the Vatican about
Keeler and the NCCB going to Poland. Also, there was agreement that DCIC and Vatican
should go to Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary to implement the Prague Declaration.
27. Fabian Schonfeld: As a result of the joint OU/RCA resolution, we have all agreed that the
SCA would be the address through which dialogue with the Christians would be conducted.
Thus, there is no problem as we see it for the SCA to accept an invitation from Keeler. We
can go to Poland. This is a Poland/America issue. We have no problem leaving the boundaries
of the U .S. for this, because it is not in fact an international program. Glemp came here at the
invitation of the U.S. bishops. He has merely reciprocated the invitation.
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28. Jack Bemporad: So I take it that our understanding is that the SCA can participate in
activities which transcend U.S. borders so long as those activities are not under international
auspices.
·

29. Fabian Schonfeld: The issues here are between Poland and America And that's fine. But
we must also know what we will be doing there and who the participants will be.
30. Jack Bemporad: Jim Rudin and Cardinal Muzynsky worked out a tentative agenda while Jim
was in Poland several weeks ago. The basic group to be invited are those individuals who met
with Glemp in Washington and in New York. We can't choose not to allow those already
invited iby Glemp to be disinvited.
31. Stan Davids: We were not players in Washington and in New York by our own decision.
We were not players when the time came for the drafting of an agenda for the meeting in late
February. Jim Rudin was in Poland and together with Muzynsky drafted such an agenda. But I
have been told by FJSher that once we are 'on board', no longer being rejectionists, then we
certainly can have direct input into the shaping of the final agenda There are a number of
open slots in the program. We can fill them.

32 Marc Tanenbaum: This is dishonest. This is theft, g'nayvat da'at. The invitations were
issued to individuals who were invited by Glemp. But now it looks like we are seeing the preempting by one Jewish agency of the prerogatives of another.
33. Jack Bemporad: The agenda is set. The participants have been invited. It is too late for us
to join as an organization. Those already invited cannot be disinvited. But perhaps those
already invited who are part of the SCA can go as designated· SCA representatives? I WILL
CALL KEELER TO CLARIFY THIS MATTER. We don't wan't the Catholics involved in
one of our turf wars.

34. Fabian Schonfeld: We must insist that any meetings with our partners in dialogue must be
through the SCA We must be firm in our position. Unmoving. We have to retain our sense
of dignity.

35. Jack Bemporad: For all I know, the Catholi~ were never informed of our decision in this
regard. Have they been told formally? I think not.
36. Ezra Finkelstein: In the absence of our formal response to Keeler that the SCA would
accept his invitation, matters have gone forward without us. We can still have a strong voice
over the agenda and the outcome.

37. Marc Tanenbaum: Perhaps Keeler can be asked to make the SCA co-convenors of the
meeting, with the others listed "in conjunction with ..."
38. Jack Bemporad: I will ask Keeler if there is some way to salvage this.
39. Fabian Schonfeld: Perhaps if the invitation comes to us as co-convenors, that would work
out We could not disinvite the invited, but we can control the agenda and the program.
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Paris. August 18th, 1987

Mr. Rabbi WAXMAN
Synagogue Council of America
327, Lexington Avenue

Nev York, N. Y. 10016

Dcnr Rabbi Waxman,
W~ have heard. through verious eourcea, about the planned
meeting with the High Catholic Autorities in the Vatican.

We understand very ~ell the need for the American Jewish
leaders to study their common position on the scope of the
future visit of the Pope in the U.S.
·

But ve feel that you muse also understand that 1 ve, in Europe,
have ~n opinion to express on the general relationship between
the Jewish People and the Catholic Church.

As President of the European Jewish Consress, I vas asked to
formulate nur position which is · as follows :
We wish to take part in all future contacts and negotiations
with the Catholic Churchr
We hove proved our capability . in thjs field.

T ~m sure that you and the other members of IJCIC vill have
a full understanding of our pos1L1on and vill agree vith it.
Morenver, our position has the full support of Dr. RIEGNER vho
v~~ prc~cnt and cook part in our deliberations.

lt is clear that we want in Europe to think about the prepacation

0£ such meetings and negotiations. We wish to benefit fr~m
LhH competence and ~he influence oC some people bavins already

worked in

Lhl~

field.

This l.'ork arrct serious concerted thought between us · w111 n'ot
be possible before the vi~it of the Pope in the U.S.
Su, we
~o the

that in the bcgin~ins yo·u- ff'mi~~ yoursttlves
relstio n ,hip bct wl!en tna Jewish Communitie~ ~nrl t.he

!<Ugge:oit

Catholic Church in the USA and leter enlarge ~he discussion
wich other subjects to be dealt with.

I vould add that, in our opinion, it can be of great interest
to also ask the Latin American Jewish Congress whether it is
interested in taking part in IJCIC activities.
With best personal regards,
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ukhtar murdered

West Bank
By GIL SEDAN

r LID, Wesc Bank (TrA)-lt was a day
noW"Ding in this Palestinian village of
0, which overlooks the Nablus-Tulkarm
1 road and the Jewish settlement of Eiaav.
ahmoud Salem, 6S, was murdered.

te question botherina che villagen is
:her be was killed as a result of a land
Jte with neighbors or by Palestinian
1nalists who believed he was collaboratina
the Israelis.
e
lem bad been mukhw (bead man) of this
~e since the Jordanians controlled the
ory more chan 21 years ago.
• Sunday, he rock bis donkey to inspect
liy~.srove. When be failed to return home
r.c·ifternoon. his nephew, Jamal Salem.
Jt to look for him.
·
found the oJder man's body in the olive
~ with multiple stab-wounds.
1 Jamal ~jccted the idea tlw bis unde
nwdered as a collaborationist. althoup
cally motivated killings are more and
frequent in the territory.
ad it been the case, chc tillers would have
:yed !l message to that effect. blaming
ncle tor collaborating with the authol'he told reponm. "No one bas done
twardly. the villagers show no emotion.
bas become commonplace in the
ory. The death of a village elder is.cause
rrow, but noc likely to cban3e anything.
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<;armelite nuns
to vacate
A.uschwitz grounds
By StJSAN BIRNBAUM
YORK CITY (JTA)-The on3oing
conflict over the removaJ of a Carmelite
convent from che grounds of the Auschwitz
concen1ration camp may soon be resolved.
The Vatican issued a statement Jan. 25
saying that "che Carmelite convent built on
the grounds of Auschwitz is now in its final
phase oLmovemenl..away from the boundaries of the former Nazi deach camp," according
to Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum, international
consultant for the American Jewish Committee and the former chairman of the international Jewish group that has been ne3otiating
with the Vatican on this maucr.
Confennce Postponed
Two years ago, Jewish and Catholic officials
signed an asreemeiit stipulating that the nuns
who are occupying the convent be relocated
to a site outside the camp by February 1989.
A Catholic-Jewish conference that had been
scheduled for February in 1.uricb was rccendy
postponed because the nuns bad not yet
vacated die~ c:Qnvcot, as called for by that
accord.
On Jan. 24, Cardinal Franciazek Macbarski
the archbishop ol Cracow in whose dom.U:
Ausehwitz lies, issued a statement saying that
"the new convent will be built away from the
~undaries of the former Nazi camp, aJong
~th the. interreligious center for praF and
infonnatioo.
" The convent will be constructed on
separate arounds inside the new interrel.igious
center, so that it will be in the vicinity of the
camp but weU outside its boundaries.."
NE~

Tutu volunteers~
as Middle East i
By ANDREW sn.ow CJ
New York City (JT

I

n what he called his first public statements Tutu's
on the 14-month-old Palestinian uprising
Jewish
South African Archbishop Desmond Tu1~ of a n
suggested tha1 he and fellow Nobel Pea~ Educat
Prize laureate Elie Wiesel be asked to mediate The
the Palestinian-Israeli conflict.
Kovler
Tutu, the first black Anglican archbishop which i
of Cape Town and a leader of South Africa's Action ,
anti-apartheid movement. said he hadl not
The !
consuJted with Wiesel on bis suggestion, nor Souch A
thought out che details.
the Wa:
But he said he believed the idea to capitalize the inst
?n.~e sym~lic significance oftbe peace prize black-Jc
JS something chat God is putting on me."
cause ol
An assistant to Wiesel said that the author
In his
and Holocaust survivor bad not learned of Jewish I
Tutu's remarks and would not comment until will suf
be heard from the archbishop directly.
diates"
_Tutu's suggestion was the climax of a 3S- govemu
nuoute speech Monday nisht at the Stephen
He sa
Wise Free Synagogue in Manhattan where
African
be was invited to receive the Reform ~ogre"tecbniq
3ation's George Brussel Jr. Award for his batde
"Wet
against South Africa's strict system of racial with yo1
separation and discrimination.
govemm
The speech included the kinds of remarks peopJe, I
that hav~ made Tutu a controversial figure does will
to Jews m the past He criticir.ed lsraeJ for
Aspol
"collaborating" with South Africa's white NewY01
leaders on security and " nuclear matters." And towards
he said accounts of Israeli actions against and will 1
~alestinian demonslrators "could be a descripPretoria.
A Sign Of Good Faith
tion of what is happening in South Africa."
Thesp
Cardinal Johannes Willebrands, president of
hasmaiJI
A 'Light Amoag-N~os'?
~e Va~can Commission for Religious Relabehalfof
Tutu also repeated a c~e be first
tions with the Jews. seot Macbarski a telegram
made during a cootroveniaf speec~ and is t04
Jan. 25 expressing his gratitude for the
Jewish Theological Semimuy in November · saoc&iom
decision.
1984, that Jews are too quick to label any
Tanenbaum welcomed Cardinal MacbarsRapsH
criticism of Israel as anti-Semitic.
ky's announcement "as a sign of good faith
Tutu
On the other hand, Tutu denounced antiwhich Cardinal Willebrauds...ha.s demonPalestili
Semitism and thanlced God that Israel came
strated through this difficult crises."
and hisll
into being. He said Israel has a right to
UCIC, Che International Jewish Committee
Jews
"terrirorial in1egrity" and condemned "alJ
for ~teneligious Consultations and the group
to "cau!
forms of terrorism from any source."
designated to confer with the Vatican. did not
to "disp
In a familiar approach, Tutu's criticism of
issue a statement at this time.
victims 1
Israel was couched in tenns of "disappoint"We waot U> stud~ a1J tbe &exts closely, and
~
ment" that Jews bad strayed from their Godwe wan1 to confer with our colleagues in
di.sere~
given role to be "a light unto che nations."
Europe." said Rabbi A. James Rudin, intersaid, ine
Much of his speech was dedicated 10 a
national affairs director of the AJCommiltee
Chris1ia1
celebration
of
that
role,
which
he
called
a
and chairman of UCIC.
anguish
There are five groups within UCIC, all of "precious gift" that God had given the world.
outnuml
The diminutive Tutu, wearing a dark suit
whom must be consuJted before an official
popuJ;ati,
and bright purple shirt over his clerical collar,
statement is issued.
Asked
cut a charming and at times playful figure
"This is a problem that does have the meaas
address
•
during
the
awards
ceremony
and
speech.
for a resolution, and the means is the accoat
out Jsra,
He was warmJy received by synagogue
signed Feb. 27, 1987," Rudin said. "It remains
nationst
members, whose religious leader, Rabbi
my hope that the Catholic panners to that
"I don't
Balfour Brickner, has a long attachment to
accord wiJI carry ouc that agreement.••
He ad
liberal causes.
FREE TAX ASSISTANCE
be were
Brickner introduced Tutu in an address
ALBANY-Free income tax assistance is
the pecai
condemning apartheid. He told the audience
available at che Albany Public Library. The
~hich included many of New York's prom: general
Internal Revenue Service Volunteer Income
you aSSl
menl black leaders, that he had invited Tutu
Tax Assistance program will have trained
see.king '
not "because we want to send a message to
voh1111cers available to assist with tax returns
Tutu 1
bJac_k Americans. We are not in the messaee•• e ' • \
-·a• n ..LI! - f ! L - - - .t -. ••-=- n ___ - '· • ,.
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The Polish Amer:-iean community has been stunned by the
Jews' uncompromising denunciation of the Pope for granting
an audience to Mr. Kurt Waldheim, President of Austria.
Accusations that by receiving Mr. Waldheim in the
Vatican, John Paul 11 is condoning and legitimizing
German war crimes against the J~ws and denying the
uniqueness of the Jewish experience in the Holocaust
are ill-conceived. In fact they question the Pope's
demonstrated commitment to promote the reconciliation
between Christians and Jews and his determination to
expunge racism and hatred from mankind's conscience.
Mr . Waldheim was elected their President ·by the
people of Austria In spite of a vlolent campaign waged
against him by world-wide Jewish organizations. Under
the circumstances the Pope' s refusal to meet with
Mr. Waldheim could well be regarded as an affront
to ·the predominantly Catholic Austrian people.
In thei.r single-minded sensitivity to what they
perceive as .efforts to deny ~hem their unique and unprecedented tragedy and loss, which they suffered at
the hands of the Germans during World War II, the Jews
tend to thrust these admittedly legitimate concerns as the
central and only issue affecting Christian - Jewish
relations, to the exclusion of the equally valid and
sensitive concerns of others . ·
Thus, when the Holocaust Memorial Council invited
to a recent luncheon in Washington, D. C. Red Army
g~neral Petrov, who was accorded a standing ovation
as the "liberator" of Auschwitz, Polish American
ser:asitivities were aroused. To them gen . Petrov .
represents the Soviet Army which in cooperation _with
the KGB was responsible for enslaveme.nt of Poland
through
the employment
of mass terror., such as the
.
.

·~

deportation and subsequent murder of some 300,000 members
of the Polish Home Army captured in the "liberated" areas
of Poland .. as previously the mass murder of 15,000 Polish
officers, Including 4,500 who were shot in the back of the
head at Katyn, deportation of over 2 million Poles - men,
women and children - to the Gulag Archipelago, etc.
Polish Americans were angry .. but in no way accused
the Jews that by honoring gen. Petrov they condoned or
legitimised Soviet ·c rimes commited against Polish people.
The Jews' Intransigent position is counter-productive
to mutual understanding and reconciliation leading to
cooperation in areas of common interests and concerns .
We trust that moderation will eventually prevail
contributing to mutual understanding essential to
build the future devoid of racis·m and hatred and based
on the universal respect for. man's dignity, justice and
~u~.
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Dear Rabbi Schaalman :
I feel that,followin9 discussion at the recent
meeting of the Chicago Chapter of the American
Foundation for the Institute for Polish - Jewish
studies, I need to reiterate and fully explain .
the reaction and anger of many Polish Amer~cans
caused by the vehement criticism of the Pope by
Jewish Americans because of the audience which he
granted to Mr. Kurt Waldheim. To a large degree
our anger stems from the fact that the Pope is
a Pole. We are proud of him. And more - in the
recent, tragic history of Poland: the trauma of
the German occupation followed by Communist enslavement, to the Polish Americans as well as to
over 30 million Poles he became a symbol - and
a hope - of the cherished dreams of the Polish
nation of freedom from from foreign domination.
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Many of us feel that the Jewish Americans' denounciation of the Pope is unjustified and that
it is harmful in that it creates re~entment.
In the Polish American Congress statement (copy
we argued that • Mr. Waldheim was elected their Preside~t by the people of Austria in
spite of a violent campaign waged against him by
world-wide Jewish organizations. Under the circumstances the Pope's refusal to meet with Mr.
Waldheim could well be regarded as an affront to
the predominantly Catholic Austrian people~
Personally I would go even further: faced with
the anti-Waldheim campaign during the Austrian
elections and the vociferous outcry over Mr.
Waldheim's audience the Pope's refusal would
indicate his submission to the concerted Jewish
pressure.
a~tached)

several people pointe~ out that during the official
meeting the Pope did not mention charges of Mr.
Waldheim's alleged war crimes. I would ar~ue that
the charges, even though substantive and based on
strong, but circumstantial evidence, remain un-proven: innocent until proven guilty. Further, -the

'

official audience was followed by a private meeting,
the procedure which was used when the Pope met with
gen. jaruzelski ~n . the Vatican, or gen. Pinochet in
Chile. None of us is course privy of the contents
of these private meetings. However, I don't think
it is unreasonable to expect that issues such as
repression of human rights in Poland and in Chile,
or Mr. Waldheim's role in the German war-machine
were ra~sed.
In the Jewish Americans• emotional reaction all of
the above considerations appear to have been over' looked. Xnstead the Pope has been accused of condoning and legitimizing German war crimes against
the Jews and denying the uniqueness of the Jewish
experience in the Holocaust.

It can be argued that Mr. Waldheim's audience was
inopportune and untimely. Yet, the Jewish reaction
to the point of negating the Pope's commitment to
work for the reconciliation between Christians and
Jews and ~is determination to expounqe rac~sm · and
hatred from mankind's conscience appears to be
over-blown and in fact counter-productive.
"In these matters the Jews' tactic is wron9 and
harmful:. n s iad an editorial in the New York based
Polish language daily Nowy Dziennik (July 3).
"We must conclude re9ret~ably that primarily it is
harmful. to the Jew~.For · a number of years the
Polish American community has been searching for
an understanding with the Jewish community. The
fau~t that these efforts are ·oiten futile is not
exclusively Polish:
During the recent meeting of the Chicago Chapter
of the American Foundation for Polish - Jewish
Studies you rather bitterly remarked that while in
Poland, during his pilgrimage to Majdanek, the Pope
did not even mention the Jewish victims. As far
•s I cou1d ascertain he did not deliver a homily
or made any remarks at Majdanek - he just knelt
and silently prayed for several minutes. Did he
pray for . the murdered Poles, or murdered Jews or just plain human beings ?
It is worth noting, however, that during his visit
in Poland the Pope met with the representatives of
the Jewish. community in Poland. According to the
K~akow - based Tygodnik Powszechny ,

. -•
'

Responding to the welcoming remarks delivered by
prof. D~tner the Pope said that this meeting brings
back a lot of memories - good as well as tragic.
He . wants to assure that t~e Church was with the
Jews• suffering and sacrificer that the Jews suffered for others too, for those whom there was no
time to be exterminated, that tragedy of the Jews
is a warning to everyone, the Church remembers
about i t . "Szalom• the Pope concluded his remarks
addressed to the Polish Jews.
The Waldheim case is one more· expe.rience which
makes me feel that our Polish-Jewish dialog,
efforts to promote understanding and good will to
replace bitter recriminations, prejudice and set
stereotypes, are not making much headway.Our
objective of searching for the middle ground is
not served by o~erreaction and lack of sensitivity
for the concerns of others.
The only way I can conclude this letter is by
quoting again fron the PAC statement :•we trust
that moderation . ~ill eventually prevail contributing to mutual· understanding essent·ial to build the
future devoid of racism and hatred and based on
the universal respect for man's dignity, justice
and truth:
Sinc,~ely,

\. ~~\

Kazimierz. Lukomski
Vi~e President

Copi~s

'

of the Executive Colllllittee,
Polish American - Jewish American Task force

Mem~ers

Members of the Board,
Chicago Chapter, American Institute fox PolishJewish Studies

DAVID GELLER
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Spanish Paper Inteniews Waldheim on War Record
PM2806132688 Madrid ABC in Spanish
2J Jun 88 pp 42-43
[Jose Grau dispatch: ...All Soldiers Knew What Ha~
pened in the War': Austrian President Kurt Waldheim's
Statements to ABC"]

1r

(Text] Vienna-John Paul
today begins a visit to
Austria that will last through 27 June. It is his second
pastoral visit to the country. The event has a religious
character, but few people doubt that the pope's stay in
Austria will revive the debate about President Kurt
Waldheim's war record. The former UN secretary general believes that the dispute over his past will not recur
with the.same intensity as it did last year when he visited
the pope in Rome.
It was, Waldheim said, provoked by "various circles:
You know to whom I am referring..." (be was referring to
groups such as the World Jewish Council.) He added: ''I
do not believe this will happen now. Perhaps there are
occasional critical comments here and there but on the
whole the ciampaign is much calmer...
On the occasion of the Austrian president's Vatican visit
last year it was said that he had exerted pressure on the
pope to receive him. Waldheim called this "absolute
nonsense" and "a complete fabrication," adding that in
any case ti,e pope "would not allow himself to be
influenced..,
The Austrian president spends his working day in the
so-called "green room'' of the Imperial Palace, the same
occupied by the Empress Maria Theres.a in the eighteenth century. His desk in the "green room" was fairly
clear. A number of books lay on a small table nearby.
The conversation with ABC took place on the sofa
which, together with the desk, comprises almost all the
furniture in the room. Paintings by Franz Greipel ( 17201792) hang on two of the walls; one of them, near the
sofa, depicts members of the audience at a perfonnance
of the opera "II Parnasso Confuso."
Austrian-Spanish relations have traditionally been good.
Nevertheless, the topic almost inevitably had to be
broached within the context of the animated and controvel'$ial discussion of Waldheim's past in recent months.
"Has an invitation been extended for you to visit Spain
or perhaps for his majesty the king to visit Austria?"
Waldheim's reply was negative: "No, nothing has been
finalized yet." To qualify his answer somewhat, Waldheim added that Madrid-Vienna relations are excellent
and cordial and that this is aiways a good basis for
developing friendship.
Marc Tannenbaum, chairman of the International Jewish Committee on lnterreligious Consultations. said on
Austrian television on 8 January that on his visit to

l

Austria his holiness should discuss "Waldheim's past."
Otherwise, Tannenbaum said, it would be tantamount to
dealing "a blow" to both Jews and Catholics. Waldheim's reply to this was as follows: "All this discussion of
the past has been clarified now. I consider it closed. I
have no doubt about the falsity of the charges leveled
against me. The committee of historians has established
nothing indicating any guilt on my part during the war
years. I shared the fate of hundreds of thousands of
Austrians who at that ti~e. in their youth-I was about
20-had to enlist.in the Wehrmacht. It was no secret: it
was known even in New York. The entire issue has been
clarified meanwhile, and I see no reason to continue the
debate about my past. Therefore, I do not believe that
the holy father intends to continue this discussion."
With regard to the possibility of accompanying John
Paul D to the Mauthausen conceptration camp near Linz
(the capital of upper Austria), Waldheim said that "it
was never envisaged that I would accompany the pope to
Mauthauscn. It was a pure fabrication on the pan of
cenain people who wished to exploit the issue. It was
never planned. I have been to Mauthausen-1 pafd a
visit last year-but it was never planned that I would
accompany the pope to Mauthausen. His is a pastoral
visit. I will receive the holy father at the airport and
attend vespers (a church service) at St Stephen's Cathedral after his arrival. Then the pope will come to the
Imperial Palace, to these rooms. I will receive him here
and then introduce him to the chancellor and members
of the government next door in the 'ceremonial chamber'
(no closing quotation marks, as published].
Asked whether he will talk with the pope, Waldheim
replied: "Certainly. First. I will talk with him privately,
and then I will take the pope to the 'ceremonial
chamber."'
It has been said that because of Waldheim Austria has
been ostracized and isolated, particularly by the West
European countries and the United States. Waldheim
disagrees that Austria has been snubbed. "It is absolute
nonsense," were his actual words. He added: "There is
no isolation...." The president argued that there is a
consta,n t flow of Austrian politicians-from ministers to
himself-traveling abroad and of foreign politicians visiting Austria. "It is absolutely impossible to taJk in terms
of isolation. This is a malicious assertion designed to sow
instability."
Next he talked about his visits-to the Vatican, to
Jordan, to Pakistan-and said: " In any case the world is
not confined to just a number of western capitals." In
this connection he announced that he will soon be
visiting three Gulf states-Saudi Arabia.. Kuwait, and
the United Arab Emirates. Waldheim complained that
"some sectors of the media are constantly and anificially
trying to create the impression that isolation is occurring.".
•
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With regard to whether it was the Austrian Socialist
Party-and in particular its former leader, Fred Sinowatz-that began the attack on him, Waldheim stressed
that he has no intention of accusing anyone but added
that the campaign undoubtedly did start in Austria prior
to the l 986 presidential elections: "There was a professor... a political scientist who collected material. The
material was sent to New Yof\; through channels known
to us but which I do not want to name.. From there it
spread throughout the world, thanks to the World Jewish
Congress and above all THE NEW YORK TIMES and
THE WASHINGTON PO~." Waldheim said that originally the debate on his past had domestic causes connected with the presidential election and that outside
forces and particular sectors of the media then became
involved.
The Austrian president believes that the Yugoslav Gov·
emmenil has behaved correctly in the debate on his past.
He recalled that it was the Yugoslav Government that
finally made it clear that the document published by the
German weekly DER SPIEGEL-a document supplied
by Yugoslav historian Plenca-was false. With regard to
the Yugoslav press' harsh criticism of him, Waldheim
said: ..Yugoslavia is not a dictatorship and it cannot tell
the media what they must do." He believes that Belgrade
has tried to calm the situation, though it has had prob.
lems with World War II veterans' and other people's
feelings. "Official Yugoslavia has behaved well," he
concluded.
Bruno Kreisky, a regular visitor to Majorca and for many
years Austrian chancellor, said in April 1986 that he had
severed relations with Waldheim. The president said
that he has always esteemed Kreisky but that he should
be acquainted with his World War II activities because
they were described in his personal records at the Foreign Ministry. "If he did not know all about me it is not
my fault." Waldheim maintains that it is unnecessary to
tell everything, though not because he wants to hide
anything. "It is certainly not my fault if Kreisky did not
know certain things," he said, addi~g: ..I regret the fact
that this situation has been reached but it is certainly not
my fault."
The former UN secretary general, who spent 30 years in
New York, is aware that it will not be at all easy for his
name to be removed from the ..watch list" (the list of
people who cannot enter the United States for various
reasons, including suspicion of war crimes). For a reap.
praisal of his case he would have to apply for a visa as a
private individual but, as head of state, he will not do
this. He described the decision to place him on the
"watch list" as a "serious violation ofinternational law."
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He stressed that the decision was made under "huge
pressure" and that there are hardly any "legal means of
countering it." Nevertheless, he has not lost hope of a
reappraisal. His relations with the Austrian Social'ist
Party are courteous: "The relevant party bodies have not
requested my resignation.... The government and Parliament have condemned the 'watch list' decision as a
violation of international law."
Since the publication of the report on Waldheim's past
by the international committee of historians in February
of this year the constant refrain about Waldheim's not
being a war criminal but being "morally guilty" and.
"having known" has ceased. For his part, the president
pointed out that the report does not mention the world
"moral." Waldheim said that the report "contradicts"
itself because while its main part confirms that, on the
basis of available documentation, he cannot be charged,
the historians argue in the conclusions that "I must have
known a great deal because of my presence in the
Balkans." However, Waldheim argued, "all soldiers
knew what was happening in the war and it is unac~pt
able to take this as a basis of culpability."
Our conversation on this pertinent question continued
as follows: "If I had known that my failure to recount
each stage of my activity during World War II in the
fonn of a detailed record would be interpreted some day
as evidence of my desire to hide something, then I would
have told everything. This was my mistake because I did
not expect to be asked this.... From the moment the
campaign started I told everything.... In any case my
conscience is quite clear.... I see no reason why I should
resign. It would not be understood by the Austrian
people-or at least by the majority of them. If I were to
ask you (I do not know how old you are) what you did on
a particular day 20 years ago, you would say: 'Goodness,
I will have to look it up; perhaps there is something in my
diary!' The events involving me took place over 40 years
ago. This is why sometimes I have made mistakes about
the date of a particular event or about whether or not I
was in one place or another or have said that I could not
answer something immediately. But it cannot be concluded from this that I 'tried to conceal the truth' or that
I have 'memory gaps.' Now everything is clear, it has all
been investigated."
In conclusion Waldheim said that Austria is not "a
particularly anti-Semitic country." He considers this
"another fabrication used to attack the Austrian
people." Waldheim said that according to a recent opinion poll 7 percent of the Austrian population can be
considered anti-Semitic. "Ofcourse this is a bad thing in
itself but no such conclusion can be drawn from it."
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Dear Rabbi

Tanenba~m:

We are looking forward to your participation in our 11th
Annual forthcoming Conference on the Holo~ust, November
9-11, 1986 in Philadelphia.

s.

Honorary Board Member
HON W WILSON GOODE
Mayor of Philadelphia

As you know the theme of our Conference on T~~ching the
Lessons of the Holocaust is 11WHAT WAS LOST THEN ••• WHAT IS
TO BE PROTECTED NOW'', and the rationale is explained more
fully in the enclosed Prog ~~m Objectives.
The Luncheon, "HUMAN RIGHTS: TH~ T,i\SK AHE.AD," comes under
the theme of "AFFIRMING PLURALISM1 1, in which you will be
participat1ng. It will take place on Tuesday, Nbvember
11, 1986, 1Z:30 p.m. at the Sheraton Society Hill, Dock
Street, Philadelpnia.
The honorarium we offer is $1000. We would be glad to make
hotel reservations for you if you let us know·for which
night.
~

..--'---

Enc 1osed you will find the1_prog_t'am..' ~f.Q.f~ui:":e . f.or"your information.
May I also take this ppportunity to extend a most cordial
·invitation to you to join members of the Council and other
program participants at our luncheons on November 10th and
11th and at dinner on November 10th.

continued •••••••••
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am ·enclosing a response card for the luncheons
and dinner for your convenience. Could you please
fi)l it out and return by October 22nd.
If you have not done so, please send us a bio and
2 or 3 black and white glossy photos for publicity
-s-e do not he~it~te to call me (2l5) 545-8430,
if you need further information.
Thank .you again for accepting our invitation. I look
forward 'to hearing from you and meeting you at the
Conference.
Cordi a 11 y,

~~
Rae·l ea Cha ren
Conference Coordinator
RC:sec

ELEVENTH ANNUAL CONF(RENCE ON THE LESSONS OF THE HOLOCAUST
"WHAT WAS LOST THEN ••• WHAT IS TO BE PROTECTED NOW" .
NOVEMBER 9-11, 1986

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

••••••• TO BRIN~ TO CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS THE KNOWLEDGE OF HOW MINORITIES IN A
CAN BECOME IMPERILED •

SOCl~TY

••••••• TO IDENTIFY AND ACKNOWLEDGE THE DESTRUCTIVE EFFECT OF THE HOLOCAUST ON JEWISH
CULTURAL ROOTS •
••••••• TO TEACH HOW SEVERED CULTURAL ROOTS CAN BE RECOVERED •
•••• • •• TO REACH OUT TO OTHERS WITH SIMILAR EXPERIENCES •
••••••• TO ACKNOWLEDGE A COMMITMENT TO INSTITUTIONS THAT PROTECT PLURALISM •
•.••••• TO REAFFIRM THE
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His Excellency
Chancellor of the German Federal Republic
!)'. Helmuth Kohl
c/o The German fmbassy
Tel Aviv

:

.

Jerusalem. 24 January 1964
,' ...

Your Excellency,

..
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Denial· o} lblocaust. Final Solution Scheme and
Extermination Canps f or Jews in Europe
j·

We , the undersigned 1 appeal to the Chancellor of the Federal :\epuhl1c,
the Government. and Parlilment in Bonn, to support t.he publication of the ._most
important judgments from the trials of Mazi criminals in Germany, who were
responsible f or the exte .mination of several million Jews in Europe in the
death nanps of
II
Auschwitz, Belze!, Chelmno, Maidanek, Sobibor and

Tr~blinkc.

I

These trials took piace between 1960 and 1983. For the last· 25 y~ars
several hundred trials of Nazi criminals have taken place in Germany. We are.
interested in the 20 ·mosi important, among whom were German investigators,
German historians, Germ~prosecutors, German ,judges, Gennan lawyers and the
criminals themselves.
e criminals and the witnesses related how millions of
Jews were mudered in the years 1941-19~5. by order of the leaders of the Nazi
regime, Hitler, Himmler
d his SS.
·
.
.

I

Police and Law Courts have cooperated during the pa~t ?.5 y~ars
with Poli ce and Law Courrs in Israel to uncover the truth and to do j ustice.
German judges, investiga~ors and lawyers frequently come to Israe! to examine
witnesses, as well as trlvelling to Poland to visit the places where th~
murders were carried out .
.
.
.
.
T~e German

We are convinced th ,t the time ha-s-.-eome for joint action of the Gerruan
and Israel Governments to publish the 20 important trials of the SS Comma~ders
who headed

ex

Europe.

Such

should be di~tr buted n the un1vers leS an pu lC l raries in
Germany in 'order to disclose the truth to the new generation of Germans. whom
propagandists are trying fto l e ad astray by denying the lblocaust and the
"Final Solution". We also propose the creation of a Fund to tranalat...e thes·e
judgments into English , French and other languages, in order to counter the
vicious propaganda of those i nterested in denying the past .
publicatio~
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We would be most grateful if your Excellency wou1J kindly agree to
receiving our delegation during your stay in Israel in !order to put forward
our case.

·"

~ l.

Awaiting the favour of your kind reply. we

remain~

Yours respectf\.llly,

l

1"11Wlah

Jledm~,

Head of the Documentation- ··

~ !l" vi d J,evy -

Devuty Prime Minister
•

Haim Kaufman Deputy Financ~ .Minister

I

Dan Ttchon .i- :M.K.
, 11::liezer Sho~t~k ~Mini~ter o( :!ealth

Michael neknl
Deputy Minister
I\

VGideon ..!'att Minister of Industry

, I Auba F.L11n V Former Fnr~iRn Mini~ter

YoseX---Sarid

.1

Avraham Melamed - M.K.

M.K.

Prof. Shevach Weiss - H.K.
Yair Zaban - K.K. •

\ J Yi tzchak Rabin \} Former Prime Minister

Muchamad Watad -

~.K.

Mordechai Virshuvsky - M.K.

\ 1 Halm Corfu ~ Minister of Transport

~lazar

Uzi BRraore - M.K.

, I Dr.
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(Suisse)

Cher Monsieur Halperin,
Merci de votre lettre du 13 aout. Ce sont les vacances
et une maladie de Mgr Salzmann qui ont emp~che la Commission
pour le Judaisme de vous ·envoyer tout de suite les infonnations requises. Je leur avait transmis, en effet, le contenu
de notre conversation telephonique du mois dernier. Le Pere
Duprey vient de me dire qu'il vous ecrira sans tarder.
Je tiens a vous remercier tres sincerement de l'inter~t
que vous portez ~ la rencontre de priere d'Assisi. Il va
sans dire qu'on sera tres heureux d'y voir une representation juive importante et ~ombreuse, dans la mesure du possible.
Je vous prie d'agreer l'expression de ma religieuse
sympathie
votre tres devoue

Roger Card. Etchegaray
President
I
I

·!
I

RECENT OOHTROVERSIES OVER 11fE AUSOIWITZ CONVENT AND
"SHOAJr'
(Re~.) John T. Pawlikowski, O.S.M., Ph.D.
Profcssor of Social Ethics
Catholic theological Union
C~icago, IL

Prepared for the 1987 Meeting of the Polish American
Historical Association
Washington Sheraton Hotel
Washington, DC
28 Deccc;bcr 1987
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At the outset let me express my deep gratitude to my colleague Fr . Chrobot and
the members of PAHA for the kind invitation to participate in this year's meeting.
Since I am not a professional historian but a social ethicist mine will not be a
formal paper following the canons of the discipline. Rather I would like to offer
some personal reflections on the implications of the controversies, often intense,
between Jews and Poles regarding the film "Shoah" and the proposed Catholic
sisters convent at the Auschwitz concentration camp site. My aim is not so much to
discuss each issue in detail but rather to draw out and comment upon some of their
long-term significance. I will do so against the background of my two decades of
work in the general Christian-Jewish dialogue on both the academic and popular
levels as well as my increasing involvement during the past decade in the specific
issues of the Polish-Jewish relationship.
Part I - "Shoah"
Reams have been written pro and con about Claude ianzmann's epic film. Let me give
you my own reaction in brief knowing full well that many here may not share my
judgment . I believe "Shoah" is at one and the same time a brilliant masterpiece and
a seriously flawed artistic creation. Its greatness lies in my opinion in the way
in which Lanzmann has poignantly captured through his extensive interviews what
Hannah Arendt called the "banality of evil" and how he has ultimately rooted the
Holocaust in the development of the "technological personality" by post-Enlightenment Western society. It is no accident that Lanzmann relies as much as he does in
the film on the authoritative voice of Professor Raul Hilberg of the University of
Vermont, author of the celebrated but originally controversial (even in some
Jewish circles) volume THE DESTRUCTION OF EUROPEAN JeWRY . For me this is unquestionably the high point of "Shoah", the feature that renders it a film of enduring value
(as prophetic critique) for contemporary humanity.
The "flawed" side of "Shoah" involves several fronts. First of all, it is my
convictior, that t.anzmann remains :in this film a clear heir of the post-World War II
liberal intellectual traoition in Europe. Hilberg might also be described as a
willing party to this perspective which embraces both Jews and non-Jews alike,
mostly of French and German ancestry. This intellectual tradition would like to
bring the liberal perspective through the Holocaust fundamentally unscarred. It is
seen as a continuing hope for a just and humane society, perhaps the one remaining
hope, in the face of the growing power of the "technological personality" that
parented Nazism. Lanzmann and his colleagues are simply unwilling to admit the
challeng·e to the liberal Enlightenment posed by the Shoah that writers such as
Irving Greenberg have sensitively highlighted:
One of the most striking things about the Einsatzgruppen
leadership makeup is the prevalence of educated people,
professionals, especially lawyers, Ph.D.'s, and yes, even
a clergyman. How naive the nineteenth-century polem.ic with
religion appears to be in restrospect; how simple Feuerbach,
Nietzsche, and many others. The entire structure of autonomous logic and sovereign human reason now takes on a sinister
character •• •• All the talk in the world about "atavism" cannot
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obscure the way in which such behavior is the outgrowth of
democratic and modern values, as well as the pagan gods ....
This responsibility must be shared no~ only by Christianity,
but by the Enlightenment and democratic cultures as well.
Their apathy and encouragement strengthened the will and
capacity of the murderers to carr~ out the genocide, eve~
as moral resistance and condemnation weakened that capacity.
(cf. "Cloud of Smoke, Pillar of Fi~e~ Judaism,.Christianity,
and Modernity after the Holocaust, in Eva Fleischner, ed.,
AUSCHWITZ: BEGINNING OF A NEW ERA? REFLECTIONS ON THE HOLOCAUST. New York: Ktav, 1977, p. 17)
No challenge to the Enlightment tradition is presented in Shoah. Instead Lanzmann
turns to the church and to the Slavic East. Both in his eyes were essential
components of Nazism' s near success. For the ·E uropean liberal intellectuals, including as sensitive a Holocaust interpreter as Nobel Prize winner Elie Wiese.I
who never makes mention of wholesale French collaboration with the Third Reich's
policies, the democratic structures of Western Europe most probably would have
withstood the onslaught of Hitlerian racism if antisemitism, fueled in large part
by popular Christianity, had not been alive and well in Eastern Europe, particularly Poland. It was the availability of essentially unenlightened societies in
the East with their popular church-based racism that provided the indispensable
milieu for the annihilation of the Jewish People. Without such societies in the
East Nazism would have been largely stymied in its efforts at the Final Solution.
So runs the thesis, whether explicitly stated or strongly implied (as in "Shoah").
The primary point I wish to make here is that a good deal of the criticism of
"Shoah" by Poles misses the major thrust of Lanzmann's position. He is not primarily attacking Poland out of his Jewish background. Rather he is speaking as a
member of the liberal intellectual tradition of Western Europe with not untypical
disdain for the darkness of the East and of the Church no matter what the issue.
True, some of the off-the-cuff remarks made by Lanzmann in response to rather
hostile questions at Britain's Oxford Institute's seminar on "Shoah" might easily
leave the impression that narrow Jewish dislike for Poland was the chief motivating
force. But these are rather isolated comments made on the spur of the moment, under
some pressure, by a typically volatile artistic personality type. I do not mean
to say they s~ould be totally ignor9d. But they must be balanced with Lanzmann's
later comments during the television version of the film and, more importantly,
by the film itself where such simplistic Jewish anti-Polish feeling is not
emphasized to any great extent.
By simply dismissing Lanzmann as a crude anti-Pole Polonia leaders.in particular
seriously undercut the force of their legitimate complaints about "Shoah".
Certainly this would not be the first or last major historically-oriented film to
slavishly follow a single interpretive line. But given the tremendous sensitivity
of the whole subject I am prepared to argue, and argue quite . strongly, that as
director Lanzmann had some responsibility t~ present a wider range of interpretive
perspectives and to consult a more extensive and varied gr,oup of Holocaust scholars
than he did. His failure to do so represents the film's greatest weakness. Unfortunately the Polish critique never explored in depth the basis of the Lanzmann
thesis. For this in part I believe Polish academia bears a part of the blame for
allowing communal leaders frequently to define the issues in simplistic fashion.
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Hysterical language and personal condemnatidn of Lanzmann in words that often
seemed to reduce him to the level of a "beast" tended to prevail. so. in the end,
the critique has thus far wound up a failed exercise with l~ttle impact on those
outside the Polish community who have viewed the film. An important opportunity
had been squandered by North American Polonia for a critical, substantive contribution to the dialogue occasioned by the film which revolved not just about
historical events but about the future of humankind . The situatipn in Poland itself
was far better, but we shall turn our attention in that direction in a moment.
There is a second important area where "Shoah" may be legitimately faulted in my
opinion. That has to do with its presentation of the social conditions in Poland
at the time when most ·of the Jews were being transported to the death camps.
"Shoah" definitely presents the image of a welll.-ordered, rather tranquil Polish
society . You and I know very well that this was not the case. Poland was in
shambles by the time the death camps were at the height in terms of Jewish extermination . The Nazi attack had been successful in completely destroying the normal
order of the nation. And only in Poland was the penalty for hiding a Jew automatically the ultimate one of death.
I think this point could have been raised with some force in the Polish critique.
It generally was not. But I must admit that I personally would not be prepared to
hold Lanzmann as strongly accountable on this score as on the first point. An
artist's responsibility to tell an entire story in a single work may indeed be too
high a standard to demand of everyone. Certainly this would apply to the tale of
Polish victimization under the Nazis which perhaps may legitimately await another
artistic hand as Jan Karski has suggested, perhaps a Polish one. After all, the
responsibility to tell the Polish story rests first and foremost with the Polish
community, not with othe~s. But, having said this, when one weighs the amount of
potential harm that can result when viewers with no other background knowledge of
the Polish situation see the film it is possible to call Lanzmann into account for
not having presented a more accurate portrayal of actual conditions in Poland at
the time. An artist does have some responsibility in my judgment to consider how
audiences will receive the film's message . And the lack of such background certainly
can intensify the sense of Polish collaboration and responsibility among non-Polish
viewers who may already harbour certain stereotypes about Poles and the Polish
nation.
In short, then, I believe 'the Polsih public discussion of "Shoah" was largely a
fiasco. It showed a reg!etable. lack of maturity in the community, a lack which
becomes Polonia's worst enemy in enhancing its image within the general society
and making its cultural richness an authentic part of the American mosaic.
Let me go back at this point to the first charge generally levelled against
Lanzmann--that he has largely manufactured Polish antisemitism. The response to
this perceived falsification by Lanzmann on the part of North American Polonia
has mostly been a superficial chorus of claims about Poland's historic love
affair with its significant Jewish population with little solid research to back
up such claims. Not so in Poland . "Shoah", together with the Auschwitz convent
episode that I shall say more about subsequently in this presentation, has produced
the beginnings of what could prove to be a historic self-examination by the entire
nation. By and large response to "Shoah" in Poland has been far more measured and
constructive, though certainly not devoid of some serious ,c riticism. As I see it~
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still lacks. And it is time that the latter begap to explore why this is so.

"Shoah" hence could turn out to be an epic film not only for its penetrating
deciption of the root evil of Auschwitz, but also for its stimulation of a serious
self-examination by the Polish nation of its Judaic heritage in both its positive
and negative dimensions. Even in this early stage of the discussion it is becoming
quite clear that the highly optimistic picture put forward by Polonia communal
leaders or by scholars such as Norman Davies and Richard Lucas are simply, to put
the best face on their portrayals, far too unnuanced. Without doubt this same
discussion is showing the shallowness of Jewish views that proclaim mass national
hatred of Poles against the Jews in their midst. Certain realities are becoming
clearer as the discussion-inspired research continues among both Jewish and Polish
scholars. Jan Gross has surfaced three of the emerging realities in a recent
article in DISSENT ("Poles &Jews in the Second World War," 34:1, Winter .987,
73-81) based on an address originally delivered at Oxford University. All three
concern the interwar and World War II periods which are clearly becoming the
major problematic. He writes the following :
We know three things about the subject of our inquiry:
about Polish attitudes towards the Jews during the war-that there was widespread anti-Semitism; about Polish
behavior--that relatively few people were involved in
helping the Jews; and about the German-created context-that the death penalty was meted out for helping Jews
to hide. (p. 80)
Though I would personally not agree completely with Gross' contention that
"fear of the death penalty" was not that much of a factor in the final analysis
(I think it constitutes an important difference that must be stressed when comparing
Poland's behavior to other nations such as Denmark) nonetheless he is fundamentally
correct in my estimation in his contention that antisemitism was a far more
decisive factor in the prevailing indifference in Poland towards the plight of
the Jews, an indifference which, as he graphically puts it, dictated "the sad
truth . • . that those who helped the Jews during the war had to be on the lookout
not for Gestapo agents, but for their own neighbors." (p. 79)
Thus we must acknowledge that there is a valid point in "Shoah" 's implication that
Polish antisemitism was an important countributing factor to the overall success
of the annihilation of six million Jews. In expressing legitimate criticisms of
Lanzmann's exaggeration of this factor we cannot lose sight of its basic reality.
This is what the response in Poland to "Shoah" now seems to be doing unlike its
counterpart among Western Poles. There is very much of a question in my mind as to
whether the antisemitic seedbed in Poland was any worse than in other European
countries. My scholarly evaluation at this point is a basic "no" . That is why I
stress the "death penalty" factor more highly than Gross. But widening the
antisemitic seedbed in our interpretation of the Holocaust does not excuse Poles
in Poland or in Polonia from a serious, honest confrontation about our own homeland during this period of darkness. Nor does the important and necessary stress
on the Nazi attempt at national Polish subjugation, so wel l brought out in
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FORGOTTEN HOLOCAUST by Richard Lucas, obliterate the need for coming to grips
with this reality. All Poles owe a great deal of gratitude to Jerzy Turowicz for
his courage in ope·ning TYGODNIK POWSZECHNY to 1:his question and to his determination to pursue it despite considerable counterpressure from many quarters in
Poland, including important ecclesiastical leaders.
The matter is far from settled. Undoubtedly it will take many more years for
scholars to do the painstaking research that is necessary. One example of such
importar1t work is that recently undertaken by Fr. Ronald Modras of St. Louis
University who has studied the attitudes of the Polish Catholic press towards
the Jews during the interwar era. He will soon make his initial formal presentation ~f his conclusions in an address at the 3rd International Polish/Jewish
Conference to take place in Jerusalem at the Hebrew University in early February.
From some preliminary remarks he has made regarding these conclusions to the
National Polish-American/Jewish-American Task Force his research will certainly
challenge the optimistic picture that some Polonia leaders have tried to present
about the situation.
While we are still a long way from fully resolving this question (if indeed we
ever will to the satisfaction of all concerned) one dimension is clearly emerging
as a major roadblock that will need to be removed for the process unleashed by
TYGODNIK POWSZECHNY to bear good fruit. I speak of the dominance, both in Poland
and in Polonia, of the romantic view of the Polish nation. Turning to Jan Gross
once more he unquestionably considers this romantic interpretation of national
identity the root of the problem:
The difficulty Poles face in confronting the wartime history of Polish-Jewish relations, inde,ed in
confronting the issue of Polish anti-Semitism in
general, dervives from the incompatibility of Poles'
behavior with the dominant romantic interpretation
of Poland's destiny. Influential to this day, the
romantic imagination postulates two ideas with
political implications: a conviction about righteousness and exemplary destiny of the oppressed---as
well as a belief in the universality of freedom.
This fate allegedly condemns Poland to an exemplary
historical destiny: Polish messianism showed no hesitation in identifying the country as "the Christ of
Nations." ("Polish-Jewish Relations", DISSENT, p. 80)
The point that Gross is making is that when Poland secured its measure of independence in 1918 this romantic vision provided no basis for the critique of
power necessary for all nations. It also provided no basis for dealing with the
rights of minorities since it was wholly oriented towards national liberation.
Marek Leski, writing in ARKA, makes more Or less the same point as Gross about
the problematical nature of this dominant romantic vision of Poland:
The romantic vision of the nation-organism, the
spiritual community not open to outsiders has
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never been as far from reality as it is today •
.•. A reckoning with Polish nationalism and its
xenophobia therefore appears an important task if
our society is to become like that of countries
characterized by a political culture which respects individual rights and civic freedoms and
has a plural character. It is therefore injurious
and indeed downrights harmful to close our eyes
to Polish anti-semitism or to diminish its role
in our political tradition. The conviction that
there is something shameful in speaking about
this subject, or that doing so will undermine
or paralyze the national will and spirit of
Poles merely displays a lack of faith in the
self-correcting abilities of Polish culture.
(as quoted in the "Introduction," THE JEWS IN
POLAND, ed. by Chiman Abramsky, Maciej Jachimczyk
and Antony Polonsky. Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
1986. p. 12)
My sympathies are very much with Gross and Leski on this point. National consciousness must include a self-critical component. Otherwise it simply does not qualify
as mature national identity or mature patriotism. Certainly Poland is not alone in
having had difficulty in dealing with this. But Poland is the subject of this
presentation so it does no good in my judgment to avoid the issue by pointing the
finger at other countries.
One final point needs to be made before leaving the topic of "Shoah". It relates to
the situation of Polish-Americans in dealing with the shadow side of Polish national
history, . especially interwar and Nazi-era antisemitism. It remains my firm conviction that we must allow native Polish scholars to take the lead in this soul-searching process . We certainly should follow the discussion with keen interest and be
prepared to make some input, as Fr. Modras has . But this is something Poland, not
Polonia, must do first and foremost. We in Polonia, .however, must insure that this
discussion reaches our people. We cannot continue simply to wave the romantic
banner
important scholars in Poland begin t .o speak out for a completly honest
assessment of the nation's past attitudes towards the significant Jewish community
that lived in its midst.

as

Nor can we allow those in our own country with deep roots in Poland and with
experience of the war period to become subjects of personal attacks if they dare to
raise questions about the full accuracy of this romantic vision of the Polish
nation's treatment of Jews. In this context I speak especially of some of the
vicious denunciations of Jan Karski, particularly what appears to be a somewhat
organized letter writing campaign from the Buffalo area, after he took issue with
the generalized anti-Polish charges against "Shoah" in an interview originally
published in TYGODNIK POWESZECHNY (15 March 1987) and subsequently reprinted in
DISSENT ("The Mission That Fai.led," Summer 1987, pp . 326-334). One may legitimately
disagree with Karski. I do to some degree in light of my previously stated thesis
that Lanzmann' s anti-Polish attitudes stem from his liberaL Franco/German inte·l-·
lectual circle though I suspect Karski meant primarily to challenge a crude, narrow
anti-Polish interpretation of 11 Shoah" and not the deeper philosophical issues
involved. Here I stand more with Czeslaw Milosz ("Poland and the Jews: An Interview
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with Czeslaw Milosz", TIKKUN, 2;2, May/June 1987, pp. 36-42) and his analysis
of the Parisian intellectual roots of Lanzmann's Polish problem. But in some
ways that is beside the point. If Polonia cannot deal with such a honest discussion, if it does ont forthrightly condemn such personal assaults against its
own righteous which have subjected Karski to deep anguish, then it exposes to
the world a lack of the maturity it has been trying so hard to portray.
Let me bring to a close my observations about "Shoah" with a few comments on the
famous scene outside the village church which has received such comment. The
negative reaction to this much discussed episode in the film has been intense in
many p,o lish quarters. Part of the objection arises from the presentation of the
peasants. But an equally strong objection has been to the implied attack on the
Catholic church. Speaking as a Roman Catholic social ethicist I feel that Polonia
must hegin to take a more balanced look at the church 1 s role during the Nazi area,
not only with respect to the Jews, but with respect to the attack on the Polish
nation as well. Richard Lukas has sensitively raised this issue in FORGOTTEN
HOLOCAUST (pp. 13-17). But few others in the Polish community have picked up on it.
Unfortunately a totally uncritical view of the church is part and parcel of the
Polish romantic vision about which I just spoke. In not confronting the church's
failures towards Poland at this period, as well as its positive role, Poles are
depriving themselves of a full understanding of their own Holocaust experience
and the challenges it continues to present to both religion and the liberal,
democratic tradition. This in turn impedes the ability of the Polish tradition to
make its full contribution to the development of a new social vision for our time
that takes into account the profound experience of the Nazi era. Rather than simply
denouncing this part of the film, then, it might provide the opportunity for Poles
to begin the critical assessment of Polish Catholicism that it is still largely
wanting.
Part II - The Auschwitz Convent Controversy
I

I do not intend to give as much treatment to this controversy as to that surrounding
"Shoah". This is certainly of secondary importance (and primarily an European
phenomenon), though saying this in no way belittles some of its significant implications. While the convent, housed in a former theatre on the edge of the state
concentration camp site, opened in 1984, the controversy is of more recent origin.
Its presence at Auschwitz came to public attention when a conservative-oriented
Catholic group in Western Europe called ''Aid to the Church in Distress" launched
a fundraising appeal which included promotional literature that raised serious
questions about possible conversionist intentions on the part of the Carmelites at
the convent. After much public discussion, often heated, involving leaders of the
World Jewish Congress and Catholic prelates from France, Belgium and Poland an
agreement was reached on February 22, 1987, in Geneva, that the present convent
would be closed and in its place "a Center for information, education, meetings
and prayers" would be created in the town by European Churches. In addition, a
cooperative educational effort would be initiated regarding the Shoah as well as
the Martyrdom of the Polish People and the other peoples in Europe during the Nazi
era. This agreement is now in the process of implementation, though there are some
indications surfacing it may not go as smoothly as was originally hoped. Cardinal
Macharski encountered significant opposition in his attempt to pursuade the Polish
hierarchy of the wisdom of the agreement and some of that opposition may still be
making itself heard.

•
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What can be said about the implications of the Auschwitz controversy apart from
the Ge~ agreement. First of all, there was clear acknowledgement on the Polishside
of the very special nature of the Nazi onslaught against the Jews . This marked
an important breakthrough. Secondly, it is clear that Poles (by and large Roman
Catholic) and the Jews principally involved in the controversy (by and large
Orthodox-leaning) had almost diametrically opposed perspectives on the propriety
of cemetary memorials . For Catholics such memorials are a mark of respect for the
dead. For the Jews they represent the exact opposite. Thirdly, the controversy
showed how little either Jews or non-Polish Christians connected with the JewishChristian dialogue understood the nature of the Nazi effort tc subjugate the
Polish nation. This is certainly one of the most important aspects of the entire
controversy . Hence I would like to dwell on it at greater length.
As a person deeply involved in the general Christian-Jewish dialogue people naturally
turned to me for suggestions when the impact of the European discussion began to
hit U.S. shores. I was taken back.as these colleagues spoke to me, at how little
they knew about the situation in Poland during the war. Hence they were ripe were
easy acceptance of some highly distorted claims put for~ard by Jewish leaders
during the discussion. This was also true to some extent of Cardinal Lustiger of
Paris, a prime representative of the Vaticap in the Geneva negotiations, who discussed the convent crisis with me at a private luncheon arranged by Cardinal
Bernardin during his visit to Chicago, An extreme example of such lack of knowledge
on the Jewish side which disturbs me greatly as a son of Polonia can be found
found in the remarks of Ady Steg, President of the Alliance Israelite Universelle
at the first Geneva meeting on the crisis held on July 22, 1986, attended by
Roman Catholic leaders from France, Poland and Belgiun1 and Jewish rabbinic and
communal leaders from France, Belgium and Italy. Professor Steg proclaimed to those
assembled in Geneva that the Jewish people had acquired, through the martyrdon of
its children, ·· "inalienable rights to-Auschwitz." He declared that the memory ot
the tens and hundreds of thousands of non-Jews who were murdered there "deserves
to be preserved in piety . " But, he noted, "their murder was perpetrated as an
'extra measure' .•. a matter of subjecting the non-Jews to facilities which were
installed for the working out of the Final Solution. In truth, Auschwitz, with its
gas chambers and its crematoria, was conceived, constructed and put to use solely
for the extermination of the Jews." (AJC JOURNAL, Spring 1987, p.6)
I have no difficulty accepting the notion of Jewish "inalienable rights" to
Auschwitz so long as "inalienable" does not imply "exclusive rights" as well (which
I fear may be behind Professor Steg's remarks). That is why I strongly supported the
proposition that no decision about the camp site should be made unilaterally by
the Polish government or the Catholic church. Jews have an in~erent right to be
part of the decision-making, a principle flagrantly violated in the original decisionto establish the convent in the theatre. But the remainder of Professor Steg's
remarks greatly offend any Pole sensitive to the sufferings of the Polish nation
under Hitler. Its subjugation, which involve~th e systematic extermination of its
leadership classes, was not just an "extra measure", but an inherent part of the
overall Nazi plan for human purification and advancement. As for Professor Steg's
contention about Auschwitz's establishment, i~ simply represents a gross distortion
of history. Auschwitz was originally constructed for German prisoners~ but soon
became the premier camp for Poles . Poles were the majority of the inmates there
until 1942 when Jews took over. The first killing by poison gas at Auschwitz
involved 300 Poles and 700 Soviet prisoners of war(cf. R. Lucas, FORGOTTEN
HOLOCAUST, p. 38). Certainly Auschwitz eventually became the main camp for Jewish
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annihilation and this may never be forgotten. But there is equal need to recognize
Auschwitz as the symbol of the Nazi attack against the Polish nation. As Jerzy
Turowicz once asked in TYGODNIK POWSZECHNY, "Do these two symbols really have to
be divide our two nations?" (as quoted in the AJC JOURNAL, Spring 1987, p.6).
I think not. But there is need for considerable education of non~Poles on the
matter of the "Polish martyrdom", as the 1987 Geneva accord terms it. And Poles
cannot sit back and wait for the Jews or others to initiate this educational
effort. We must lead the way, something we have not done very well up till now.
All channels must be used--educational curricula, media, film and public cermonies.
As Jan Karski put it, rather than simply bemoan the deficiencies of a film such as
"Shoah",the Polish community needs to create a film depicting the Polish story in
fuller detail.
Fourthly, and finally, the controversy over the convent has shown the inadequacy
of the permanent exhibit at the Auschwitz state memorial. It is much too generic.
Over the years what there was of the special Jewish story has gradually disappeared.
The addition in recent years of a Jewish building helps some, but tends to get lost
among the many other "national" buildings on the memorial site. Here is where Jewish/
Polish cooperation would be welcome. Together we might press the responsible authorities to do there what they did rather well in the exhibit mounted originally for
the foyer of the United Nations in New York and now touring the United States under
joint Polish/Jewish sponsorship. This latter exhibit, after considerable pressure,
was altered to reflect the distinctive nature of the attack on the Jews while it
sensitively portrays the Nazi fury against the Polish nation as a whole.
This concludes my personal remarks about the two recent Polish-Jewish controversies
connected with the Holocaust experience. I have been as forthcoming in my position
as possible in the hope of eliciting further discussion since I am convinced the
two events together challenge fundamental understandings in both the Polsih and
Jewish communities. I have spoken as a Pole to Poles, though I am quite conscious
of the need for equivalent talk by Jews to Jews. Whatever implied criticism of
Polish leadership this paper contains, my overall goal was not to question the
commitment of individuals to the Polish cause but simply to enter into the vital
process of discerning the best course for Polonia. Once again let me say thank you
to Fr. Chrobot for the opportunity to do this.
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Eva Fleischner, Ph. D•
Sister Mary Jo Leddy, Ph.D.
Sister C~rol . Rfttne~~ Ed.D.
Pope John Paul II' s decf sf on to grant

an

official audience to

Austria's President Kurt Waldheim. a man who lied about his Nazi past,

~s

a papa 1 gesture of forgiveness and
·..
This is a dangerous interpretation and reason enough to

has been interpreted- by-"'some

reconciliation.

It compels us to COll'lnent further on the

dispute this ill-advised visit.

use and abuse of forgiveness in Church and society.
l-lithin the Jewish and. Christian traditions, there is a deep sense
that the motives which lie within the human heart are known onl.r:

God.
o~

~y

Thus, we withhold judgement about the motives of either the Pope

Waldheim in conducting this public meeting.
Yet, while it is difficult to judge why a person acts in a certain

way, we can a_nd must judge what a person does.

or

worse,

are

responsible

for

the

Human bef.ngs, for better

deeds which

they do.

This

responsibility for the consequenc_e s of our actions is grounded in· the
Jewish and Christian belief in the freedom and dignity of the human
person.

To deny this responsibility is to diminish the significance of

all human actions.

If we allow the passage of time to rescue a person

(such as Waldheim) from the consequences of wrong-doing. then
~

ti~e

will,

'

in turn. rob human beings of the credit for the good they have done.

The evidence suggests that Waldheim's deeds.during the Second World
War

must

be

brought

to

judgement.

The • Christi an

sacrament of

reconciliation (which takes place only through the admission of guilt

V~nd repentance) was never meant to diminish the practice of human
justice -- which preci.~~1,Y in f ~~ moments of legal condemnation afffnns

.
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·the df gnity of human beings 1n their freedom and responsibility.
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- . - -· -. In .the confess ton of wrong-doing·~ the· heart of. the one· who. did
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is healed. Yet. wrong-doing wounds the entire human community and
.
1t can be righted onn·-·by· .r.einstatfng the dignity of persons and the

wro.ng

'

conmunity through just· punishment: This is not vengeance.

This 1s the

vindication of human dignity.
Society must judge Waldheim's deeds.
him?

Surely such an

absolutio~

But who on earth can forgive

ultimately lies in the hands· of his
It would be presumptuous for Christians
.,

victims. Jewf sh and non-Jewish.

to forgive and forget in the name of Jews and non-Jews murdered by the

Nazis.
Pope John

Paul

II

gave the world a magnificent example of

forgiveness when he vi sited Mahrnet Ali Agca in prison •. The Pope, wtio

was the victim. forgave the one who. had wounded him.

did not ask that Agca be released from prjson,

The Pope, however,
from

the 'social

consequences of his wrong-doing.

The Pope's meeting with Waldheim sets a very different and
ambiguous example.

Whatever the Pope's motives were in agreeing to such

a meeting. a public appearance together at an official audience appears
as absolving Kurt Waldheim from the consequences of his actions during
World War II and the Holocaust.

the pattern

the Church denying the
•
consequences which its own long hfstory of antfsemitism· have had for the
interpreted

as

part . of

It can easily and unfortunately be

Jewish people.
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Rev. Dr. Franklin H. Littell
215/667-5437
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
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A GROUP OF PROTESTANT LEADERS TODAY RELEASED THE FOLLOWING .
STATEMENT, IN RESPONSE TO THE PAPAL INVITATION TO KURT WALDHEIM.
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PROTESTANTS PROTEST INVITATION TO WALDHEIM.
THE

PAPAL

INVITATION

TO

KURT

WALDHEIM

IS · PRIMARILY

A

ROHAN

1
I

CATHOLIC PROBLEM. :
DISTRESS KNOWN.

HOWEVER AS PROTESTANTS WE WANT TO HAKE OUR

THE INVITATION DISGRACES THE MEMORY OF CHRISTIAN

MARTYRS WHO OPt?OSC:O NAZI IDOLATRY.

THE INVITATION DISHONORS TliE

MEMORY OF THE VICTIMS OF THE NAZI HOLOCAUST.
LORD'S PEOPLE CANNOT BE HEALED SO LIGHTLY.

THE WOUNDS OF THE
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Notes for IJCIC Meeting August 20, 1987

To refresh our memory,. here is my recollection·of our AJC position as
sketched out ·at the meeting with Bert ·this morning:
1.

Regarding Jewi.sh .representation: at the August 31st meeting with
Casaroli, et al ·and the.September 1st mee.ting.. with the Pope, our
Hrst position. is to ask· for. a delegation of six for both m~et.ings
(2 from Synagogue Council, 12each from UAHC, World Jewish Congress,
B'nai B'rith and ourselves -- no AJCongress, no AOL, no one from ·
Israen; .
·
Our faJlback position is, 10 for the Casaroli meeting (2 from
Synagogue Council, 2 from B'nai B'rith-ADL, 2 from World Jewish
Congress-American Jewish Congress, 2 from AJComrnittee and one
each from UAHe and Israel); and we support the idea 6f a s~a11err
delegation for the. Papal audience if the Pope insi'sts.

2.

As for public relations and press statements, we support an
agreement that no Jewish public statement should be issued
by anyone until after the Papal audience on September 1st,
and no individual Jewish statement should be made until there
has been a joint communique in consultation with the Catholic
partners in d{alogue. Once there has been a joint communique,
individual Jewish leaders or representatives of prganizations
may wish tp add their own. comments, interpretations, observations, etc.

If this -doesn't agree with your own recollection,

JHB:FM
cc: Bertram Go 1d .
Jaine s Rudi n

plea~e

let me know.

.

:

AMERJCA_N JEWISH COHMITIEE LEADERSHIP MISSION TO AUSTRIA
PROVISIONAL SCHEDULE FOR THE VISIT IN VIENNA
8/2? to 8/29, 1986

Your Hote 1:

Hotel Sacher
Philharmonikerstrasse 4
1010 Wien
Telephone Number: (~3~~~2) 51457

MON. , Aug. 25

Arrival at Vienna Airport
Dr. Kienz1 will welcome you at the airport
Transfer to Hotel Sacher

5:30 p.m.

Meeting at your hotel with Or. Erich Froeschl, Director of
the Renner lnstitut, Dr. Heinz Kienzl, General Manager of
the Austrian National Bank, Second President
the Austtian1srael i Friendship League, Dr. Walter Schwimmer, Member of
Parliament, Deputy General Manager of the Wiener Gebietskrankenkasse, President of the Austrian-Israeli Friendship
Leag~e, Dr. Karl Vak, General Manager of the Austrian
Zentralsparkasse, Head of the Foreign Policy Association of
Austria.

of

Evening at your disposal
TUES., Aug. 26
9:00 a.m.

l-N

12 Noon

1:00 p.m.

r

Meeting at the Austrian National Bank, 1090 Wien, Otto
Wagnerp1atz 3, Tel~ ~3 60/380, with experts active in the
field of anti-Semitism in Austria in the post-war period.
Meeting with Federal Chancellor Dr. Franz Vranitzky, BundesKanzleramt, Ba11hausp1atz 2, 2020 Wien, Tel: 6615/0.
Lunch with Prof. Dr. Schubert at the Restaurant 11Arche Noah11 ,
Seitenstettengasse 2, 1010 Wien, Tel: 63 31 74. Then, visit
to Organization of Judaic Studies, Gerste1gasse, 6/12, 1090
Wien, Tel: 43 00/2502.

7:30 p.m. Dinner with Dr. Ivan Hacker, President of the Austrian

Jewi~b

Community, and other personalities of the Austrian Jewish Community.

..
WED., Aug. 27
9:00 a.m.

Me~ting at the Zentralsparkasse, Stephanszplatz i, 1010
Wien, Tel: 72 92/481, with Or. Karl Vak and experts working
in the field of refugees in Austria.

Lunch

i:oo

p.m.

~t

the Zentralsparkasse

Visit to th~ Jewish Museum in Eisenstadt, organized by Prof.
Schubert.

~..r: -~v-~bs r ~"'-'""''(t - )), ...~_wt, "''c.."' . . . '\ T<>\..\."'•.s\-

Dinner

'JSc.!..

THURS., Aug. 28
9:00 a.m.

10:45 a.m.

Ambassador Ronald s~ Lauder, AmerJ~an Embassy in Vienna,
Boltzmanngasse 16, 1090 Wien, Tel: 31 55 11.
Meeting at the Politische Akademie ~er OEVP, Tivoligasse 73,
1120 Wien, Tel: 83 15 31 with Dr. Schwimmer and expert~,
Defending Austrian against Convnunism and Nazism in th~ postwar period.
Lunch at the Politische Akademie der OEVP with Weibischof
Or. Kraetzl

2:00 p.m.

Meeting at the Renner lnstitut, Khleslplatz 12, 1120 Wien,
Tel: 84 95 01, with Dr. Froeschl and experts working in the
field of anti-Fascist education.

4:00 p.m.

Meeting with F9reign Minister Dr. Peter Jankowitsch, Ballhauspla~z 2, 1010 Wien, Tel: 6615/0.

5:00 p.m.

Dr. Kienzl will meet you at the Foreign Ministry
Discussion and summing up.

8:00 p.ni;

MHT:RPR
8/18/86

Dinner at the American .Embassy.

Sun. Feb. 16. 1992

ar London 8:4S AM
Iv·· London BA#850 at 11:45 ar Warsaw 3:20 P.M.• transfer to Marriot Hotel. Warsaw
MARRIOIT HOTEL - CRACQW Tel: 48-22-306-306 Fax: 48-22-221-290

Mon.. Feb 17. 1992 · '
WAR.SAW - All Day Program
lv Warsaw by train for Cracow
Express 5;30 • 8:30 P.M. - transfer to Forum Hote~ Cracow

FORUM HOTEL - CMCOW Tel: 48-l2·66·95·00 Far. 48*12·66-58-27
Tue!i., Feb. 18. 1992

0

CRACOW
A USCHWilZ/BIRKENAU etc.
evening
(~;.

·_:;•

= Cracow Express train
•

...

Wed., feb. 19. 1992: '~·...)

c;,

to Warsaw - transfer to Marriot .Hotel, Warsaw (see above)

'-...J

Warsaw Iv LOT#307 at 9:30 AM. - ar Prague 10:35 A.M. - transfer tq Intercontinental Hotel
Prague

INTERCONTINENTAL
HOTEL - PRAGUE
Tel: 42-2-28-00-111 Fax: 42-2-23-10-500
-.
.
~

.t.• ··' -

t'

Iv Prague Mal~ #821 at 7:25 P.M. • ar Budapest 8:25 P.M. • transfer to Forum Hotel
-

..

FORUM HOTEL - BUDAPEST Tel: 36-1-117-80-88 Fax: 36-1-117-98-08
,

Thursday, Februaty 20, 1292 Budapest - All Day Program
0

Fri.. Feb. 21, 1992 [1/2 day
~

J

pro~am]

BUDAPE.IT
Sat., Feb. 22. 1991
.; .-BUDAPEST
Sun.. Feb. 23. 1992
BuDJ\PEST lv BA#968 at 9:25 A.M. - ar London 4:05 P.M.
lv London BA#t79 at 6:30 P.M. - ar JFK 9:30 P.M.
. ''""-.,

Translation of press statement issued by the
·~VATICAN COMMISSION ON RELIGIOUS RELATIONS WITH THE JEWS

embargQed February 7, 1992
faxed by Dr.

Feldm~n

Mgr Pierre Duprey, vice-president of the Commission, advised the press that
an official Catholic-Jewish delegatio~ of the International Liaison Committee
would be visiting Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hung~ry from February 16 to 21,
~s

a follow up to the September 6, 1990, Prague

m~etin,g.

meetings will take place within the framework of the "Declaration" of the
Special European Bishops Synod whicll spoke of the "great importance which the
T~e

dialogue w~th the Jews" has in the building of the New European Order, and that
11
all forms of '-nti-Semitism must be rejected."
Positive results are to be expected from the encounters, mainly
Encouraging fraternal and closer ;elations at local level with ~ view to
cooperating in the publication of official Catnolic texts on Jews and Judaism
in an atmosphere of mutual confidence.
l)

2)

Creation of premises for simi-lar initiatives in other countries for future
cooperation in a spirit of service· and solidarity•

3)

Preparation of the Baltimore ILC meeting, May 4 to 7, 1992

0

-

..-
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'.. el Vice-pre1idente dell~ Commiasione della S. Sede per i rap' orti reliqiosi con l 1 Ebraismo, circa 9li incontri della Cele~
azione uffic:iale cattolico-abraica in Polonia, RE!pubbliea Fe ...
L, erativa Cec:a a Slovacoa ed Ungheria.
~

..

·i:·~· . ji.:. · .i.J.s.
·;,.

Monsignor Pierre Duprey, Vice PJ:esidente della Comrnissio;··,• della s. Sede per i rapporti reli9iosi con l'Ebraismo, ha

.i...

j; ~ · .1.i f ; ll!. ic~iarato:
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' ' ~Dal 16 al 21 !ebbraio si 1ncontrera in Pclonia, Repubblica Fs,
qJ;,· ' ~ · . derat.i va ceca e Slovacca ed Ungheria, una Delec;azione ufficia. . . . . i' '~e ca.ttolico-ebraio& del "Comi Inte·rnational de Liai!:on" ( ILC) ,
1!i ~ at.i t~i. to a Roma nel 1970. •
.
! ' ...
~::. iiesta dale9azione ·congiunta terra i suoi incontri nel quadro
1
i, ~ 1,·' enerale presentato a eonclusione della 13, a riunione dell' !LC,
~ ii.t JI. . ~, t1il
\lio
'
il 6 settembre 16.90
· ) I ;· . ;. !f .rl'
aqa,
~
•
"l
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•.
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)
1
. ..
' • ~·
i . ;; · · Gli ineontri, g'il programmati dall' !LC a GinevrCL nel marzo
~; : ••·" '. ~ ;".Jcor1b e poi eonfermati nal c!icembre 1~9l, •' iacrivono nel con~'.;~ 1." l' ~es to della "Deelax-atio" dell 1 A1&emblea Speciale par l 'Europa
fj ! ._: it .. : [11· c~ s~nodo dei Vescovi a
i1) ".' tr· 1·
:\;:
~.; •.-.~ . .'..· i :, ! ~
•wella costr~2ione d•~ nuovo ordine europeo •••
:;i
,1 ..
' •
qrand.e impo%tanza ha il Clialogo con ••• qli eb:rei
[ ••• ] de'7ouo essare ri,ettate tutto le forme di
"".'l ·1 t~· · 1.,' 1
ii-·ijl
·:~·:·
I
anti&emitismo• (Oeelaratio, Roma, 14.XII.91, S 8).
1
Poaltivi riault.ati sono auapic:abili da questi inoontri, nei
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Inco:r:aggiamento di fraterne e strette relazion~ a livello
local• tr• le due Comunita ed ·i loro Organismi rappresentativi (Conferenze Epiacopali, I&tit.uzioni Ebraiche), in
vista di cooperare al la pubblicazione e diffusione di testi ufficiali oatt.olic:i au Ebrei ad Ebraiamo, in un' atmoafera di reciprocita e mutua fiducia.

:

> Creazione di solid• premesse par altre iniziative aimili

in altri Paesi dell'E~ropa Centro•orientale, col proposito di collaborare, in seirito di servizio e,solidarietG,
con Autarita reliiiose a civili, nel rispetto delle auto•
nomle • aompetansa p~op~ie di ciascuna di esse.
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Th~
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:1urch and Jew1sn c0Mmun1tv leaders. a sooKesman for the Internati0nal J ew1sn
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JONA.THAN SCHACtn:ER .
al Cttthollc·Jewiih _Liaison Committee, condemned
NEW YORK ..;. An unprocedeRted joint Vatican.Jew~ antitemitism as ·~a sin agaJnat God and humanity." and
lsb clc:kgation "Will travel ~ Eastern Europe 110~ month affinned tllat "one eannot.~ authenncally Christian
io lay tile p:aund\\'OJk fol' effort$ to cornbat.1111tiscml.. end engage bi antisemltiam. ';'
·
tism in Uiat pm of the world. Thlr.Jnusa/Dn POl1 bu
The misslQn is seen as a direct outpowtb of tJle 1990
leamed.
:· '
Pra&ue meetings.
·
The 11-day aussicm. tenta~ lldtedulecl ~or early
''Thlt ml~ion sycnbollzes an~ inaturity ia Vatican.·
February. Yiill tour Poland,
oslovakla ·and Hun- kwisb relitJons. and we hope and. balieve that ~15 will
pry, and meet with Jewish collUl\Wlity· re~· ha.ca s_pilt-over effect on .~r UetS of m\INat=contives. ~Catholic Cburdl officials and p~ ·~man~ even d~gteem~t ·~-~ ~~tlt·.~ela;.
offidals willrin .each COUtltl)'.
.
·,
l;iol'9 wath brael. Stelnbcri;.said, . ..
.
lhe Vatican dcslqates are ~ ~ led by -M$gf: Piu
.\\!hile irt Polll\d,. the join(misSion wiU abo ~xamlno
F~~ tho aecretary of the Vatican Coiamls$loa·tor progrfSS in tho implemontallon of dle 1987 Qoneya
Religtc>us Re1-dons 'Wiib dle Jews. 1'be.Jewish repre-- agTeemtnt, which c:alled for ibc: rclocadon of the Car·
sentatives wiU indudo offtclals of DOC, the lntema.. meUte toavent ft'om. the grounm of the Ausc:bwltz
tio11al Jewish Committee on tntemUglous Colisulta- coacentration camp to a 11ew site t()Clted off the·camp
dons; che ·onibreUa body that represems· tho Jewish grounds.
: ·
orpn{.T.ational conu:nucalty in oftidal ~ witb "cbo AP Id W.r.w eddst · . ; . · . . .
.
Vattc.n. . ·
.
A pu~-~r hu ~ ln~tingthe pab"8pc:ci6ealty. we win beworkiagon~to·elimi- ijs°he::r of a 'Polhh·language :Cditioa of AdOlf Hitler's
.uatc 1eligtous1y and ta(:fally_divisiYe material from text- 'Mein Kampf' OD gaounds O.f spieadtng ta:cW ·hatred,
books and ~t about establisb'°' local Ualloa CX>mmlt· the Polish nm agency rcpo~d ~~y. . .
tees between Jewish and Catti~lic offidds lh~ to
The pro5eedtor In the llOuthern dty Qf Krakow began .
ove,rsat th~ dissemillatlo~ and imp1emen~n of tho inv~igation after a wcsckcnc;t ·news rCjpo~ .tbat a.Polish
Pragut °"1aration.•.• sa1cl Elan Steinberg, e~e uanslatloo of Hjdu'1 book appearc<t °'1 Alo fn.&everal
. direaor of d\c Wodd Jewish c:Amareu, .wh~ prcsl· · ~kstores in. tbe sou1hw~tem dt) of Wroclaw. ·
deftt, Edgar .Bronfman, is lJCIC dlairman. · · · . · PolJ.sb law forbids pubHcatiOM IM:lting·taCial. ethnic·
The Prague Deduation, adopted in Se~ftibet 1990 ar rdlgioua ha.tr~, and.lhc PU,blilhen c:ould face pfis..
aftef a series of snee~p in that dt1 by tile lntematlcrr· · on seatenc:es at one to· 10 )'c•s. ff c::oDvicled•
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EWtors' Advisory

Misery loves company is how some phrase it. Actually, challenge seeks colleagues is
more like we experience it at Religious News Service. As we look to the future, we take some
•. ... perverse comfort is seeing that other news organizations - bigger ones. more worldly,
. : definitely better financed - also are undergoing some intense soul searching.
-. .
ID this regard I was drawn to an article in the New York Times Magazine (Dec. 28,
-·:· · 1986) titled "CBS N!ws in Search of ItseU." Their dilemma is very much like ours, namely,
': - ..~ 1 how to build on a past that includes the long shadows of giants such·as Edward R. Murrow and
·: · Walter Cronkite. That future of excellence also has to be on a tighter bud.g et
~
I share the closing statement of CBS News President Howard Stringer with you since
many of you, too, face the challenge of ordering a new d.iy from a noble past: "CBS News ...
can't use the past as a blueprint for everything that it do-!S In the future. .B ut the past has to
be part of. the tradition. That continuity, if you like, is what keeps the whole company
~ . together."·
.
In 1987, RNS will be operating, for the first time in its history, on a budget that is not
- . ' dependent on outside subsidies. 'l'he break~ven point has been reached only because of diligi:~t
efforts to streamline the service and to refine our understanding of who we serve and how best
· we can do that. All the while, we have also worked hard to keep faith with a tradition that has
·· engendered a great deal of trust and good will on the part of our customers. We want to
assure you that those efforts will continue through the new year.
Jady Weid.mm

4923
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·· O'Connor turnaround on Israel visit upsets officials
By Steve Rodaa
Religious News Service Correspondent
JERUSALEM (RNS) - When the head of the Catholic Archdiocese of New York,
Cardinal John O'Connor, announced his plans to visit Israel, the rumor mill began to churn
with speculation that the Vatican was ready to establish diplomatic relations with the Jewisl:i.
state.
. '
But as the cardinal left on Dec. 27 for his Middle East trip, Israeli officials as well as
Vatican envoys in Jerusalem were upset about the visit and the hopes it generated.
"It's a delicate situation," said the Rev. Marcel Dubois, a leading Catholic theologian
who is on a special Vatican commission on Jerusalem. "It (the trip) could be used as publici::;
for both Arabs and Jews. The situation is, from a diplomatic point of view, very confl!Si:"l.g. ''
The reasor&S for the dismay differ: Vatican envoys say ~~31 _9~Con_~~r_yiola..Ied_ a_
firm .2Q!!£1 set by the Holy See against clerics getting involved in Middle East politi~. _
. Ccrdt:~l O'Connor_ha~ ~illed his visit as a "fact·finding mission."
·
- --... ---·- . · -..- - - ---···--
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For their part, Israeli officials are upset that the c~ after accepting then-Prime
Minister Shimon Peres' invitation last summer .to.eome to .Israel, now says he w_ill not visit
Israeli leaders - at least hot in their offices. The ofiiciaIS -point out that Cardinal {)'Connor
-· .. _ .. will me,?t with Jordan's King Hussein and Prime Minister Zaid al-Rifai.
:. __ ·
The bad feelings product-d by the Cardinal O'Connor trip add to the increasing
frustration of Israeli diplomats over the Vatican's refusa! to recognize the Jewish state. Since
-··
the founding of Israel in 1948, officials have urged senior Vatican officials, including several
'
popes, to establish diplomatic relations with Israel
Over the years, the Vatican has given several reasons for its refusal to recognize Israel
· · · In the last decade, the official refusal was based on the lack of delineated borders between .
Jordan and Israel. The Vatican d0es not have a papal nuncio, or ambassador, in Jordan, either.
Iostead, both countries share an apostolic delegate, a lower-ranking Vatican envoy.
Despite the lack of diplomatic ties, Israeli officials had expressed hope that the Vatican
. was moving toward official recognition of the Jewish state. In April, Pope John Paul Il visited
for the first time Rome's ancient synagogue and conducted services there. Three months later,
the archbishop of Marseilles, France, Cardinal Roger Etchegaray, arrived to receive an award
. from Ben~urion University.
The O'Connor trip, however, appears to have shattered hopes of any VaUcan move to
recognize Israel. The idea for the trip began after Cardinal O'Connor returned frorn Lebanon
last June, declaring the need for a Palestinian homeland.
Jewish leaders in New York urged the cardinal to see the Israeli side of the story, and
in September convinced Mr. Peres to extend an invitation for Cardinal O'Connor to visit Israel
- Cardinal O'Connor accepted and Israeli foreign ministry officials, encouraged by the reaction
· of Jewish.leaders, began to believe that the Vatican was ready to compromise on its refusal to
recognize Iarael.
But last week, Cardinal O'Connor, on orders of the Vatican, backtracked. He said bis
trip would be private and suggested that he made a mistake in the way his mission was
.. presented.
Sources in the 8£0Stolic delegation couldn't agree more. They say that had Cardinal
O'Connor planned to meet with Isr~~li leaders -~uring ? . pilgrimage_!o _the HQli_Larid, th~~ the
Vatican would have stay~2~t of the affair. But by bill~g it as a "fact-finding trip," Cardinal
O'Connor was embarking on a diplomatic. not religious, ~ion. .
"'J'he Vatican does not like when caniinals mhr in the politics of the :rrn~dl~ ·E ast ar~a,:_
Msgr. Richard Mathes, cultural attache to the apostolic..d.elegatt.ons.._~aid. "This is a firI!!__
po_!ition from the Holy See. We don't w~~t to burn_outiing~J.1ere _i_n politics."
.
The way vatfcan Q#icials in _l~ome s~w it, those in the apostolic deleg~tion_~jd, __
~nal o·~~r .was_trying to_make foreign-policyJor:th~-Roman-Catholic _gill!ch. "It's a
political game1 r,g_~r_eligious_on~said one envoy.
_
- -Bul-that attitude has angered officials of major Jewish organizations. Rabbi David
Rosen, head of inter-religious affairs for the Anti-Defamation League of the B'nai B'rith in
Israel, said that "conservative elements in the Vatican .. . give the Jewish people the feeling
that after 38 years, the Vatican has not recognized the reality of the Jewish state."
Rabbi Rosen, who called Cardinal O'Connor "a friend of the Jewish people,'; said if be
refuses to see Israeli leaders during his trip "it would be better if he not come at all."
•
Israeli officials are still unclear what Cardinal O'Connor will do when he arrives in
Israel via Jordan on Jan. 1. A foreign ministry spokesman said he has not heard of the
cardinal's schedule from his envoy, :.::sgr. John Nolan, who is now in Amman.
Foreign ministry sources said they hope Cardinal O'Connor Will meet with Prime
~!:..:is~e:- Yi~zha!i Sh~mir and Foreig:; :-.llnister Peres, but at the same time have not ruled Oti ~
cancelling such plans if the cardinal places conditions on any such talks.
-· r
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Aides to Prime Minister Shamir said he·will be glad to meet with Cardinal O'Connor in
his office in Jerusalem. The aides stressed that the meeting must take place in Jerusalem.
:
Jerusalem Mayor Teddy Kollek, who was supposed to be visited by Cardinal O'Connor,
has also expressed anger. A Vatican official said the cardinal would not come to Mr. Kollek's

.. ...

office.

Aides to the mayor say in that case Mr. Kollek is considering refusing to meet Cardinal
CYConnor at alL "But in the meantime we'll wait and see," said Sevannah Merwyn, the
· may~r's spokeswoman.

.·
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American Jews outraged by Vatican's 'political gamesmanship'
By Religious News Service

.
NEW YORK (RNS) - American Jewish officials expressed outrage at the Vatican's
order to New York Cardinal John O'Connor not to meet with Israeli government officials io
Jerusalem during bis 10-day visit to the Middle East.
•
''The Vatican has embarrassed John Cardinal O'Connor and itself more than it
embarrasses Israel,'' said Nathan Perlmutter, national director of the Anti-Defamation League
(ADL) of-B'nai B'rith. He said that "the Vatican's long-expressed and genuine concern witfi
theological anti-Semitism is welcome, but its concern is compromised by this kind of cynical,
political gamesmanship."
The Vatican cancelled the cardinal's plans to meet with Israeli Prime Minister Yit%.b.ak
Shamir and President Chaim Herzog because the Holy See does not have diplomatic relations
with Israel Cardinal O'Connor said he '4 Should have consulted the Vatican when setting up a
meeting with the president and the prime minister.,,
Lester Pollack, president of the Jewish Community Relations Council of New York, said
. the "unscheduling" of the meeting "signals a critical setback in the process of advancing
UDderstanding" between Jews and Catholics. He charged that the Vatican action caused "great
embarr~ment and hurt" to the cardinal.
Morris B. Abram, chairman of the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish
Organizations, said that "Israel is right to expect that it be dealt with as any sovereign state
should be." He expressed the hope that "good sense will prevail and that an equitable solution
will be found so that cardinal O'Connor's visit to Israel will be a wholly su~ful one."
---~
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Lutheran, UCC health systems agree on merger
By Religious News Service
NEW YORK (RNS) - An agency of the American Lutheran Church, in an attempt to
revitalize Protestant influence in the health care arena, has taken a step toward what was
described as "the first and only church-sponsored, regionally integrated system of health care
in the country."
.
Meeting in Minneapolis Dec. 16-17, the executive committee of the ALC Church Council
approved a merger of the ALC's Lutheran General Health Care System and Evangelical
Health Systems Corp., owned by 85 Illinois congregations of the United Church of Christ (UCC).
. . ."Ge~erally, Protestant churches have lost their influence in healing ministry," said

ON CARDINAL O'CONNOR'S VISIT TO THE MIDDLE EAST

This is a brief review of the press coverage of Cardinal O'Connor's
statements regarding his perceived role as an active peace-maker between .
Israel and her Arab neighbors. It documents that nothing that the
December 22 story in the New York Times interview reported with Rabbi

Hare H. Tanenbaum was not said publicly bef ore both by the Cardinal and
Mayor Koch.

Tanenbaum :

"He (the Cardinal) said that he would ••• try to malc:e some

basic contribution to improving relationships with Israel and its Arab
neighbors."

Cardinal O'Connor:
seven~day

"John Cardinal O'Connor returned yesterday from a

trip to Lebanon and Ro1Re· saying he
•

~ould

gladly go to Israel

if that would help bring peace to the Middle East • •••

11

The Cardinal said he hopes to lobby vigorously for the Palestinian

homeless and others suffering in Lebanon.

"l will be presumptuous enough to make contact with the White House and
the UN to plead for an intensification of concern.

I

\ \
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"I am going to attempt to contact the very large number of representatives of the Lebanese people in the U.S. to try to bring them together
in some fashion ••• • perhaps in a conference in New York to discuss what
they might do for the Lebanese people."

"0 'Connor said the major disappointments of his visit were his f allure
to make direct contact with the American hostages, his inability to
visit leaders of the Shiite and Oruse Moslem factions and the lack of
response to his feelers seeking to visit Syrian president Hafez Assad on
behal.f of the hostages."

(NEW YORK POST, June 21, 1986)

"CARDINAL SEEKS LEB PARLEY"

Cardinal O'Connor said

yest~rday

he would move to organize a conference

to bring Christians, Moslems, and Jews together here· to · discuss ways to
resolve the strife in war-torn Lebanon.

O'Connor said he would 'attempt to contact a large number of Lebanese
people here in the United! States ••• to discuss what they can do for the
Lebanese.

And my Jewish friends can make a significant contribution.'"

(N.Y. DAILY

~EWS,

June 21, 1986)

\
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"O'CONNOR ENDS TRIP TO LEBANON"

"He said at the news conference that he was 'prepared to go anywhere in
the world to see anyone who might want to talk to me about peace and
justice in Lebanon and elsewhere."'

"O'CONNOR SEES

HI~AST

ROLE FOR VATICAN"

"Amman, Jordan, Dec. 31 - John Cardinal O'Connor said today that he
would probably suggest to Pope John Paul II and other Vatican off iclals
that they consider taking the lead in calling an international conference to work out a Middle East peace settlement •••• Papal sponsorship,
the Cardinal said, could be seen as an alternative should the other
approaches prove unworkable."

(NEW YORK TIMES, January 1, 1987)

ON

VATICAN-ISRAEL DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS

"Jewish leaders such as Rabbi Tanenbaum believe that the Vatican has
begun to realize that Its refusal to recognize Israel has not protected
the security of Christians and so would

conside~

some move toward

upgraded diplomatic status."

(NEW YORK TIMES, December 22, 1986)

-4-

•

"O'Connor made the proposal (for a conference on Te1>ano·n) at a wlcteranging press

confe~ence

during which he defended previously stated

views on a Palestinian homeland and discussed a possibility that Israel
could receive diplomatic recognition from· the Vatican.

"O'Connor who met with Pope John Paul in Vatican City, said he felt the

Holy See might conceivably advance the possibility of formal diplomatic
recognition of Israel if it 'assists substantially' in the following
areas:

"Resolving the Palestinian homeland question;
"Restoring peace in Lebanon;
"Trying to indicate in some way that Christians should be protected
in the Middle East."

.
(NEW YORK DAILY NEWS, June 21, 1986)

"He also condit ion_ed h ls support for formal diplomat le recognition of

Israel by the Vatican on a solution to the Palestini an problem and
safety guarantees for Christians living in the Middle F.ast."

(NEW YORK TIMES, June 20, 1986)

••
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MAYOR KOCH

Reporting on his "private, off-the-record" meeting on July 17 with
Cardinal O'Connor and Israeli Ambassador Benjamin Netanyahu, Mayor Koch '
said that the Cardinal ' s

u~tatement

may in fact be an effort to resolve

one of the major sticking pojnts in Catholic-Jewish relations - the
resistance of the Vatican to recognize Israel di plomatically.

"I believe it is his desire to do what he can in a responsible way to
effectuate that diplomatic formal recognition as soon as possible."

•
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